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PREFACE
Whenever I returned from abroad to spend my vacation in Finnish
Lapland, I got used to telling friends gathered around a campfire
about what I had experienced as a civil engineer in my many job
sites in different parts of the world. The reaction was always the
same: ”Why don’t you write a book? What a shame if all this
would go untold!”
And so, despite my objections, I felt I simply had to write my
first book, even though 81 years old. Writing under the rigorous
conditions where we live is difficult. The freezing temperatures
of winter in a relatively cold cabin and the incessant stream of
visitors in the summer, coupled with the unavoidable obligatory
chores … made the task of writing a book almost impossible.
But then a letter from distant Taiwan arrived. My friend Sonja
Fan wrote: “Either I have to come to you and freeze to death in
Lapland or you come to warm Taiwan to write your book here!”
My wife had met Sonja on vacation in Taipei and one summer
Sonja visited us in Lapland. We became lifelong friends.
My love for nature was inspired by my father’s stories about
the time when he was in East Karelia across the Finnish border
fighting the Bolsheviks during the military expeditions of 1918
as well as his experiences trekking in the wilderness of Lapland.
Although he was in charge of Finnish lighthouses as a civil
engineer for the government Agency for Maritime Transportation,
his dream was to have his own patch of land and forest. He
earned the right for this as a veteran of the Winter War against the
USSR (1939-1940), but his untimely death prevented his dream
from becoming true.
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As a young man I admire Lapland’s untouched nature.

Decades later, as an old man, looking on a section of nature that
had been saved.
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It became a point of honour for me to fulfill my father’s vision.
That is why I went abroad after completing my studies in
constructional engineering. There were challenges enough for
any brave man with initiative on the construction sites around
the world in Europe, Africa as well as the Middle and Far East.
I was lucky to marry a courageous wife who accompanied me
as we paddled through the labyrinth-like passages of Lake Inari
archipelago during our vacations. There we met a fisherman
family and with their assistance we found a patch of land on the
shore of the Ivalo River which we named Pyrynmaa (Land of
Snowstorms), after the name of our former ancestral estate in the
south of Finland.
As a construction supervisor of various job sites in Java and
Sumatra it came to my attention that the last of the Finnish
wilderness forests in Northern Lapland were under threat of clear
cutting. My decision concerning nature preservation had to be
made now: “To give up or fight?”
In this connection I want to especially remember the late, brave
parliamentary representative of the German Green Party, Petra
Kelly, who instilled in me the belief and drive to fight for nature
and environmental values. Harald, you, if anyone, can do it! I
remember her encouraging words.
It was in 1987 when I bade my career as a civil engineer farewell
and moved with my wife from Indonesia to our Pyrynmaa in
Finnish Lapland. We spent our first summer and winter in a tepee,
sewn by my wife Margarete. From the trunks of old pines that fell
during the storm nicknamed “Mauri” I started building our future
home. The greatest adventure of our lives had begun.
I have become deeply involved in many things, but nature
conservation stands above everything. I could not just stand by
and watch unmoved neither by the destruction of the Indonesian
rain forests, the home of the indigenous people on Sumatra, nor
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the smothering of coral reefs beneath the Red Sea by polution
released by a cement factory. Similar situations were numerous
and I got myself into deep water a few times as an environmental
activist. In my native country, Finland, however, there is a
free press in contrast to countries run by dictatorships where
environmental activism is very difficult, if not life-threatening.
“I will not give in an inch to the destroyers of Lapland’s
wild forests”, was the headline of an interview given by me and
which appeared in the Finnish newspaper Lapin Kansa in April
1989 I have kept my promise. I have written and spoken
on their behalf as well as participated in direct action to stop
roadwork in wildernesses, have for their sake gone to court and
paid huge court fees because of a few hours’ work delay. My
purpose has been to help people understand the intrinsic value
of our wilderness forests. They are the spiritual and cultural
backbone of Finland and Lapland, but at the same time the safe
habitat for the creatures inhabiting untouched nature and its
diversity. On top of that, the wilderness forests are the homeland
of the Sámi people and important for reindeer husbandry.
As an environmentalist I don’t believe that we are justified
in sacrificing the few remnants of the old forests left on the
altar of an oversized forest industry. But the cutting of wilderness
forests just went on. I could not get my voice heard in my
country. Therefore I went elsewhere in Europe: to Germany,
Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, France and England. I spoke with
environmental activists, experts in the forestry field, professors
of forestry as well as journalists of large quality publications.
As a result, articles were published in the newspapers of Die Zeit,
the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) and the Süddeutsche
Zeitung. The article, Wie in Brasilien (As in Brasil) in the
newspaper Die Zeit, got a great deal of attention in Finland.
I was successful in getting a GEO magazine journalist to come
to Lapland resulting in a 16-page mega-article on the Lapland’s
14

wilderness: Zu Kleinholz verdammt (Doomed for Matchwood).
Der Spiegel magazine published an article titled Räuber im Norden
(Robbers in the North) and German television came to Lapland
frequently. The Finnish wilderness became a hot topic and the
Finnish newspaper Iltasanomat dubbed me Harald the Terrible.
Disturbing news arrived concerning the fate of virgin forests
across the border. The poisonous pollutants e m i t t e d from
the Russian Montsegorsk nickel smelting plant were destroying
miles of forest and the workers of the factories were dying
prematurely. I had luck on my side when I was able to ”break into”
that plant, a hell on earth, in the company of a Swedish journalist
and a Russian interpreter. I was threatened with imprisonment;
however, after an earnest discussion with the managing director
of the installation, we were even given permission to photograph.
I took on the mantle of activist when Helena Tiihonen, a physician
and unrelenting activist, who was busy fighting against the
damming of the Vuotos river in Northern Lapland, invited my
wife and me to join the battle. We were actively engaged in this
activity for 15 years and both of us received in the end a ”Free
Vuotos Veteran” certificate. The Finnish High Court finally put
a well-deserved seal to mark the end of the long environmental
struggle which we celebrated with a joyful rowing tour on the
Upper Kemi River.
There is no end to challenges on the environmentalist front. The
municipal government of Inari recently made the decision to
open the shores of Lake Inari to cottage, luxury villa and hotel
construction as well as the necessary infrastructure, despite the
protected status granted the Lake (NATURA and shoreline
protection program).
Once again, now a senior, I decided to throw myself into the
fray of activism. My brother Ilmari and my nephew Veli-Pekka
assisted me with communications through the internet. We also
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got Finns from abroad to help us in the struggle to preserve
the virgin wilderness of Lake Inari for future generations. The
German-Finland Association DFG published an article entitled
Die geplante Schändung des Inarisees (The planned violation
of Lake Inari). Der Spiegel magazine, for its part, w r o t e
a b o u t t h e fears of the Sámi people for the selling of their
holy lake. The newspaper Helsingin Sanomat published a
three-page article about Lake Inari in their Sunday extra edition
of J u l y 3 r d 2011, which included an online petition for the
protection of Lake Inari. It was signed by over 1000 readers.
A big thanks to them! The magazine APU (Help), worthy of its
name, published on the 24th August 2011 an article about Lake
Inari: Like Nothing Else in this World.
But let us start the whole story from the beginning!
Life’s Lessons Gleaned from My Parents

I spent my childhood in Helsinki where I was born on May 16th,
1934. There my mother ran a pram shop a stone’s throw from the
statue of Runeberg (Finland’s national poet) on the Esplanad
(Boulevard). My father worked as one of the engineers for the
government Agency for Maritime Transportation and was
responsible for the functioning and maintenance of lighthouses
in Finland.
The happiest moments of my childhood were when my father took
me along on trips to inspect the lighthouses along the Finnish
coast. It was the beginning of winter and we were on a pilot boat
going to a lighthouse when my feet began to freeze in the bitter
cold. The pain was severe but I gritted my teeth as I didn’t want
to seem like a mama’s boy, complaining for nothing. In the end I
couldn’t keep my tears. Father noticed my distress, took off my
little boots and lined them with newspaper. It helped. I will never
forget how a wonderful warmth soon replaced the pain. When we
arrived at the lighthouse and climbed up to the upper deck, father
lifted me up so I could see the amazing beacon light. What I saw
16

My German mother, Hermine
Helander, née Hess, youngest
daughter of a merchant and
declared opponent of National
Socialism.

My Finnish father, Ilmari
Helander, freedom fighter,
civil engineer and veteran of
the Winter War.

was a magical landscape and father was my great hero. It was
then I decided to become an engineer, too.
Another memory is linked to the Helsinki railway station (of which
my grandfather’s firm was the main building contractors in 1912).
Father took me again with him on a lighthouse trip. Before the
departure of our train he left the car and did not come back before
the train started moving. I was terribly afraid that father was left
behind, but was greatly relieved when he reappeared from a train
compartment with a large paper bag full of sweets.
Father told me: ”where we’re going there are a lot of children and
your task will be to distribute the sweets among them. This will
teach you that giving means more than receiving.” This was the
17

I as an eight year old in
front of my mother’s baby
carriage shop on Kluuvi
Street in Helsinki.

A happy moment in the summer of
1939: my grandfather, mother, uncle Hans, my brother Ilmari and I.

first important lesson of my childhood, one I have never forgotten.
As a seven- year- old, I started in a preparatory school which led to
grammar school. It was quite demanding and, as I started school
later than others, father taught me to read, which I learned fast.
To me, my mother was the most beautiful woman in the world.
So I decided to buy her a silver chain necklace that I had seen
in a display window of a shop selling Kalevala jewelry; I was
entranced with it from the first glance. Father regularly gave me
an allowance to teach me the value of saving. He gave me a very
small money-box with a lock on it as a gift. The silver necklace
cost a lot and it would have taken years before I had enough
money for it with only my allowance.
It popped into my mind that I could take baby prams that needed
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delivery from my mother’s shop to customers. So I started to earn
a wage as a delivery boy. It was then that I became interested in
maps because in order to find the customers’ addresses I had to
first find them on a map of Helsinki. The city didn’t have many
suburbs 74 years ago so that the delivery of prams was within
the limitations of the capacity of a seven-year-old. I ran with the
prams in front of me and that kind of exercise certainly built a
foundation for my future wilderness trekking accomplishments.
I was well paid for the pram delivery and within a half year I
had already saved half the price of the silver necklace. Father,
whom I had confided in about my plan, gave me the rest of the
sum needed. Finally the big day arrived, my mother’s birthday on
the 30th of April, and I handed her the beautiful silver Kalevala
necklace. She was profoundly delighted by my gift. She never
wore any other jewelry.

My Childhood: The War Years (1939 - 1945)
Dramatic were my memories from the beginning of the Winter
War on the last day of November 1939, when airplanes of
the Soviet Union suddenly bombed Helsinki. Air raids were
thus far only known from the Spanish Civil War. The Soviet
Union, which always emphasized its peace-loving policies, had
the questionable honour of carrying out this brutal act of war
against a defenceless civilian population. It was ironic that the
first bombs hit the Soviet Union’s own embassy on Albert Street
in the vicinity of our home.
We Finns often speak about the Winter War spirit that united
the entire country. The anger about this attack directed towards
our country was great. The Soviet Union argued that the attack
was in response to the so called Mainila incident in which it was
claimed that the Finns had fired into Russian territory resulting
in a few casualties.
Later this claim was found to be a pretext. Stalin had learned
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this trick from Hitler who used the same tactic against Poland.
The real reason for the Winter War breaking out was that Finland
refused to accept the territorial demands the Soviet Union made
in order to protect Leningrad and which also included a military
base on the southern coast of Finland.
The Soviet generals had convinced Stalin that Finland would be
defeated in two weeks but that didn’t happen. After a full four
weeks all Soviet attacks had been repulsed and many enemy
divisions were hemmed in on the few roads which traversed the
dense forests. The Finns did not have anti-tank weapons and
their infantry didn’t have enough ammunition for more than a
few weeks. The advantage in manpower and equipment of the
enemy was overwhelming and the air space was under nearly the
complete control of Russian airplanes.
Despite the considerable defensive success of the Finns, which
was totally unexpected and attracted the attention and even
admiration of the world, there was no doubt about the end
result of the war. Help from other countries was not expected,
at least not from Germany as it was prevented by the so-called
Ribbentrop Pact in which Hitler and Stalin agreed on the
division of Poland between Germany and the Soviet Union and
in an additional secret protocol the Baltic States and Finland were
declared to belong to the sphere of interests of the USSR. This
left the Baltic states and Finland completely at the mercy of
their eastern neighbour.
Sweden did not have the backbone to provide Finland with muchneeded anti-tank armaments since their delivery was at that time
not in Germany’s plans. Sweden, fearing German occupation, as
had occurred in the case of Denmark, sold iron ore to Germany
during the entire war and passively observed Germany’s
restrained policy towards Finland. France and England promised
military aid but Sweden denied transit.
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Finland was not defeated, but the price of peace for our country
which had suffered much bloodshed was high. A large portion of
Karelia had to be ceded. 400.000 evacuees from Karelia had to
be received and settled. This was an arduous task for Finland,
with a population then of less than four million. 40.000 men had
fallen and a considerable number were wounded. We were
happy that our father had returned alive from the front.
After a brief peace on June the 26th of 1941 Soviet planes
again bombarded Helsinki and other Finnish cities. To this day
I remember the howling of the air raid sirens and the bomb
explosions. Thus began the War of Continuation, as it was called
in Finland.
On the main street of Helsinki, Mannerheimintie 6, the front line
of the war was clearly visible on a large map hung in the boardedup window of the Uusi Suomi (New Finland) newspaper office. I
excitedly observed how the Finnish army retook Karelia, but also
the progress of the German war machine in Russia. The goals of
the war were, however, completely different. Finland wanted areas
taken from her returned so that the Karelian evacuees would have
the possibility to return to their home. Germany’s goal was the
psychopathic delusion of bringing the Soviet Union to its knees.

My Parents’ Convictions
My father, who was born in Tampere, and my mother, youngest
daughter of a German merchant family, were brave people
with clear convictions. In a letter my mother received from her
family in Germany, she was told how Grandfather furiously
defended a Jewish family which Nazis dragged from their home.
Fortunately, being well-known and respected, he was released
after interrogation and a severe warning. It became clear that this
man who publicly expressed opposition to the actions of the Nazis
was in danger for his life in the Third Reich. This included his
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whole family. In order to avoid imprisonment and worse, my
parents were asked whether they could provide sanctuary
among our family in Finland to my grandfather and our aunt,
both vehement opponents to the Nazi regime. This my father
agreed to.
There is a clear answer to the question of whether the
Jews were persecuted in Finland, too. When the Nazi leader
Himmler demanded that the Finns relinquish Jews from Finland,
the high commander of our army, Field Marshall Carl Gustav
Mannerheim answered: “So long as but one Jew fights in my
army, no one will be s e n t over.” There was no antisemitism
t o s p e a k o f in Finland. I remember that there were two
Jewish girls in my class. In everything else, they were exactly the
same as the rest of us. They did not participate in the religious
instruction of our class. The teacher explained to us that they had
their own religion and they were taught elsewhere. That was all.
One event from the 1941 has stayed permanently in my mind. My
mother, who was a well-read woman, often visited the German
library in Helsinki. One day she came home very upset and
indignant because her usual guten Tag, meaning good day, was
answered by the new librarian with a sharp: From now on, the
German greeting is Heil Hitler! This was too much for mother.
I will never mention that man’s name as a greeting. Hitler is a
disgrace to Germany and its culture!, she answered. After that there
was a heated exchange of words. In the end the librarian shouted, If
you were in Germany, I know what would happen to you!
My mother possessed a happy nature, but gradually her laughter
grew less and in the end disappeared altogether. She went less
frequently to her shop, which Grandfather now tended. Father told
me one day that mother was very ill. The doctors who had been
consulted were of the opinion that her illness was psychological
and that a change in climate or return to her homeland for a while
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could cure her of the illness that was growing in severity. Father
told me, “I will soon have to travel to Germany for Mother’s sake,
but before that I have to inspect one more lighthouse. I’m
going to take your younger brother Ilmari this time with me. It’s
important that he gets his turn, since I took you along a few times
already.” This I understood, and it was clear to me that it was my
responsibility to stay and care for mother.

My Parents Left for Germany
Because my mother got Finnish citizenship on marrying my
father, travel to Germany and a longer stay in the country required
that my father had to take on an occupation in Germany prior to
his wife travelling there. This happened in 1942.
In order to save his beloved wife’s life, with a heavy heart
he relinquished his career in the Maritime agency and began
working as civil engineer for the Nuremberg Board of Structural
Engineering.
After my parents’ departure we brothers remained in the care of
our grandfather and aunt. After school I still ran the prams that
were sold to customers and I followed the situation at the front
from the map in the window of the newspaper office of Helsingin
Sanomat. I could already read and the name Stalingrad was the
main subject. The front line stood there.
Nothing really changed on the Finnish front, but Stalingrad
was suddenly besieged and the German front line withdrew. I
wondered how this was possible considering that the Finnish
army had chased the Russians from Karelia during the War of
Continuation! Father could have explained this to me but he was
far away in Germany.
When I put the question to my passionate grandfather, he burst
out, Paulus (the German general and commander at Stalingrad) is
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a terrible coward, who doesn’t dare defy Hitler. He should have
broken out of Stalingrad as long as it was possible and save his
army. Instead, he obeyed Hitler’s crazy order to hold Stalingrad
at any cost with a catastrophic consequence! The other German
generals did not oppose Hitler either and drive him from power
before it was too late!
I had to think about this answer for some time. It was unfathomable
to me that a general could be a coward. Father always spoke
highly of the Finnish generals. Many of them had received
their training during World War I in Schleswig Holstein near the
German town of Hohenlockstedt as the 27th Jaeger Bataillon.
They participated in the Finnish War of Independence in 1918
and formed the backbone of the Finnish army during The Winter
War and Continuation War against the USSR.

Christmas with Our Parents
We waited eagerly for letters from our parents. All letters in
those days had to go through a censor and much of the writing
was blacked out. So we got very little information and were
greatly disappointed. At last a letter came from Mother that was
nearly completely uncensored. She wrote that her sickness was
being cured and that she would come and get us for Christmas to
Germany. Father wrote that he had to lead a project in building
Finnish wooden houses in Hamburg or in the Nuremberg area.
Our mother’s dream was once in her lifetime to attend a celebrated
Richard Wagner production in Bayreuth which was relatively
close to Nuremberg That is how she convinced father to take
the project near Nuremberg at a construction site near a village
called Schnaittach. The Finnish wooden houses were meant to
house people who had lost their homes during the many air raids
on Nuremberg. Mother’s desire, however, to visit an opera of
Wagner in Bayreuth, was never fulfilled.
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Mother came in December 1942 to take us to Germany. Our
reunion was an indescribable joy. However she was worried to
see how beset by hunger we children were. Finnish trade with
England and the United States was at a standstill. Finland was
dependent on Germany for foodstuff shipments and food was in
constant shortage.
My brother, despite being three and a half years younger than
I remembers well how we left in a little steam freighter from
Katajanokka harbour in Helsinki a few days before Christmas.
The sea voyage was most exciting. We were in the company of
other freighters and escorted two days by a Finnish battle ship
for protection. We were in anchor for the night due to the danger
of hitting a mine. We even had to endure a storm of 11 on the
Beaufort scale.
We were the only passengers on the ship along with one old lady
who suffered terribly from seasickness. My mother who wasn’t
bothered by the rough seas was invited to the captain’s table and
we children held onto the glasses that would have otherwise slid
off the table, the vessel swaying from side to side. The smell
of coal, tar and machine oil is still in my memory, just like the
noise of the pounding pistons in the machine room which in our
curiosity we were allowed to look at. We climbed up to the bridge
and admired the helmsman who kept the ship on course in the
tough sea conditions.
The catering on the ship was marvellous, in contrast to the food
shortage on land. Once we were served pancakes with jam, a rare
delicacy for us. However, we couldn’t eat all of them, because
we were seasick and nothing stayed in our stomachs. We were
promised that the pancakes would be saved for the next day but
everything that wasn’t eaten was of course thrown overboard.
The storm abated a bit after a couple of days and we finally were
able to enjoy the abundant assortment of food, to the delight of
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our mother and the captain. We attacked the food like hungry
wolves. Of all Christmases, the one we experienced on the ship
is the most memorable. We were even allowed to pick the sweets
dangling on the Christmas tree. Everything was so unexpected
and delightful, and for a short while the war was forgotten.
After being at sea for eight days we finally arrived at Travemünde
and admired the picturesque villas and beautiful landscape on
the way along the Trave River to the harbour of Lübeck.
Father was standing on the pier of the harbor in Lübeck. He had
awaited our arrival for four days because the storm considerably
delayed us. The joy of reunion and the relief that we had arrived
safely after the dangerous sea voyage were indescribable. Once
again we were together after a year’s separation.
Father showed us Lübeck, mostly still intact, especially the famous
Holsten Gate with its Latin inscription: Concordia Domi Foris
Pax (Concord at Home, Peace in the Distance), the principle of
the Hanseatic League. Then we travelled by train to Nuremberg,
the old city which we all admired. Its mighty sandstone walls,
massive towers, beautiful patrician houses from the Middle Ages,
and the majestic Kaiser castle all made a deep impression on us.
We didn’t need to go hungry like we did in Helsinki, as at that
time one could still buy sufficient food.

The Allied Bombardments
In Finland we were used to air raids and bombardments being
carried out by the Soviet Union, but soon the bombardment of the
city of Nuremberg began by the English and Americans. We lived
in a suburb where the night air raid alarms and ever intensifying
air raids caused us to fear for our lives. Our relief was great
when we were able to move to the village of Schnaittach in the
countryside, on the outskirts of which our father was leading the
project of the wooden houses, the so-called ”Finnhouses”.
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When the first of the Finnish wooden houses had been erected
under the supervision of our father our family could finally move
in. A beautiful tiger-like cat appeared which we had seen earlier
at the gate of a nearby RAD camp where the Nazis had trained
young men for military service. It twirled a few times around
mother’s legs and then moved into our new home. The cat proved
an excellent mouser and all the mice hiding in the house quickly
disappeared. It was a much-loved pet and lived many years with us.
Only once had I seen tears in father’s eyes and that was when the
Allied bombers destroyed the unique old city of Nuremberg. In
my father’s mind, it was a rare jewel among cities and he loved
it dearly.” If the Allied powers had wanted to show the Nazis
against whom they were fighting, the right target would have been
the Nazis’big parade ground with its monumental buildings (socalled Reichsparteitaggelände) on the outskirts of Nuremberg.
The Nazis are undoubtedly the worst criminals one can imagins

Old Nuremberg after relentless bombardment by the Allies.
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and should be brought to justice before a military court, but so
too are those who gave the order to destroy Old Nuremberg“ We
watched in silence our father’s outbursts of rage; he was usually
the calmest of men.
Alongside Hitler and Stalin whom my parents deemed to be
the greatest criminals of all time, I began to see the leaders of
the Allies in a critical light, too. The massive air attacks of, for
example, Hamburg and Dresden can be seen only as revenge on
the level of the Holocaust, because the goal was the destruction
of the civil population and culture of Germany, and this lowered
them in my mind to the same level as the Nazis.
As for the information about the events at the front we got only
what the propaganda censors allowed to be published. What
happened in reality we found out by listening in secret to the radio
transmissions of the Allies which were forbidden on penalty of
death and therefore extremely dangerous.
During the final stage of the war, the American fighter planes
presented a grave danger to the population even in the countryside.
On the way to school I saw with my own eyes how a low-flying
plane fired at everything that moved. I dived into a hop field to
hide and experienced more fear than I had ever known before nor
would in the future either.

Bitter Experience in the Bread Line
The struggle for food grew worse as the war dragged on. I was
to experience this harsh reality one freezing morning in winter. A
bakery opened its doors very early and I was already waiting in
front of the shop at five in the morning. I couldn’t have foreseen
what would happen. When the bakery finally opened its doors I
was brusquely pushed aside and the mob rushed past me inside
the bakery. Anyone could see that I was the only child there and
standing first in line for hours. But happened what happened.
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Others received their ration of bread and I was left without. This
experience left a life-long trauma in my mind.
We had friendly relations with the Ukrainian POWs who were
in my father’s service on the construction site of the project of
Finnish wooden houses. Father told me to take a portion of our
own potato store to them because he felt that their food rations
were terribly low for having to do heavy work.
The stage of war is linked in my memory to the image of old
men who were mustered together as a last defence. This was the
”Volksturm”, the peoples’ storm. A military car drove through
the village blasting an order to even elderly men to gather at the
RAD work camp situated nearby. There a SS-officer in a brown
uniform explained to the men how to destroy a tank with a
Panzerfaust (anti-tank weapon).
I was curiously watching nearby. I noticed how these tired old
men reluctantly and unwillingly took the weapons into their
hands. They looked hardly being able to fire one of these at the
enemy. But that’s what happened, because a few days later the
first American tanks rolled in from the nearby highway to the
edge of the village, and when they fired a warning shot over
it white sheets appeared in the windows of the houses. That
is how the village of Schnaittach was saved from destruction.
Fortunately the ”Volksturm” never put up resistance. But the
battle of Nurenberg a few days later was one of the bloodiest.
People were relieved that for their part the war was over and
that the Americans got there before the much-feared Russians,
who had advanced quite close. An American soldier, who was
going from house to house, was a surprise to us. He immediately
noticed father’s Finnish knife which he carried on his belt. He
told us that his parents were from Finland and advised us to put
the knife away for a while since it was now forbidden to wear.
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The Ukrainian prisoners of war, who were now freed brought us a
farewell gift of a bag of red cattle salt ”Engineer good man!”they
said to mother. In this simple way they showed their gratitude for
the human kindness father had shown them.
In our vincinety there was the RAD camp where the Nazis trained
young men for military service during one year. The barracks
were now used by the Americans as a camp for German POWs.
A barbed wire fence was put around the camp and guard towers
were erected.
In those days tobacco was especialy valuable and was also used
as currency. One German POW showed me a smoking gesture
and I understood immediately what he wanted. The American
soldiers standing guard were chain smokers, so that at the base
of the guard towers there were lots of cigarette butts, sometimes
only half-smoked cigarettes, which I picked up.
It wasn’t possible during daytime to crawl underneath the barbed
wire fence without the guards noticing. Because of that I met
up with a German prisoner who stood behind the fence in the
early night’s darkness at a prearranged spot and I waited until the
search light from the tower moved elsewhere. Quickly I crawled
into the camp and gave the German prisoner the cigarette butts I
had gathered and crawled back. This became a real sport for me.
One night I got a surprise. Just as I was about to crawl back out of
the camp a prisoner I knew grabbed me and his buddies formed
a circle around me. One of them held a short speech which I will
never forget. ”You have given us great joy every time you came,
your are a fine fellow. We want to give you a gift. Good luck! We
will be released from the camp tomorrow.”
They gave me a package wrapped in newspaper. When I got
home and unwrapped the parcel I couldn’t believe my eyes. It
was a brand new slate. My old one was worn from writing and
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it had a crack in it. There was one word written on the slate:
Thanks! I went speechless with happiness.
The next phase of the RAD camp was to function as a reception
and accommodation centre for ”Displaced Persons” and later on
for Silesian refugees.

After the War (1945-1954)
After the war, people suffered from food shortage. Perpetual
hunger was everybody’s affliction. We somehow were able to
manage with what our garden produced but it had to be protected
from thieves who came at night. We also gathered mushrooms
from the forest and picked from the fields what was left over
after the harvest. We cooked whatever we could get and often all
we had to eat was a thin broth. Money had lost its value and the
shops were empty. The only way for our parents to get enough
to eat for us was to visit farmers and try to exchange valuables
for food.
Fortunately Switzerland organized a relief program established
for children suffering from malnutrition. M y brother and I, who
were badly undernourished, were chosen to stay for six weeks
in a children’s home situated near the Swiss border. At last we got
rid of our hunger and even got a bar of Swiss chocolate once
a week. We decided to save most of the bars as a gift for our
parents. As we didn’t have a cabinet with a lock on it, we gave the
chocolate to one of the children’s nurses for safekeeping. There
was plenty of food and each day we wandered in the beautiful
surroundings and learned to sing the most popular folk songs and
got to know other children. Once we even visited the Basel city
zoo on the Swiss side of the border.
Switzerland was like a paradise for us. There didn’t seem to be
a shortage of anything and from the looks of the clothes on the
people we met we noticed how poorly dressed we were ourselves.
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I remember well a boy from the children’s home. His name was
Heinrich von Britwitz. He was the strongest of us boys. My
brother was fond of a girl whose name was Inge Strenzel. As for
me, a well-dressed French girl who had a large ’R’ on her apron
made quite an impression on me. One can gauge the strength
of the feelings she awoke in me by the fact that I beat Heinrich
in wrestling when he claimed that she was his girl. That beauty
probably never even realized that she had two admirers!
When our stay at the children’s home came to an end a bitter
disappointment awaited us. The children’s nurse whom we
entrusted our chockolate for safe keeping had left the camp early
with our and others’ chockolate as well. She had stolen them. This
was unbelievable for us and it undermined my faith in trustees.
We had been planning to give the chocolate to our parents at
Christmas because we knew that they had sacrificed many things
for our sakes in those difficult times.
Let me tell something to show how bad the situation was at times.
Father came home overjoyed one day saying that today we would
have pancakes because he had succeeded in getting eggs and
flour. To our great disappointment there was only a thin layer of
flour with plaster underneath it in the bag. How angry we were at
the wretched person who had conned our father.
I will never forget the first Christmas after the war. Father told
us that times were so bad that there wouldn’t be any Christmas
presents this time. This made us sad. Father noticed our deep
disappointment, left for a moment and returned with two gifts. My
brother got father’s skis and I got his chess game. We treasured
these gifts above all others and our joy was great.
When the trains started running again after the war, father took
us brothers with him to an ancient forest in a district called The
Bavarian Woods. He took with him a couple of packets of nails
and screws which he meant to trade for eggs and butter. We
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were offered a big meal and accommodation at the home of a
priest in a village called Frauenau. I have never forgotten that
kind and generous man.
The next day, we climbed up to the peak of a mountain named
Rachel. We picked a lot of blueberries in the woods. The night we
spent underneath two gigantic spruces on a soft bed of evergreen
twigs father made for us. We felt really secure and drifted off
into a deep sleep. This time together is one of the most precious
memories of our childhood.

First, School in Karlsruhe …
The cities i n Germany were largely in ruins after the heavy
bombardment during the war. Despite all difficulties, my parents
wanted to offer me a good education, which was in badly devastated
Nuremberg impossible. This predicament was resolved by my
going to Karlsruhe to stay with my uncle Hans who gladly took
me in. I went to school for four years at the Bismarck secondary
school, the building of which was left half untouched. I really
liked my humorous uncle, a steam engine stoker, and his wife.
We often laughed at the stories of the humourist Wilhelm Busch,
whose book I found on my uncle’s bookshelf. I can still recite by
heart many of his funny poems. I did well in school. Only Latin
was difficult for me, as I started school months later than the other
students due to the difficult circumstances at that time.
I am grateful to my Latin teacher for finding a way to help me
progress quickly in my Latin studies. He divided the pupils into
groups, who were to compete for mastery of irregular verbs. The
pupils of the group that couldn’t answer correctly to the teacher’s
questions dropped out of the team. This ingenious manner of
learning Latin increased my enthusiasm to such an extent that I
beat everyone else in this game within a month.
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In drawing, I was the best in the class. I am eternally grateful to
my drawing teacher as it was because of him I found my way
into the world of German literature. He encouraged us to borrow
books from the school library, which was not destroyed by the air
raids during the war. The many books that I read then helped me
to endure my loneliness and home-sickness. I missed my parents
and my brother very much whom I only got to see at Christmas
and during summer vacation.
I am also very grateful to the American Quakers for the aid of
providing food for German children which made meals in schools
possible. Oatmeal porridge flavoured with cocoa took our worst
hunger away.
Father gave me books to read. One of them was about the most
beautiful German poems and ballads which are part of my most
beloved book treasures. To this book collection also belongs a
book about the saga of Germanic heroes with its powerful language
which took a firm grip on me. There is a book about the story of
the Saxon Duke Widukind, who fought long in defence of the old
Germanic faith against Charles the Great, who let hundreds of Saxon
warriors be decapitated because they refused to be christened. I
hated him especially for the destruction of the Germanic Irminsul,
which was the holy ash-tree of the Saxons. It also enraged me that
bishop Boniface felled the sacred, thousand year old oak at Fritzlar
in Germany. I experienced these deeds as a disgrace towards the
Germanic tribes and nature they worshiped. When I read the story
about Bishop Henry who was slain by Lalli on the ice of Finland’s
Lake Köyliö after Henry had felled his sacred tree, I could not help
but feel that Henry got what he deserved.
Another of my book treasures were the stories about animals
of the American wilderness by Ernest Thompson Seton. Above
all I liked the story about the horse, Casta Coal, that did not let
itself be tamed by man and finally succeeded in escaping to the
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wilderness. All these books must have awakened in me the rebel
and the desire to defend nature under threat at an early stage.

… then to Nuremberg
The situation improved at last, so that I could join my parents
and my brother in Market Schnaittach and continue my studies
now in Nürnberg, where my brother and I went to school by train.
When we sometimes missed the train we took our bicycles and

Casta Coal, free at last!
covered the distance of 24 km to school in Nürnberg within one
hour. My brother and I enjoyed the beautiful landscapes around
Market Schnaittach, its dense forests and the interesting fortress
of Rothenberg situated on the nearby mount of the same name.
There was a movie theatre in the village where I saw the film
”Tarzan” with Johnny Weismüller playing the main role. I knew
that he had won the gold medal for freestyle swimming in the
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Olympics. He became a great model for me which is why I
became a good swimmer and diver.
We saw tennis being played in the weekly newsreels at the movie
theatre. We learned the rules of tennis and how the court is divided.
We wanted the same kind of court. So we leveled an appropriate
part of our garden into some kind of tennis court, marked the lines
with chalk powder, stretched a line across the court, sawed large
rackets from plywood and the playing could begin.
We taught all our friends how to play as well as the rules. Then
we built a puppet theatre in the attic of our sauna. We painted the
sets and shaped the puppet heads from clay and papier-maché.

My brother Ilmari amongst friends in front of our ”Finnhouse”
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Mother sewed clothes for them. Our cheerful performance of the
funny antics of the buffoon Kasperle caused lots of laughter by
our friends. Next we taught them how to play chess which we had
learned from our father. Something exciting always happened at
our house which is why the kids of our neighbourhood liked to meet
there. The playground in our garden became more interesting all
the time.
We built castles, roads, bridges and canals out of clay. The
rich weeds sufficed as forests for our miniature world. Our

A castle made of clay in our garden playground.
imagination was without limits. We planned a fish pond and we
created hiding places in the nearby thickets in the woods. In the
winter we built a ski jump on the hill where my brother bravely
practised jumping.
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Great was our sorrow when one day our cat was run over by
a car which crushed its back. Children had found the injured
cat and brought it to us. But before that the cat had given birth
to four kittens a week earlier under the floor of our shed. We
heard the sounds of the kittens and thus were able to find and
save them. Our mortally wounded cat raised its head when we
showed her the kittens and she heard their meowing. After that
the veterinarian ended our dear cat’s suffering. The kittens were
still very small so we fed them with a little nursing bottle which
children gave us.
As the kittens grew up they followed us around like dogs, even
in the morning when we were in a hurry to catch the train to
school. Wa had to take the cats in our arms back home. In the
meantime, of course, we missed the train and had to ride the 24
km to school by bike but were not much late being in such good
physical condition and able to ride fast. Our explanation to the
teacher was that we had overslept.
This was the time when father was still at home with us. When
he came in the evening by train from work, we always met him at
the railway station as he inevitably had something exciting to tell.
He always had time for us and we listened closely to his accounts
for they were full of humour but also dramatic.

Father Returned to Finland (1950)
Our stay in Germany was only supposed to last as long as until the
”Finnhouses” were built, but the war changed everything. At the
end of the war we didn’t really know anything about Finland’s
fate. Our relief was great when we finally found out that Finland
hadn’t been occupied by the Russians but remained independent.
The first letter from Finland that arrived told about the situation
in the country and that return to our native country was possible.
And so one day, father told us of his decision to return to Finland
and that he would come for us as soon as possible.
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It was with a wistful feeling that we saw father off at the train
station when the moment of parting came. To this day I see him
in my memory standing on the bridge of the last train car until
the train vanished in the distance.
We waited with excitement for his first letter. With great joy after
many weeks we held in our hands the letters with the address
written in the characteristic and manly handwriting of father and
stamped with Finnish stamps. He wrote that he got a job at
the Helsinki Port Authority as a civil engineer, doing work for
the Olympics. Finland was preparing for the 1952 Olympic
Games which were originally to have been held as early as 1940
but were postponed due to the war.
Father wrote to us also about the great Soviet offensive of the
summer of 1944 on the Isthmus of Karelia where thousands of
cannons crushed the Finnish defensive positions, and that at the
last Finnish defensive line Tali-Ihantala the Russian offensive
had been stopped with German anti-tank weapons and also with
help from the German Kuhlmey Stuka Air Command.
From the next letters we learned that all the government ministers
who had refused to accept Stalin’s territorial demands were to be
charged as war criminals according to stipulations by the Soviet
Union. These judicial decisions for imprisonment decreed at
illegal trials awakened disdain all over Finland.
In the summer of 1952, when the Olympics were arranged in
Helsinki, father sent us an invitation with tickets, but explained
that he had only enough money for two tickets. To me it was
obvious that mother and my brother should use the tickets, though
it was a tough sacrifice for me. During weekly newsreels at the
movies I saw how the most famous Finnish athlete in the world
and on multiple occasions Olympic champion Paavo Nurmi lit the
Olympic flame. I believe that the few weeks together in Finland
were the happiest moments in the life of our parents.
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As a war veteran, father was given the right to a piece of land
and he encouraged us to draw the kind of house we wanted to
become our home which would be situated on the shore of a lake
or a river. The thought alone awakened hopeful expectations.
Would they come true?

Father’s Unhappy Fate
For many weeks we didn’t receive any mail at all from father, and
when we found out from his brother how he was, we got shocking
information. Father had been involved in a bad traffic accident
and had been lying in a hospital in a coma for a long time. When
father crossed a road a bicyclist ran him over. The impact was so
violent that father was taken to the Red Cross hospital where he
remained long in critical condition.
Finally we got a letter from him in which he told us about his accident
and that he was convalescing and that we need not worry about
him any more because he would be in good enough condition to
return to work. In one letter he wrote that he intended to make
a trip to Ainijärvi in the wilderness of Lapland with us when
we would be together again.
Happily and full of excited expectations I studied the map he
sent with the letter. It was like a dream. In his next letter father
informed us that he would be travelling to Germany on a business
trip and would at the same time meet his old friend from his
student days, Professor Strickler from Karlsruhe Technical
University. Father also intended to negotiate the representation
of an aluminum plant in southern Germany for Finland.
So much good news felt unbelievable. At last it seemed the time
when our family would be happily reunited. What joy we felt
when at last father arrived and we enthusiastically greeted him.
But then we noticed to our horror how tired and thin father looked.
Mother was terribly worried and begged him to see a doctor.
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He was diagnosed with colon cancer and was operated on in the
Erlangen University Hospital. I remember well the terrible shock
we boys felt when mother cried and told us that father only had
a few months left to live. I felt as if the floor had been pulled
out from under my feet and my heart was seized by an ice-cold
grip. The news was so cruel and unbelievable. All our dreams
dissolved there and then.
On Saturdays and Sundays we bicycled from Schnaittach to the
University Hospital of Erlangen to see father. It was he who
gave us strength and confidence in our future. And his sense of
humour was still intact. Because we didn’t have health insurance,
our savings shrunk due to the hospital payments and economic
worries began to torment us.
After four months, an ambulance brought father home. In the
hospital, they had not noticed that father lay in bed with his knees
bent which made his ligaments shrink. This meant that he could not
walk any more. He weighed only 45 kilos then and I carried him
out into the sunshine to sit in the garden in an easy chair. To mother
he said, don’t cry, because you have two good boys. He asked us
boys to listen carefully to the things he had to tell about his life as
that information and those memories should not be lost to us.
In those days I was preparing for my university exams and was
under continuous stress and mental duress. I wanted to be able
to tell father that I had passed my exams with good grades. I was
able to do that and I saw how happy my achievement made him.
With the last of his strength he awaited this news because soon
afterwards he died. Deep sorrow and helplessness engulfed us.
To mother the loss of her beloved husband was a terrible blow
and shock.
Today I regret it very much that we didn’t bury our Father in
Schnaittach but that the burial took place in the main cemetery of
Karlsruhe. Only with time we understood that Schnaittach
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had become very precious to us because of the many good friends
who lived there and who kept in touch with us.

Studies, Work and Military Service (1956)
Father’s university friend, Professor Stickler, who held the chair
for urban planning at the University of Karlsruhe, enabled me
to matriculate at the University, although I was late because of
father’s death. When the professor interviewed me, I mentioned
that I was also interested in architecture. His reply was: You
wouldn’t be satisfied with a pseudo study, would you? You
can always add a semester in architecture, if that is necessary
at all. That settled it for me, architecture was out! After all, my
grandfather and his brothers were all famous master builders and
my father civil engineer, and so I wanted to continue the tradition
too.
Regular study as a working student was out of question for me.
Because of financial need, we had to sell our Finnish House with
its garden at a ridiculously low price in order to pay accumulated
debts. The pension my mother got from Finland was so small that
it wasn’t enough even for a modest living. In order to take care
of the family, I worked on construction sites where overtime and
work on Sundays were paid well.
My brother saw for himself no future in Germany since he hadn’t
a final examination from his school and didn’t get a position as an
apprentice either, so that he had to accept casual work. Because
he was worried about his future he wrote to an old friend of our
father in Finland, Niilo Vuolle-Apiala. who owned a tar plant.
To him he explained his situation. The answer came by return of
post. Come, here is plenty of work, was the answer. The letter
even contained the ticket for the journey.
My brother had taught himself typewriting and shorthand and
was good at the German language. He travelled home to Finland
where he worked for some time in the tar plant and helped Niilo,
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with the business correspondence in German. Next he began his
military service voluntarily at the age of seventeen. During that
time he improved his knowledge of Finnish. After his military
service he worked in a firm selling motor cars and a few years
later he was employed as a business correspondent for German
at the Finnish representative of the German Electricity Company
AEG where he started a successful career.
I had also to consider when I should perform my military service
in Finland. I decided to do that as soon as possible. In order
to secure the livelihood of our sick mother in my absence, I
worked for another year on construction sites. At the University
I borrowed the text of the lectures from a Norwegian fellow
student and copied it during the evening or night. I asked our
numerous relatives in Karlsruhe to take care of mother during
my military service.
I had a feeling of excitement and expectation to see my Finnish
native country again after an absence of thirteen years. Hours
before the arrival of the ship in the South Harbor of Helsinki
I stood on deck and enjoyed the sight of the many small rocky
isles and especially the narrow passage at the famous fortress of
Suomenlinna. What a great feeling of coming home again! As
the ship was approaching the pier I could already recognize my
brother waiting for me. His military service had ended the day
before, but he had asked for permission to wear the uniform for
another day in order to meet me in his military outfit.
We Finns have an uninhibited relationship towards our military to
whom we owe our freedom and independence. With our eastern
mighty neighbour we have a 1200 km long frontier, which in
the past had to be defended many times. That explains why we
trust and respect our military. At the Conference of Jalta, Stalin is
supposed to have said: Finland has defended herself so heroically
that she deserves to be free, which promise indeed was observed.
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The time of my military service flew by very quickly. It was a
carefree time full of humour amongst comrades. The first weeks
we were not allowed to leave the garrison, unless under command
of a sergeant, because we had yet to learn how to behave properly
as soldiers, for example to help blind people to cross the street and
to be polite to civilians. We were also ordered to chop firewood
for elderly and handicapped people. That taught us helpfulness
and left its mark on us.
In the town of Kuopio I was trained as a noncommissioned
officer of the infantry. The experiences at the drill ground were
sometimes grotesque. In any case, I have seldom laughed so much
as in the army. After we had completed the basic training my
request to take over the command of a construction brigade in
Lapland was granted. The task of the brigade was to work on
military building projects, for example routes through rocky
terrain. A demolition squad of 40 men was put under my command.
Something better couldn’t have happened to me, because already
inspired through the narratives of my father I was keen to get to
know Lapland.
I learned much in the Army that proved to be useful to me later
in my work as an engineer on jobs around the world. The men I
led during my military service were rough men and leading them
required authority and leadership skills, something I learned
during my military training. The maneuvers and the marches
through the vastness of the roadless tundra and primeval forests
required endurance, willpower, self-confidence and closeness
with the untouched nature, where one had to orientate oneself.
I was conscious of the fact that I had to be an example even
in situations where the utmost of effort was required. The result
was the respect and trust of my men. My relationship with my
comrades was the best. Two of them became lifelong friends
whom I later met during my wilderness treks. The memories of
the daring and hazardous events from back thenthose times make
me smile even today.
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As sergeant second in command I report my men to the major.
”Workforce ready for service.”
One such adventure is worth mentioning. Among the men under my
command in Lapland were some “tough guys” who were already
previously convicted for illegal distillery of alcohol, smuggling,
and similar minor crimes and therefore were not allowed to leave
the camp. I never afterwards had better construction workers
on my jobs than those men. We were staying somewhere in the
backwoods in a military camp called Ristilampi which lay at a
distance of forty km from the nearest town, Kemijärvi.
Out of the whole group, only I had permission to go to the
weekend dances at the hall of the fire brigade and I didn’t even
like dancing! To me it was absolutely clear that my men, who
were under my command, deserved to be rewarded with some
fun after a hard week’s work. The problem was the major who
served as commander of the guard. When I was travelling for the
first time to town in a truck I was stopped after five kilometres by
the the major in charge to see if there was anybody in the truck
except the driver and me. The same thing occurred on the return
trip.
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The next weekend I ordered my men to march with military
caution six kilometres to a place of the road that was outside the
checking point of the major. Again the major checked us at the
five kilometer mark, but after six kilometres the men, eagerly
anticipating the event of dancing, hopped onto the bed of the
truck and covered themselves under a tarp.
During the return trip from the dance we performed the same
diversionary maneuver. The men disembarked at the same spot
where they had hopped on the truck previously. I ordered them to
march back cautiously. Again the major was checking the truck at
the five kilometre mark. Everything worked to perfection. After
this the major gave up the inspections but I gave the men the same
orders every consecutive weekend to march those six kilometres
in case of surprise inspections. This operation resulted in trust
and excellent work of the soldiers.
During those days I met a girl, who I have never forgotten at the
”Soldiers’ home”, a canteen in the camp of Ristilampi. She was
my first love and I have immortalized her image in a drawing.
Due to my accomplishments and my well-led construction work
I had added up so many vacation days that I could end my
military service four weeks before the designated time.

The Loss of My Mother
I paid my brother a brief visit before I travelled back to Germany.
In the meantime my brother had got a job as a translator and
correspondent for the German language. Concern for my mother
had pained me all during the time of my military service.
Although the reunion with mother was happy and touching, I
was troubled about the noticeable decline in her health during my
absence. Mother passed away soon after my return and left me
grief-stricken. Her whole world collapsed around her after the
death of her husband, our father, witch happened all too early
at the age of 58.
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Summer of 1957. My unforgettable first love. Pencil drawing.
Mother passed away soon after my return and left me griefstricken. Her whole world collapsed around her after the death
of her husband, our father, witch happened all too early at the
age of 58.
With him vanished mother’s dream of a happy future for all of
us in Finland.
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The Call of the Wild
Already during my military service in Lapland I noticed how the
wilderness of Lapland began to shrink, caused by the numerous
clear cuts and roads for transportation of timber into the hitherto
untouched virgin wilds. A powerful desire awoke in me to
experience the unique quality of nature before it was too late.
I began planning hikes in Lapland and also a journey from the
northern tip of Europe, all through the wilderness to Lake Inari
and from there along the border area to North Karelia, altogether
a hike of 1200 km.
Back in Germany, through an agency f o r students I got a job,
which gave me at last the possibility to attend lectures regularly
and deal with the obligatory practice exercises. I got night shift
work at the Karlsruhe newspaper dispatch department where I
was loading the newspaper packages onto trucks that distributed
them within the city and the neighbouring towns.
As I could sleep only a few hours I had to fight fatigue during
lectures at the university. But I had made a firm resolution t o
endure this torture. I respect all who work their way through their
studies, self-funded, without the help of their parents or other
support. It is a stony road and many give up.
One day a former schoolmate from the Bismarck School
stopped me on the street. Aren’t you the Finn who was in
my class, he asked, are you? I recognized him immediately:
Gerhard! He invited me to his parents’ home which was located
in the village of Eggenstein in the outskirts of Karlsruhe. After
the death of both my parents I felt terribly lonely and you can
imagine what this meant to me to dine and converse on weekends
with this friendly and harmonious family. To this day I am united
in true friendship with my former schoolmate, Gerhard. Many
years later his sister Margarete became my wife.
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My First Major Wilderness Trek in Lapland during 1958

My three great Lapland treks: 1958 from North Cape to northern Karelia, 1973 Lofotens to Lake Inari, 1977 Mo I Rana to
Lake Inari.
During a periodic vacation from my studies in 1958 I travelled
by train to Rovaniemi, the capital of Finnish Lapland, and from
there further north to Norway by bus. At this time the North
Cape was not yet a tourist destination a s it is t o d a y, neither
was there a road and tunnel under the sea leading to Magerøya
Island. At that time a ferry sufficed for the transportation of the
local population.
An old, ramshackle bus took me to the northernmost shores of
Europe and I was the only passenger to leave the bus. While I
stood on the edge of a 400 metre high cliff and looked far to
the north, I could not help thinking that in the far distance lay
the Spitsbergen archipelago, and beyond that, the North Pole.
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Further across the ice covered Arctic Ocean there would rise
the Brooks Range of Alaska 3000 kms away.
I thought of the great Arctic explorer and philanthropist Fridjof
Nansen, who traveled the ice flows with his ship Fram in his
attempt to reach the North Pole. Unable to reach it by ship, he
departed with his dogsled towards his objective. Both of his
books have a place of honours on my bookshelf.
The supplies for my trip were kept to a bare minimum: a stiff,
German backpack from the first World War, a light sleeping bag,
tent canvas, swimming flippers, an inflatable 300 gram children’s
raft, army cooking gears, compass, knife, camera, a watertight case
for the camera and my diary, underwear, anorak, spare trousers,
and good rubber boots. Everything weighed altogether 10 kg.
My food supplies for the first demanding trek of 200 km to the
village of Inari consisted of two kg of rolled oats mixed with some
raisins and crushed nuts as well as some stock cubes and a little
coffee for luxury.

Travel Indian-Style
After a short night’s sleep I began the hike of my life. I traveled
Indian-style, which made long day trips possible. This mode of
travel is nowadays called jogging. I wondered at the great heaps of
wood I saw on the shore of the Arctic Ocean. Some of it were parts
of sunken ships, others were great logs that had been cast upon the
shore by storms. They were likely from Siberia or Canada. I took a
piece of driftwood with me as a souvenir and I often pondered on
the story it could tell. Nowadays all you find from distant shores is
rubbish from our civilization and terrible amounts of all kinds of
shredded plastic. By the onset of evening I had arrived at the shore
of the Magerøy Sound. The smooth surface of the sound shone in
the setting sun like molten gold.
Now would have been a good time to swim to the opposite shore,
but the sound was full of fishing boats and I didn’t want on no
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account that anyone would see me swimming across the sound.
Disappointed, I went to sleep, but was woken up by the noise
of rushing water. A scene opened up before my eyes that amazed
me beyond words. The ebbing tide moved like huge rapids
towards the open sea. Not a single fishing boat was to be seen
on the whole sound.

Summer 1958, my long trek from North Cape to northern
Karelia began. The four km wide strait of Magerøy I crossed
by swimming. (The strait is between the light and dark rocky
mountains).
It was now or never, I said to myself. I packed my meager supplies
into a watertight plastic sack, lashed it onto the inflated
raft, rubbed a jar-full of grease on my body, jumped into my
swimming trunks and put the flippers on my feet.
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Then I crawled over the slippery, stone-covered shore and dove
into the icy water.
Now I felt just like a warrior, whose goal was to get to the opposite
shore. Swimming steadily backstroke, I pulled the light raft
behind me with a rope. My only brief prayer was that no fishing
boat should spot me, as I didn’t want to be seen by anybody. I
completely lost track of time and the current of the tide took me
to the opposite shore far downstream. On arriving I was so numb
that I couldn’t stand and sank down onto my stomach at the first
attempt. I crawled between the slippery, seaweed-covered rocks
onto dry land like a seal and lay there for some time before I
managed to stand up, however shakily.
A wordless joy filled my mind. I believe it to be an event as
when a Red Indian has found his Wayakin, his own dreamvision that protects and follows him all his life. I was sure that
from that moment on I would not fear any challenge that life
threw at me. Now, when I as an old man remember that moment,
the same joy and gratitude fills me which created in me the faith
and power to endure life’s most difficult times.

Across Tundra to Ancient Forests
My wilderness trek continued. After crossing the moss-covered
rocks of the tundra, I swam across the border river, Teno, to the
Finnish side and wandered via the fells formed by the ice age
towards the vast swamps and birch woods of the tundra. Gradually
I passed by the first lonely pines that soon turned into the ancient
forests of my dreams, the ground of which was carpeted with
blueberry and granberry srubs as well as lichen. I had longed to
see this all and finally I had it before my own eyes.
My hike took me to the village of Inari which is one of the rare
places where I could buy rolled oats. Then I hurried on along the
shores of Lake Inari and Lake Ukonjärvi. This twenty km long
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peninsula is full of great boulders which made it the most
arduous stretch of this journey. I did not want to walk on the
nearby road. My trek had to be made from start to finish through
wilderness without using any roads.

Swimming flippers on before crossing the border river Teno.
I got to the end of the peninsula and swam from island to island
to get to the southern shore of Lake Inari. The water felt warm in
the July heat. I wandered onward long distances in peace through
the quiescent wilderness until it gave way to a more cultivated
landscape where my wilderness trek came to a happy end. This
trip had a forming influence on my whole life.

Kayak Excursions on Lake Inari
A dream of mine was to own a kayak. At last my savings were
enough to make the purchase. The first kayaking trip with my
collapsable Klepper kayak took place on Lake Inari in the
company of my brother Ilmari. The lake’s clear, drinkable water
and 3200 uninhabited islands made an unforgettable impression
on us. That trip remains indelibly in my mind as one of my most
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priceless memories. I could not predict then that decades later I
would become an environmental activist and that I would give
everything to save the last old forests of Lapland and fight for the
preservation of the wilderness quality of Lake Inari.
The so-called «Lapland fever» (once you visit Lapland, you
always want to return) had clearly taken hold of me. After all
the hard work both at the newspaper dispatch and the studies at
the Technological University which demanded all my energy and
stamina, I was more than happy when I could once a year yield
for a few weeks to the tremendous urge to explore the bays, straits
and islands of Lake Inari as well as its surrounding virgin forests.
At the beginning of my next semester vacation I asked Gerhard’s
sister Margarete if she would like to join me on a kayak trip on
Lake Inari. Her answer was an enthusiastic yes. Before that I had
taken her with me on a kayak trip on the flooded riverside woods
of the Rhein River along its old riverbeds with its shrubbery
immersed in water. As an experience, it all but rivaled a trip to
the rain forests of the Orinoco.
Margarete and I travelled to Ivalo, where we met my brother
Ilmari. We began our joint venture kayaking along the river
Ivalojoki towards Lake Inari. Because we had to fit all three of
us plus our gear, we had to dismantle the foot-controlled rudder.
After a calm ride on the river a storm awaited us on Lake Inari,
which made the continuation of our trip with all three of us in
the kayak impossible. We left Margarete on a small island and
continued paddling with the reassembled rudder to find a suitable
spot to go ashore. After finding one, I went back to the island for
Margarete.
The site we had found was favourable. A great, old fallen pine,
aged gray and huge, which lay ripped from the ground with roots
exposed and supported by its branches, formed a space on which
to build a roof made of driftwood with a wall in the back. We
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filled in any gaps with moss. This natural wilderness shelter
served us in later years as our base camp for numerous trips on
Lake Inari. Later we built on a cliff by the water’s edge a smoke
sauna which unfortunately was later burnt down as a result of the
carelessness of other users.

Experiences at our Wilderness Shelter
It had long been my wish to experience autumn and winter at
Lake Inari. During this time I also wanted to work on our shelter
and the smoke sauna on isle Mahlatti without being pressed by
lack of time.

Fairytale beauty of Mahlatti Island at the beginning of winter.
My kayak was heavily laden with groceries, tools and winter
clothing when I paddled down the Ivalo River to Lake Inari in
early September. I had almost four months that I could spend
in the wild where I was heading to. Once again I experienced a
feeling of total freedom. After four hours of paddling, I reached
our shelter, which became in the coming years a kind of a tiny
camp for us whenever we met there.
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Everything had remained unchanged since I was there a year ago
with Margarete and my brother Ilmari.
I shall never forget the first night in the shelter when suddenly
I woke up and saw an eagle owl in the pale moon light, sitting
on the granite block opposite to me, only five metres away. The
owl was watching me closely. I lay motionless and was happy
about this rare experience. After a while the eagle owl flew away
silently. Obviously I was too big as a suitable prey.
Over the next few days, I collected enough building material to
complete the shelter and to build a smoke sauna. It’s amazing
what could be found on the shores of neighbouring bays. Trunks
of trees, beams and boards that the overflowing Ivalo River had
transported year after year to Lake Inari and where many storms
had deposited them on the shores, where they were bleached by
the sun.
Low water levels now prevailed at Lake Inari and most of the
building material lay dry in the grass on the shore. At first I
gathered boards and beams, often bearing long rusty nails that
I could use well. I brought everything with my kayak to the site
of the smoke sauna. Next, I used the kayak for rafting trunks
that I had previously sawed to an appropriate length. It was hard
work, and I rested two days from work to roam the nearby forests,
where the flora glowed in all shades from deep red to yellow, as
did the leaves of the birch and aspen.
Now I had to hurry up, because the first snow was expected to fall
only in two weeks’ time. First I added some trunks to our shelter
as a wall against stormy weather. Then I turned with vigour to the
construction of the smoke sauna. A flat rock plateau not far from
our shelter at the shore with deep water was the ideal place for the
sauna. First, I built the heart of the sauna, the stove. On the bank
I found the right stones for the walls of the fireplace. I placed
broad, flat stones on top of the space for the fire, on which I then
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piled up a half-metre-high pile of stones.The logs for the 3 metre
long, 2 metre wide and 2 metre high smoke sauna leaned against
vertically attached logs at 3 corners, which I flattened with an
axe at the connection points. All contact surfaces of the logs were
thickly covered with moss. The final stability of the entire log hut
was ensured by a sturdy, dead pine, which served as the fourth
corner point of the sauna. The open entrance to the smoke sauna
I planned opposite to the stove.
An unexpectedly violent snowstorm at the end of September
interrupted my work for a day. After that I attached the ridge
beam and the final stabilizing roof boards with a slight inclination
to both sides. On the now finished roof I put a thick sealing layer
of moss, which I weighed down with flat stones. The sauna I
equipped with a bunk 200 x 70 cm at a height of 1 m. The sauna
was now ready.
The difference between a regular sauna and a smoke sauna lies
in the lack of a chimney. The first time you heat up a smoke sauna
is an exciting experience. The top priority is always a permanent
presence to monitor the heating process, so that sparks that
sometimes escape from the fireplace and which can set fire to
the whole sauna, will be immediately extinguished with a gush
of water from a close-by bucket always ready with water. The
smoke gets out through the open entrance of the sauna.
After heating the pile of stones for about four hours, you let the fire
die out. Next you throw some water on the hot stones, when due
to the burst of steam the carbon monoxide is pushed out through
the open door. Now you close the entrance with a piece of cloth
and the sauna is ready to be enjoyed. A candle on the floor
yields the necessary dim light. The blackened ceiling and walls
don’t bother at all. The room is absolutely germ-free. You lie
down on the bunk, enjoy the warmth that rises 70 to 80 degrees
C by pouring water on the hot stones. Then you can wash yourself
with soap and water that has been warmed up in a bucket. The
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atmosphere in such a sauna is soothing, relaxing and above all
healthy.
The lake froze on a quiet frosty night in mid-October. The daylight
continued to decrease. Now I was constantly busy sawing and
splitting firewood from the remaining logs. Something white
that moved like a flash in a crevice under the large granite block
opposite the shelter caught my eye. It soon turned out that I had
a weasel as a roommate. When baking bread on a heated stone, I
saw the weasel clearly for the first time. It already had its white
winter fur. Weasels hunt mostly mice, but there didn’t seem to be
any of them about. From this I concluded that the weasel was
probably hungry. During my breakfast consisting of porridge,
bread and jam, the animal came closer to me every day.” You will
certainly not like my breakfast”, I told the weasel, ”but I will try
to catch a fish for you so that you have something to eat too.”

Fishing under the Ice and Feeding a Weasel
I don’t like fishing because I don’t eat fish or meat. However, in
case of an emergency that I should run out of food, I still had a
fishnet with me, a gift from an Inari fisherman. The ice on the lake
was still thin, but I could already walk on it. At some distance
off the shore, where the water was deep enough, I made with my
hatchet two holes in the ice five metres apart from each other.
Next I spread out the net between the holes on the surface of the
ice. I took a thin 6 metre long rod, tied a long string to one of the
rod’s end, pushed the rod with the string under the ice from one
hole to the other, untied the string and took the rod out of the hole.
The ends of the string at both holes, each 3 m long, I tied together
so that the whole string formed a loop. Now I attached the net to
the loop and pulled the net from the opposite hole under the ice
by means of the string. In this way the net could be pulled out
together with captured fish and also put back again under the ice.
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I waited until the next day for a fish to be caught in the net, which
really happened. I cut the fish into small pieces which I offered
to the weasel during breakfast. Lured by the smell of fish, it came
close up to me receiving a bite of fish with its front paws, and
whizzed quickly back under the large granite boulder with its
prey in its mouth. Now I was no longer alone and it felt good
to have a living being nearby. Another fish was caught and the
weasel was able to stock up on fish in its hiding place under the
big boulder.

Encounter with a Ghost
At the end of October an icy blizzard swept across the ice. The
temperature dropped to -20 degrees C. Already at breakfast I
noticed that something was wrong with me. It started with the
fact that I felt some kind of shiver that I couldn’t suppress and
my forehead felt hot. I must have caught a cold. I didn’t have the
strength to heat the sauna, but I put three metre-long
trunks in the smouldering campfire as a source of heat, wrapped
two woollen blankets around me and put on the thick winter jacket
with a hood over the woollen sweater that Margarete had knitted
for me. Then I crawled into the sleeping bag and soon fell asleep.
A nightmare caused by the fever startled and woke me. The night
was dark and silent. In the glow of the campfire, I thought a huge
ghostly hand approached me. In the delirium of fever I reached
for the hatchet lying next to me. Quickly I freed myself from the
sleeping bag to defend myself. Soon my confused mind began to
work again. A barely perceptible movement of the air had driven
the smoke from the campfire onto the lake and then back to the
shelter, where my imagination took it for a huge threatening
spectre’s hand. Shocked by this feverish fantasy, I crawled back
into my sleeping bag. After this unusual experience I slept deep
and dreamless until late in the afternoon.
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I was woken by the extended call of a jay, which is called
”Kuukkeli”in Lapland. This charming bird is considered to bring
luck. I was already feeling better and hurried to share my
breakfast with this feathered friend. These birds with their
colored plumage are very trusting, and it wasn’t long before one
of the birds flew to my hand to catch a piece of fish that I offered.
The smoke from campfires in the wild seems to attract birds,
because when I started my stay in the shelter, Lapland titmice
visited me on their way from one place to another, and since it was
already very cold and food was scarce, they attacked immediately
a piece of butter that I placed on a stone nearby. The last guest
that arrived was a squirrel, which liked my crumbled flatbread.
With the increasing cold and the ever shorter days, I heated the
sauna every third day to enjoy the pleasant warmth of the smoke
sauna. Now there were often one or two fish in the net that I
could feed the ”kuukkelis” and the weasel. In mid-November
I saw the sun for the last time over the southern horizon and
during the night I admired some fantastic northern lights. Now
began the days with only a few hours of daylight and the long
dark winter nights. It was time for me to say goodbye, which was
very hard for me. From the remaining flour I baked again flat
bread, crumbled it and sprinkled it together with the last oatmeal
unto the open shelter, then I took three fish from the net and put
them in the crevice under the boulder. My heavily worn folded
kayak together with the paddles I hid in the shelter. After that I
shouldered my backpack and started walking across the ice to
Ivalo. From there I travelled back to Germany.
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I am building the wilderness shelter.

Breakfast at the wilderness shelter.
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Our smoke sauna.

Unexpected Help
During the final stage of my studies I made the acqaintance of
Max Wuppermann, a German engineer and paper mill owner. My
brother, who had befriended Max, told him of his concern that
night work near the completion of my studies posed a serious
threat to my graduation and the success of my thesis. This man, a
rare humanitarian, who had made among other things several trips
to Argentina where he participated in aiding with his own funds
the poor population by means of assistance programs, offered
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me generous financial support. Anyone who has to earn money
to finance their studies with their own hard work knows what it
means to be able to complete their studies without financial cares.
It was the sad fate of Max Wuppermann to become the victim of
incomprehensible violence in Argentina. When he, no doubt lost
in thought, passed a police station at too high a speed, he was shot
to death. Due to his tragic death I was unable to thank him for his
generous assistance, which bothers me to this day.

A Successful Graduation
My dissertation was judged as the best student accomplishment
and put on display in the glass display case of the faculty. Only
those who had not passed their final dissertations were mentioned
on the final exam list. I was one of the happy ones. With a heart
full of joy I drove to the home of Margarete’s and Gerhard’s
parents to announce: I do believe that I am a M.Sc. Engineer!

Working on my thesis at Karlsruhe Technical University.
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There was no final celebration organized by the Karlsruhe
Polytechnic University. Such a dismal end to our studies was not
acceptable. I invited Professor Mosonyi, professor of water works,
as well as three fellow students who had also graduated with me
to my apartment to celebrate. (Photo of my room at page 289).
Professor Mosonyi had been condemned to death in the rebellion
of Hungary in 1956, but was pardoned because of his international
reputation. When he learned that I was a Finn, he in his delight
exclaimed: ”Then we are kinsmen, as Hungary and Finland are
distant relatives via language.” He offered me an assistant’s
position in his faculty but I thanked him for his offer and explained
that I wasn’t interested in a university career because I wanted
instead to experience the world as a civil engineer.

The Rules of Sauna in Germany
How tough the building business was I had soon to experience on
my first job. My task immediately from the start was to supervise
small-scale building projects, a half dozen of them. As I didn’t
have a car, I rode from site to site by bicycle. The very next day
I was called to the director of the building firm with these words:
”I heard you don’t have a driving license!” he roared. ”Get one
immediately or you’re fired”!
As I was now earning money, I was able to go to driving school
and passed the test. When my driving instructor heard that
I was a Finn, he told me that as a soldier he was in Inkeri
near Leningrad, now Saint Petersburg, and became familiar
with the sauna. ”We now have our own public sauna”, he told
me and invited me there. My visit to the sauna was an interesting
experience. There was a very strict German sauna regulation in
effect that I got first hand knowledge of. One had to sweat on the
sauna bench for half an hour without any kind of ventilation.
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After that the sauna attendant stepped inside and threw a cup
full of water on the hot stones of the sauna oven. Before that the
men in the sauna wrapped their towels around their heads
turban-style and prostrated themselves like muslims in prayer
on the bench with their behinds up in the air. Then the water was
thrown on the rocks, one heard a faint hissing and each one had
to leave the sauna, which was then ventilated for a quarter of an
hour before the next turn in the sauna.
I had to describe this experience to some Finnish students I had
got to know in the Nordic Club after my graduation. A group of
them left to experience these rather special and strict sauna rules
from the Finnish point of view. To have to sit for half an hour in
an unventilated sauna with many men expected to be there until
they nearly fainted, was worth the experience. But especially the
turbaned men prostrated with their butts pointing to the ceiling to
enjoy the steam was a funny and unforgettable experience for the
Finns. This was surely told many a time in our homeland for a
good laugh. Everyone thanked politely for having experienced
these new sauna regulations. I later learned from a German friend
that these strange sauna rules are no longer in use.

Earning My First Spurs on the Job (1968)
Immediately after acquiring my driving license I was to supervise
more construction sites w h i c h my employer had accepted in
the hope that bigger projects would follow. My predecessor
had given up this job due to the tremendous burden. Giving
up was not an option for me. l was extremely irritated by the
haughty behavior of the architects towards me.
During one particularly difficult situation an oil refinery pipe
three metres deep had to be repaired. I gave the workers explicit
instructions on how to strengthen and support the walls of the
pit to prevent caving in before I went on to the next job site. The
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architect of the refinery rejected my instructions and ordered the
men to fix the pipe without protective measures. What followed
was that the walls of the pit collapsed and two workers were
seriously injured. Anyone would understand how enraged I was
when the architect tried to pin the blame on me to save his own
skin. Fortunately I had the habit from the beginning to keep a job
site log where I wrote down all my instructions and so I was able
to prove the real reason for the accident.
For two years (1969-1971) I worked under extreme pressure and
without a vacation. I had earned the first spurs of my professional
career. Most of the sites I supervised were completed on schedule
and within budget. There was a promising career awaiting me in
this firm where I was appreciated by now. But I was not interested
in this because I wanted to get out into the world.
Before this I wanted to go with Margarete on a long kayak trip
on Lake Inari. After those two tough years of work the coming
vacation and freedom in the virgin wilderness of Inari felt like a
trek to paradise.
At Lake Inari we met a fisherman who invited us to his home.
There we were always welcome whenever we visited Ivalo.
With time a lifelong friendship began to form between us and
the fisherman and his wife. It was through her that we found the
place where we were to settle in the future.

On to New Challenges (1971 -1975)
In Irian Jaya, which is better known as Western Papua, a great
harbour was planned. For this project engineers from around the
world, me included, were asked to send in applications. I was
on my way to Geneva as I was one of those who were being
considered.
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The residential construction project at Türnich for the supervision of which I was engaged by the architect I met on my way to
Geneva.
On the airplane to Frankfurt I became acquainted with an architect
who sat next to me. He told me he was building a vast residential
area which he had planned in the vicinity of Cologne. Some great
problems arose during the building phase of the project, he told
me. There were great difficulties especially in the finishing stage
of the buildings. He said he was looking for a qualified civil
engineer to improve the situation.
”The engineer you are looking for is sitting next to you”, I
answered. I was actually on my way to Geneva to submit my
application for the harbour project but something told me that this
man’s predicament was in greater need of someone to handle it.
We closed the deal with a handshake.
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The construction project in question was at that moment a halffinished, large residential area near a village named Türnich
nearby the city of Cologne in Germany. Quite a challenge awaited
me at the site. On the first day I saw at the job site office bitter
husbands threatening to go to court, and nearly hysterical wives.
Not one engineer responsible for the residences was present.
I succeeded in calming one crying woman and went with her to
the object of her exasperation. She went to the bathroom of her
apartment. When we opened the bathroom door, I saw a thick
cloud of foam that reached up to the ceiling. I was flabbergasted.
The woman’s despair was justified.At the time when this occurred,
the use of automatic washing machines was still unfamiliar to
many, so that sometimes a large overdose of detergent was used.
I calmly explained to the woman that in the apartment above
hers ten times more detergent than was required was put into
a washing machine and this mass of foam had found its way to
her bathroom apparently via the toilet seat, because no drain was
capable of coping with such an extraordinary amount of foam.
”In this case, we as builders are not at fault. The only remedy is
for the housewives to enlighten themselves as to the right dosage
of detergent”, I explained to her.
During the next weeks I investigated the problems in the
apartments being completed. I soon noticed that the reason for
the many complaints was of both organization and supervision.
The lists of many pages of faults contained items which were
absolutely ridiculous and indicated clearly that before the
residences were handed over to the buyers, who were mostly
young married couples, the obligatory final inspections had been
left undone or they were done haphazardly. On top of that, it
seemed to me foolish to consign 30 residences per month all on
one day. It was not easy to change bureaucracy, but I got my way,
and from that moment on I handed over residences personally
each day in the morning, just one customer at a time.
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Before consignment there were some small details to take care
of, such as leaky faucets, toilets that didn’t flush, stains on wallto-wall carpets and wallpapers, slamming doors, missing curtain
rails, etc. When the buyers met me now personally when the
property was handed over, the first impression was completely
different. I found
students looking for work through a student office and taught
them exactly on how the final cleaning of apartments had to be
done. Now the apartments, windows, kitchens and bathrooms,
shone with cleanliness and the aforementioned problems at final
inspection disappeared.
The buyers of the residences were politely greeted when the
property was handed over and I told them that they had a whole
hour to look for faults which would be fixed immediately. I
knew that first impressions were crucial. Most of the time, young
housewives were enchanted at the sight of a spotless home,
neither could their critical husbands succeed in finding anything
substantial to complain about. I assured the couple that any faults
that cropped up would be fixed by the date agreed upon. The keys
were then handed over to the satisfied couple. After this not one
negative observation could be found in the consignment records.
I lived in the town of Türnich in a little room of a rented house.
Our office was on the first floor of the house. There was a castle
in the middle of a Park right next to the house. I was jogging
through the park in the evenings to stay in good shape. I greatly
admired the grand old trees of the park. One evening I met an old
gentleman and stopped to talk with him.I had seen him many
times before in the park while I was jogging. I told him that I was
one of the supervising engineers of the adjacent construction site
and, being a Finnish nature conservationist, I was grateful to the
owner of the castle and that I found the park a substitute for my
homeland woods. I was surprised to learn that he was himself
the owner of the castle. I gladly accepted his invitation to visit
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his castle surrounded by water and behind it a private arboretum,
the awesome trees of which made a great impression on me. This
meeting led to a heartfelt friendship. He even invited me to his
birthday party where I got to meet his wife, Duchess von und zu
Hohenbruich.
Problem solving on construction sites seemed to be a natural
talent of mine, but I should have been a clever detective like
Hercule Poirot of Agatha Christie’s crime stories, in order to
get to the bottom of the kind of criminality that our job site
suffered from.
According to the schedule the installation of the kitchens were to
begin in a seven floor building. I called the firm in charge of the
installations to start with the work. A skilled worker immediately
arrived on the site, reported to me and left to fetch the equipment
to be installed. After a while he came back to me and reported
that the combinations of electric hotplates and sinks as well as the
exhaust hoods required couldn’t be found in the whole building.
This seemed incredible for I had signed the bill of lading and
received the shipment myself.
I went to the building and checked every nook and cranny for the
kitchen furnishing to no avail. The site engineer in charge claimed
that he had no idea what was going on. I assumed that thieves had
taken the equipment at night, but how? They had evidently used
the same lifters that were used to lift the heavy electric hotplate
combinations into the building, lifted them down, loaded them
onto a waiting vehicle and disappeared. It was a waste of time to
trouble my brain anymore about it so I went straightaway to the
police and insurance agency to report the case.
One evening a neighbouring resident came to me and told me
in confidence that he had seen how the stoves had been taken and
noticed also that the missing exhaust hoods had appeared in a
neighbour’s cellar storage. I called the police who found the guilty
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party. One of our own engineers had together with one of the
neighbours been behind the theft. He was fired immediately. Other
engineers who had neglected their supervision but nevertheless
were entitled to a profit sharing from the building company,
pocketed their share and left.

Nightmare Fires
A fire broke out in the cellar of one of the already inhabited
buildings that was quickly brought under control by the
fire brigade. The damages were relatively minor. A few charred
sewage pipes at the ceiling of the cellar hallway and cellar walls
blackened by the thick smoke told of the event. The cause of the
fire remained unsolved.
Two months later a fire broke out in the cellar hallway of another
already inhabited house. This too was fast put out by the fire
brigade that quickly arrived on the scene, but a police investigation
found that this was a question of arson. A pyromaniac was on the
loose. Fires occurred now a t an ever increasing pace. For this
reason we had telephones programmed with an alarm so that with
one push of a button the fire brigade could be alerted and arrive
quickly to the scene.
Fires started ever more often all over, in stairways and underground
parking halls. Even one single-family house was in flames. The
fire brigade was constantly putting out fires. In one building
of many stories, a water pipe burst due to the heat of a fire. Water
flooded many apartment floors because of this. When I came to
inspect the damage done in several apartments, I witnessed a few
family dramas, one of the most conspicuous of which remained
in my memory.
One married couple stood speechless in their flooded apartment.
The woman asked her husband in a quiet voice, ”did you remember
to take out home insurance?” The man guiltily answered, ”No”.
Hearing this the wife slapped her husband so hard on the side of
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his face that he fell into the ankle-deep water. I closed the door
quietly behind me.
In the end, I was the one who exposed the arsonist. An old
schoolmate from Nuremberg Melanchton Secondary School had
bought an apartment in the neighborhood of our building site. He
had invited me to enjoy a dinner of the famous Nuremberg little
sausages. Due to the numerous fires our office was in a state of
chaos with our hands full trying to assuage distraught residents
and arranging repairs of the damage created by the fires. One of
my colleagues kept urging me: ”Go now to your schoolmate’s
dinner.” I finally gave in and left.
I was just recollecting old school memories with my schoolmate
and enjoying those famous sausages when our dinner was
dramatically interrupted. The daughter of a maintenance man in
the neighborhood burst into the room and exclaimed, ”The office
is on fire!” Again the fire-brigade arrived rapidly on the scene and
the fire was quickly put out, but the archives and drawings of the
buildings were substantially damaged by water.
During questioning by the police I mentioned that one of the
construction supervisors impatiently wanted me to go to my
dinner engagement. The police began to suspect this person who
was always the first person to arrive on the scene of the fires
and assist in extinguishing the flames. He also was the one who
programmed the phones of our office for immediate alarm of the
fire brigade. Even though it was not proven that he had started the
fires, he was nevertheless fired.
The fires ended with that. The same man found a new job in a
large department store that sold goods by post in which shortly
thereafter a fire broke out. We, however, who were rid of the
fires could continue with our construction work without further
incidents of this kind.
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The construction site of the housing estate could be finished
without further interruptions and was celebrated with a joyful
party together with all its inhabitans.

The Decision of Mr U. to Take on a Big Plan
My boss, the architect Mr U., had big plans. He suffered from
the delusion of self-realization, as did many other architects. He
wanted to build a gigantic model neighbourhood which would be
everything a modern resident could ever hope for. I warned him,
as I saw the first dark clouds looming over the housing market,
but unfortunately he did not heed my advice. He then tried to talk
me into taking on the supervision of another construction site
which would be situated near Türnich in the locality of Horrem
near Cologne. With the profit of this project he intended to start
fulfilling his gigantic dream in the vicinity of Frankfurt.

The old enchanting villa
which once belonged to
the builder of the Cologne
– Aachen railroad.
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There was an enchantingly beautiful park near the Horrem
construction site in the middle of which was a fine old villa with
an adjacent building. It all belonged at one time to the builder of
the Cologne - Aachen railroad.
Why not?, I asked myself. I took a room on the upper floor
of the wooden villa as my residence. This enabled me also to
protect the beautiful park for the time being. Our office for the
project was downstairs. I informed Mr U. that I would take over
the supervision of the new project and I chose two of the best
engineers from our previous construction site. This new project
was put through without problems.

An Unforgettable Group of Youths
When we started construction work, two young boys came to my
office to speak to me. I listened to what they had on their minds.
They told me they belonged to a large youth group who all knew
each other from childhood. They were used to meeting in an
abandoned hut on the shore of a pond. Recently they were evicted
by the owner of the fishpond and now didn’t have any other place
to meet except on the street. There was a little auxiliary building
next to the villa where I was staying, which was empty and they
asked if they could meet each other there. I answered that I would
think about it. ”Come at the end of the workday so that we can
talk about the matter in more detail.” In the evening in front of
the office forty pairs of eyes were looking expectantly at me. I
felt with certitude that I was about to take part in something of
great value.
”Listen carefully to what I have to say,” I began. ”First, I’m glad
that you are here. Second, I will inform the authorities of
the existence of this youth group in my own name. Thirdly, you
can use the house next door to meet in and, fourthly, because
I am taking responsibility for you as long you are here, ask my
permission if you want to do something in the park or in the
building.”
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I always remember how they came the next day with this and that
to furnish the little building. The youngest member of the group
was an 11 year old girl who brought a large bottle of Coca Cola on
her bicycle. On the way back, she fell with the bicycle. The bottle
of Cola fell on the road and exploded. Her arm was injured with
glass splinters. I drove her right away to the hospital and after
medical attention and w i t h h e r arm in a bandage, I took her
home. The girl’s mother thanked me and I got more plus points
in the eyes of the young people. Among them was a 12 year old
youth who told me that once he had taken a bicycle. When out of
curiosity I asked him if he would do it again, he answered, ”No
way, because now I at last have something better to do.”
Soon after I was informed that in a room of the side building,
there would be a party in one week’s time, and that my girlfriend
Margarete should absolutely come to the opening party with me.
During the next days there
was a lot of secret activity
with continuous comings
and goings.

Some of the youngsters
filling their fishpond with
water.
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For the weekend Margarete arrived by train. She was dressed for
the opening celebration in a dress, which she had sewn herself. I
liked it very much. The young people greeted us happily and took
us into, a room that was completely dark. ”Why is it so dark in
here?” asked Margarete. ”You will soon see,” was their answer.
We waited with expectation what would happen. And then the
show began. Numerous lights went on and off on all sides in
fast tempo and the young people danced around us to enchanting
music like a group of indians. The room was full of joy of life
and we were in the middle of it.
There are marvellous moments in life that one never forgets. We
experience them over and over again by remembering and talking
about them. But we cannot really bring them back because we
understand at the same time those rare moments belong to the past.
As I had predicted to Mr U., the construction boom in the
housing market was over. He had despite my warnings bought
an enormous building site with a bank loan, the interest rate of
which rose continually. Hardly half a year had passed before
the provincial bank of Hesse took control of the Horrem housing
project.
I had to travel once a month to Frankfurt to report to the bank about
the development of our construction site in order to get the funds
needed to complete the residential building project. After I had
visited Frankfurt two times, I had had enough and I urged the
bank inspector to visit me personally at our office in Horrem
where he could see the development of the construction project
for himself. As we inspected the construction drawings, one of
the youths came into the office to ask something. ”Why are we
being disturbed all the time?” asked the bank inspector. ”They
don’t bother me at all,” I said. ”They are just asking advice on
how to build a fishpond. Besides, these building inspections are
unnecessary and take up precious time that I need for supervising
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the work on the construction site.” After that the inspections of
the Hesse bank ended.

Development Aid Turned into Helping a Friend
When the building project was completed and construction ended,
it was time to look for something else. Margarete and I often
discussed how it would feel to get out into the world and work on
some interesting project. We decided to apply for development
aid work in the Third World. We travelled to the city of Bonn
the then capital of Germany and walked into a development aid
agency to introduce ourselves.
We showed the agency our certificates and they became quite
enthusiastic. ”We need young people like you all the time
everywhere, especially in Africa. Would you be interested in
going there? Of course, we replied. We were young, full of
courage and ready to go to the most remote jungles, if that was
what was needed.
In those days, Finland wasn’t yet a member of the EU. ”I am a
Finnish citizen and my mother was German, I have gone to school
in Germany and graduated a civil engineer from the Karlsruhe
Polytechnic University” I explained. But unfortunately it turned
out that the rules of the Department of Development Aid of the
German Federal Republic did not allow to employ citizens from
outside the EU. They suggested that I should apply for German
citizenship as a solution to the problem. This I could not accept,
as my roots were in Finland and I could not betray my homeland
for the sake of expedience.
In the meantime the architect Mr U. and his firm had gone
bankrupt. However, he had succeeded in securing the acquisition
of a construction project in Libya and he intended to brave all
odds and go with a few building machines to North Africa. He
asked me if I could help him once more to gain a foothold there.
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He wouldn’t be able to pay me any wages, at least for a little
while.
What a strange situation, I thought. I had rescued his firm in the
beginning from a chaotic situation. He could have become rich
if he had followed my advice. And he could have paid me the
promised share of the profits with which I could have purchased
land I cherished in Lapland. Because of his delusions of grandeur
everything turned to ashes in the wind. On the other hand I always
liked a fighter who takes his fate in his own hands and doesn’t
give up. I promised in the end to help him out.

From The Lofotens to Lake Inari, my Great Boat and
Hiking Trek
Before leaving for Libya, I wanted to fulfill a lifetime dream.
It would be a boat trip from the Lofoten Islands to the coast of
Norway and from there cross northern Lapland to Lake Inari. I
acquired an inflatable boat that, after a few months’ work, I got
into the kind of shape it needed to endure the rigours of sea and
river travel. With Margarete’s sewing talents my backpack was
transformed to fit my folded up kayak-resembling boat and the
paddles. Thus my journey began. Let my journal entries relate the
most significant events of the trip.

Lapland Wilderness Trek Journal of 1973
Page 1, Friday 6th July
Left Bodö at Vesterålen by Hurtigruten at 15.00 hours. Light
seas. Arrived at Stamsund 19.00 hours I pumped up the kayaklike PVC boat. I was invited on board a barge. The engineer
spoke a bit of Finnish. ”My Grandmother is from Rovaniemi”,
he said. I slept on the barge.
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My drawing of Breiskartindan
Pages 3 and 4, Sunday 8th July
Sunny weather, very warm, wind from the north. White shellcovered shores. Rich bird life. No stiffness of my limbs despite
yesterday’s 50 km of paddling. Wind has turned and blowing
from the south. High waves. The kayak travels well. Had a break
in a beautiful place with a sandy beach. Lit my first campfire.
Continuing the trip. Mountains of clouds rise above the horizon.
I take a photo. Troll peaks in the light of the setting sun. Suddenly
the wind whips up into a storm. The kayak is heading through the
cross sea pushed by gusts of wind. Water sloshes into the boat.
Still I dare continue the trip. Everything I’ve learned on the
lakes is put to the test. The storm and tide take my boat off course,
but I get to the island anyway and after quite a search I find a break
in the steep rocky cliffs. I pull my kayak and equipment ashore
to a dry place underneath a protruding cliff. A lot of driftwood on
the shore. I light a fire and dry my wet clothes, cook oat broth and
crawl exhausted into my sleeping bag.
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Pages 5, 6 and 7, Monday 9th July
Fog and rain. Wind from southwest, blowing after a short while
from northeast. Causes cross-waves difficult to paddle in. Rain
continues. A break on an island. Vestfjord is too wide to cross
here and full of ship traffic. To get to Effjord I try to cross
via Lödingen. Interesting to see the waves crashing against
the cliffs. I go ashore and to bed early. Next day is sunny. The
storm has calmed down. Take a swim in the ocean. I start crossing
Vestfjord in a slight tailwind. In the middle of Vestfjord I draw
the sharp peaks of Breiskartindan.
60 km of paddling atchieved. A powerful headwind at Effjord.
I paddle along the fjord to the road that leads to Narvik. It’s
midnight, the mountain peaks glow in the light of the setting sun
at end of Effjord. I can see the snowcovered top of Isfjell.
Pages 8, 9 and 10, Wednesday 11th July – Friday 13th July
Raindrops wake me up. Calm weather, paddle up the fjord. At
a house I give a letter addressed to Margarete to a friendly man
to post it. On the shore a pair of young people. We talk and share
addresses. The fjord appears frightening. Steep cliffs. I reach the
end of the fjord. Snow- and ice-covered peaks come into view. I
take a break on a dune of gravel. I prepare to scale the mountain.
The slope is extremely steep requiring all my strength. The ridge
is covered in mist, drizzle. On the rocky ridge there is good
grip for my feet. Constantly coming up against gorges, so ascent
is followed by descent. At a lonely pine I take a break. I dry my
clothes by the fire and decide to spend the night there. It was
necessary for my worn out muscles. The ascent continues the
next day. The mountains are mirrored in the calm fjord waters.
Amazing sight. Thunder roars on the opposite mountain. On the
next rise with my heavy pack on my back, it seems the hardest
exertion of my life. I get to the upper plateau and investigate
whether it is possible to go along the glacier or whether the
steep slope of the Isfjell is passable. A chilly wind is blowing.
I spend the night behind a cliff.
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Drawing of mountain Isfjel on Sunday 14th July.
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Page 12, pages 13 and 14 missing, page 15, Sunday 14th July
– Thursday 19th July
Heavy rain at night, open tent sewn by Margarete held up with
a paddle proves to hold out the heavy rain excellently. I decide
to travel across the ice-covered Guovddelis Lake. I pull my boat
like a sled together with the backpack. The ice holds but everwidening cracks appear. I use my boat as a bridge to get to the
next floe of ice. At the end of the lake the storm has broken the
ice into smallerfloes. I leave the surface of the ice and try to go
by boat among the floes. It is tough to find a passage through the
broken icefield, but at last I get to the end of the lake. There I
have to rest from the strain of the last days. The next day I get to
Sitas Lake which is lower down and free of ice. The next forty km
of paddling feels like child’s play compared to the fell hike with
a 40 kilo pack on my back.
The night I spent in a mountain hut and I learn from two German
hikers that the Swedish government is planning to dam this virgin
wilderness for hydroelectric power. This fine landscape will never
afterwards be the same as it is now, but will bear a lasting stamp
of our ”civilization”. I feel horror in my heart. Nothing keeps me
here and I continue paddling along Teusa River.
Pages 16 – 35, Friday 20th July – Thursday 24th July
Yesterday, Friday the 20th I covered only a little distance because
I had to get around a waterfall in difficult terrain and cross a
powerful mountain stream at the same place.
Today the 21st of July, another sunny day, but a powerful
southwesterly wind. I rearrange my pack, improving the order.
Foodstuff in the lowest pocket, medicines and boat repair gear in
the side pocket, clothes and woollen blanket in the main pocket,
camera, film and maps in the upper compartment covered
watertight by a poncho. I have never had to put as many rapids
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After many rapids arrival at Teusa Lake, a dream-like landscape.

behind me as today. Because water half-filled the kayak after
some rapids I wore only swimming trunks and oilcloth jacket.
Today I shall change to the next river system north of the Teusa
Lake. That means a steep climb of 300 metre difference of altitude,
then a 12 km hike along Kungsleden and descent on Kaita River to
a chain of lakes. I travel all night and sleep after that on the shore
of Kaitum Lake until the afternoon. A unique, festive feeling I
experience here at the lake. The wind has subsided, the sun is
mirrored in the water. A few birches stand on the ridge above the
lake, otherwise just jumbles of rocks and a deep silence.
Thunder clouds rise above Kaitum Lake with a lot of lightning
and thunder rumbling in the mountains. I put on my raincoat and
paddle within reach of the shore so as not to be caught unawares
by a storm. Threatening clouds appear behind the mountains.
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Evening ambiance on the calm Kaitum Lake. The sun and
mountains mirrored on the lake surface. Kebnekaise glacier in
the background.
During this night I travelled 30 - 40 kilometres. In the morning
sunshine. At a ledge I make coffee and look for something to
eat in my pack. It is a nice and enjoyable place. The river is
good natured without any rapids. I paddle one km after another
in a landscape of soft mountain contours. Then the river branches
into many rapidly flowing channels, my boat glides over small
rocks and gravel which can be seen in the clear, shallow water.
A small Sámi village appears on the shore, called Vuomakuoppa.
I speak Finnish with the villagers. They all live in wooden houses
except one old woman who refuses to do so as she wants to
continue living in her ”kota” (Sámi hut). She invites me into her
hut for coffee and other villagers come in, too, wondering where
I come from. I was advised to take an ancient Sámi trail which I
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A Lapland ”kota” at the edge of Kaitum River rapids, inhabited
by on old Sami woman who invites me for coffee.
follow for about 30 km. There are birches on both sides, many of
which are dead, perhaps because of a fell moth blight.
A hot day. I take a break near a bog and cook something to eat. It
is already late in the afternoon and I want to continue my journey
also through the night which is cool and the traveller’s steps are
light. Soon I reach the timber line from where I can see a chain
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of mountains, ground down by the ice age. Today I have paddled
40 km and hiked 30 km with this heavy backpack.
Gradually I have lost my day and night rhythm because here in
the north the night stays light at this time of the year. Sometimes
when the sky is cloudy you don’t even know whether it is day
or night. Sometimes I sleep up to 14 hours and then stay up all
night afterwards. I just passed a Sámi village where reindeer are
rounded up in the winter. Now it is all empty and the doors creak
in the wind. I travel on with my burden.
Today it is the 24th of July. The sun rises a bit after midnight.
Ahead a couple of lakes shimmer in the morning sunlight. I see
the first pines in the Kainuu River valley and some of them must
be very old. I feel at home immediately, how I missed the forest.
During the past days I have demanded too much of myself. My
legs are aching. I have crossed three watersheds and paddled who
knows how many kilometres.
My gaze is suddenly drawn to Kainuu River. The landscape is
absolutely lush with many islands. I swim in the river, enjoying
the warm air and water. Then I go on the river with my kayak. A
thunderstorm is developing in the evening. I continue paddling
all night along the chain of lakes and make it by the Kainuu River
to a village on Kaalas Lake. From here it would be easy to go on
to Jukkasjärvi, but first I have to get rid of some unnecessary
trekking equipment. I travel by bus to Kiruna and from where I
send a package to my brother. This city is ugly. After buying some
supplies I immediately travel by bus to Jukkasjärvi, a picturesque
museum village. In the wooden building of the museum there is
a café where I write down my experiences up to this point and
post it to Margarete.
Pages 36 – 55, 25th to 31st July
My journal which I have written in German I continue now in
Finnish because it seems everyone in northern Sweden speaks
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Finnish and I feel that I am very close to my homeland. I take a
stroll through the village and look at the solitary church tower
of Jukkasjärvi, built of red painted logs and white boards on its
corners. I walk to the cemetery of the church and read the Finnish
names on the graves. Here lies a housewife, there a

Jukkasjärvi wooden church belltower near
a lake with the same name.
rafter. I continue my trip by boat. I admire the setting sun and
looking back one more time at the museum village with its
shingle roofs and beautiful church spire.
Now I have got the numerous rapids of Tornio River ahead of me.
A big Grey Owl glides silently overhead. I paddle in the early part
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of the night. The riverbed is full of water. I descend rapids after
rapids. I find a fine cove with a sandy beach and decide to spend
the night there. I stare a long time at the dying embers of the
campfire.
Next morning my river journey continues. At the riverside there
are slender Lapland spruces. Next ahead of me is the wild Pauranki
Rapids in the middle of which is a sharp tongue of rock. Here it
seemed best to let the boat glide down, held by rope. It worked
because the shore is easily manouvered. Timbers on the ground
lengthwise, mostly rotten, tell of how boats were taken overland
past the rapids. I get to the village of Kuoksu in the early evening
and here I leave the Tornio River to make my way to the Finnish
border via the Pessinki wilderness. This is the most arduous part
of my journey as ahead of me are 150 km of wilderness without
water routes which would make travelling much easier. I pack
the boat into my rucksack and walk towards the forest, when a car
stops and offers me a lift.
The driver is amazed about my heavy rucksack, cannot
believe that I am on my way to the Finnish border. He takes me
to the village of Lainio and invites me to have sauna bath.
Word spreads and another friendly man takes me north on
a logging road. Here he shows me a reindeer path which leads
to a long moraine traversing vast bogs in the mountains of the
Pessinki wilderness. These long moraines were born at the end
of the ice age and melt water coursed along rifts of ice piling
gravel up along the way. When the ice had melted the rifts were
left behind as moraines in the landscape and both animals
and humans used them as pathways. The friendliness of the
villagers of Lainio leaves a deep impression on me.
Now I stand for the first time during my trek before real virgin
wilderness. After ten km of hiking I get to a wilderness pond
encircled by dark spruces that entrance me so much that I decide
to set up my humble camp at this beautiful place.
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The morning sun awakens me, I gather cloudberries and cook
a kind of marmalade. After a refreshing swim I continue with
renewed vigour. Boreal forest, easy to travel, lies ahead of me.
At times a strip of bog needs to be traversed. Now I sit by a clear
stream and take a short break in this enchanting spot which tempts

Wilderness splendour

me to take out my pipe which I sometimes smoke at significant
moments; in my mind it is comparable to the American Indian
peace pipe tradition.
Perhaps I will get to the Jyry Mountain today. My backpack weighs
heavily and after a strenuous hike of 10 km, I arrive at another
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small lake where I decide to spend the night. Again I am awakened
by the sun. I gather cloudberries on the swampy shore of the lake.
I draw a cloudberry plant with its berries.
After breakfast I lift the heavy pack onto my back and make for
Jyry Mountain. When I arrive after a tiresome ascent above the

Drawing of a cloudberry plant.
Scene from the summit of Jyry Fell towards Haljukursu Lake
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timber line, a view opens before me that completely captures me.
Forest as far as the horizon with mountains in the background.
There are ponds down in the forest valley and there lies also Lake
Haljukursu from where I can again travel by kayak.
Haljukursu is the lake of my dreams, lonely, untouched, many
coves encircled by mighty spruces. My boat glides forward
through this gorgeous, extremely impressive miracle of nature. I
notice a Siberian jay flying over me, the rascal of the wilderness,
and I hear the cry of a loon, a strange wild sound which sends
shivers down my spine. I am heading towards a sand dune,
I leave my kayak and climb up a rock from which I can admire

Haljukursu, a place of my dreams, an enchanted lake of the
wilderness.
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the majesty of this unique lake that lies before me. I am deeply
touched by this magnificent sight. This I feel is a highlight of
my life. I simply have to sit down and try to capture this sight of
the lake, the landscape, the charm of the wilds and its untouched
nature in a drawing.
When I now look at these old drawings on the pages of my diary,
yellowed over decades, I recall that it had been in this place that I
was beginning to think about the endangered nature of Lapland
and the importance of protecting it. This image in my mind
didn’t leave me in peace; it led me to the guiding principle of my
life: Arise to fight on behalf of nature, for nature cannot fight for
itself against the arbitrary rule of man.
It is now possible to travel by kayak again. The lake gets narrower
and a channel leads to the next lake. This is the most amazing
wilderness I have ever seen. In some places where there is no
stream I can use for my trip, I have to carry my boat through a
forest that no axe ever touched. This is a remnant from a world
of the past due to the fact that there are no roads. Roads lead to
destruction of primeval forests and reduce the living conditions
of the animal populations in the wilderness.
My drawing depicts the story of an old forest. One of its ancient
pines died long ago but is standing still majestically in front of me
with its bare branches and beautiful grey trunk, full of holes made
by the black woodpecker for nesting. Perhaps a thousand years
ago a small sapling strengthened its roots, endured thousands of
storms, braved hundreds of winters and offered many birds a safe
nesting place. I stand before this tree and feel deep respect. ”Keep
standing proudl for a long time still”, I say to it quietly.
I was beginning to think about the endangered nature of Lapland
and and the importance of protecting it. This image in my mind
didn’t leave me in peace; it led me to the guiding principle of my
life: Arise to fight on behalf of nature, for nature cannot fight for
itself against the arbitrary rule of man.
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It is now possible to travel by kayak again. The lake gets narrower
and a channel leads to the next lake. This is the most amazing
wilderness I have ever seen. In some places where there is no
stream I can use for my trip, I have to carry my boat through a
forest that no axe ever touched. This is a remnant from a world
of the past due to the fact that there are no roads. Roads lead to
destruction of primeval forests and reduces the living conditions
of the animal populations in the wilderness.
My drawing relates the story of an old forest. One of its ancient
pines died long ago but is standing still majestically before me
with its bare branches and beautiful gray trunk, full of holes made
by the black woodpecker for nesting. Perhaps a thousand years
ago a small sapling strengthened its roots, endured thousands of
storms, braved hundreds of winters and offered many birds a safe
nesting place. I stand before this tree and feel deep respect. ”Keep
standing proud still for a long time”, I say to it quietly.
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Magnificent silvery dead pine awakens profound respect
I come to a stream which widens from numerous tributaries and
becomes a small river. In two days I can reach the border river
Muonio which flows 10 km in the direction I was hoping for. In
one of the rapids a sharp rock rips the inflated bottom of my
kayak open so that I have great difficulties getting ashore with
the boat.
The tear is not long and I am able to patch it with my repair kit.
This incident caused me to decide to build a stronger kayak with
a more durable bottom surface for my next trip. It should be at
least five to ten kilos lighter.
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Rapids where the bottom of my kayak was damaged
I put the repaired boat into my backpack and set out on the
last hike on foot towards Lake Ounasjärvi about 25 km to the
north. Today is the 30th of July and I hope that I can make
it tomorrow to Lake Ounasjärvi which extends 30 km to the
northeast. From there waterways with many bends lead to the
headwaters of Ivalo River.
After I slept well I start walking in the direction of lake
Ounasjärvi and follow reindeer paths which lead to the north. I
cross several bogs and arrive at the southern tip of Ounasjärvi
by nightfall. Every time when I can use my kayak which carries
me and my equipment, I experience a great relief. With tailwind
my daily travelling is usually twice the usual distance. The
night I spend on a sand dune.
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Pages 55 – 70, 1st - 5th August
I wake up and enjoy the sunshine on the sand dune. It is really
beautiful. Massive pines grow in proximity to the shore and
birches lean over the water. After coffee and porridge I start
paddling about one km where the lake diminishes into a stream
and I have to pull the kayak behind me in the shallow water.
After that the main part of Lake Ounasjärvi opens up before me.
A southwesterly tailwind aids me on my passage. At a place
called Hetta I buy some supplies for the next days. Sandy beaches
continue. By the afternoon I arrive at the end of the lake and
follow the Ounasjoki River to another tributary leading east. I
paddle along that waterway until I turn onto a stream coming
from the south and via a chain of ponds I get to the watershed.
From there I have to carry the kayak and the rucksack a short
distance to get to the source of the Ivalo River, Lake Korsajärvi.

Lake Korsajärvi.
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Today I paddled at least 50 km with only short breaks. Now
I want to enjoy the abiding ambiance of the lake. I light my
campfire and try to draw the cloud formations in the sky and the
lake panorama lit by the setting sun. Here too there is real
wilderness but I am so far north that the spruces are getting
scarce. Birches and dead pines border the rocky shore.
I am sitting by the fire and letting the
500 kilometre long boat trip and hike
once again pass through my mind by
remembering the drawings in my
travel diary. Storms at sea, paddling
in the world of fjords, climbing steep
mountain slopes up to the plateau a
thousand metres high where lakes were
still covered with ice. Then the trip
along glaciers, ice fields and frozen
lakes where I pulled my boat and
supplies behind me like a sled until I
finally made it to open water. After that
a quick descent via rivers with frothing
rapids, a trip from one river section
to another with steep ascents and
descents and finally the passage through
primeval
forests with the heavy
pack on my back containing boat,
paddles and other hiking equipment.
The campfire gradually goes out.
Tomorrow I have a river route with
many rapids ahead. Yesterday’s trip across land and water wore
me out so I sleep soundly. I rise early, feel well rested and full
of vigour. I paddle to the end of Lake Korsajärvi where a
small, barely metre wide stream takes me and the kayak forward.
Another stream joins and from the side so that now the boat is
easier to steer around the bends. Beneath me I can see red sand
through the clear water, on the shore stunted birches. The channel
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is joined by tributaries and the first little rapids appear before me.
I pass them without any difficulty.
The brook turns into a river which is getting difficult to navigate.
There are large rocks in the rapids which cause slow progress.

Ivalojoki landscape with rapids
But then there are long calm stretches where the water flows
slowly. Evening comes and rain clouds gather in the sky. I quit
paddling and erect my tent underneath a great pine. The rain
pummels the canvas of my tent at night. Thunder roars. I am lying
safely curled up in a woollen blanket and drift into sleep. In
the morning thousands of water drops on the cranberry shrubs
sparkle delightfully in the sunshine.
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II shall reach the canyons of the Ivalo River tomorrow. The river
has dug a deep canyon through the rock with high walls on
both sides. I brave many rapids and after them my boat advances
along calmly flowing waters.
It is evening and the fog is rising. The air is getting colder. Then
I experience a memorable moment. At midnight I arrive at a wild
landscape near some rapids. I hear the cries of cranes and then
I see these large birds take off through the fog with powerful
beatings of their wings and disappear behind a bend of the river.
I am entranced by this impressive spectacle of the wilderness.
This is a good place to end the day’s journey. On a ledge above the
river I light a fire and prepare tea, and eat a slice of bread with a
thick layer of butter. Then I choose a suitable place for my tent
under a tall spruce.

Beginning of the Canyons
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I cook coffee and porridge in the cold morning mist. The rapids
through the canyons will certainly require all of my strength and
wits. After three hours of paddling among the slowly rising rocky
ridges and a peaceful stretch of river the channel gets narrower
and the rock walls of the canyon begin to rise.
Here is the gate to the canyon. My heart beats wildly from
expectation. The water is still flowing calmly but the current
increases. What to expect around the next bend? The roar of the
river increases and then I find myself in the middle of metre-high
waves which break against the vertical cliffs.
Seen from the kayak one has the impression that the shore shoots
by and the high waves of whitewater rush before the boat. I
use all my concentration to find the best possible route through
the rapids.

Canyon rapids
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The poem by Otto Ernst flashes in my mind which I remember in
the most difficult times of my life:
”Boat rising, Boat falling, hell is dancing,
Now to be shattered. No, intact it stays,
but how long, how long!
The experience is like riding on a boiling mass of water. In case
you can’t imagine what such a white water ride is like, watch the
film ”River of No Return”, with Marilyn Monroe in the leading
role. You will be impressed!
Here, my journal entries end. My brother awaits me at Lake Inari.
Here end also the records in my diary. What happened next I shall
write from memory.
For a short time the boat ride goes more peacefully. The narrow
canyon widens and Kultala comes into view. Gold fever broke
out there over a hundred years ago and hundreds of daring men
left for the wilderness to try their luck. I delight in seeing this
place again, because on a hike some years earlier with Margarete,
I had heated up the smoke sauna at Kultala for her after first
replacing some boards to sit on in the sauna, since someone had
burnt the originals. It was Margarete’s first sauna experience.
When the smoke sauna of Kultala came into view, I noticed to
my astonishment that the roof had been taken off. A Finnish
scout leader explained to me with embarrassment that his scouts
had heated the sauna without keeping an eye on the fire. Sparks
kindled the roof and the whole building was in danger of being
burnt to the ground.
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Fortunately two Swiss canoeists happened upon the scene. They
were voluntary fire fighters at home in Switzerland where they
had learned how to act swiftly in such a situation by dismantling
the burning roof. They deserve many thanks for this! Hundreds of
gold prospectors had used this sauna in former times. Who knows
what stories those sooty logs could tell.
I spent the night in this place so that in the morning I was ready
to travel the last 80 km to Lake Inari. Nowadays a cable bridge
crosses the river at Kultala so that hikers can visit this historic
spot. Also, the main log building and bakery as well as the roof
of the smoke sauna have been repaired.
Early in the morning I started my last stretch of paddling. My
brother Ilmari and 7 year old nephew Sampo were waiting for
me at the island of Mahlatti, in Lake Inari. The cable bridge at
Kultala was full of hikers who watched me shooting through the
rapids of the rocky river channel. The worst rapids were behind
me now, the rock walls diminished and the first sand dunes on the
river shore could be seen.
When I passed a large bend in the river on my way to Ivalo I
didn’t then realise that this would be the place where Margarete
and I would be living, at the time of the writing of this book.
In Ivalo, I went to the post office and sent the remaining pages
of my journal to Margarete. I had still to cover 30 km before
I reached my goal. On the 5th of August I arrived at the spot
of our ”wilderness shelter” on Mahlatti island where my brother
and my nephew awaited me. Sitting around the campfire, I had
a lot to tell about my trip, what I had experienced at sea and on
the hike over the Norwegian mountains and the primeval forests
which I would end up defending with determination in the later
years of my life.
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Our wilderness shelter on Mahlatti island

Back in Germany
When I returned to Horrem from my Lapland trek, I was horrified
to find my room burglarised and my personal effects destroyed.
The door to my room had been violently kicked open, the drawings
of my boat I was working on were ripped off the wall, and my
collection of classical music discs had been broken to bits. But
what enraged me even more, was the destruction of my books
and even my photo albums. They were irreplaceably precious
memories of my parents.
Who would do such a thing? Was this done out of anger, when
nothing of value was found in my room? Was it revenge? Maybe
the engineers who were fired for stealing, arson and incompetence
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were behind these deeds. The police believed the latter, as the
other rooms and the office downstairs were left untouched.
I was greatly delighted, however, to meet the young people who
awaited me. I told them about my hiking adventures. At the same
time I had also to say good bye to all of them which was a touching
moment. I asked myself, would they be driven off when I was
no longer present? In order that this should not happen, I went
to see the mayor of Horrem and also the priest and asked them to
look after these youngsters. ”Don’t worry, we shall take care of
the youngsters”, both gentlemen assured me. Upon this promise I
left for Libya

Angry Engineer ”Hel”
I returned from Libya after a few months to spend Christmas with
Margarete. I also visited Horrem to see whether those kids were
looked after and what had happened to them. It was a sad reunion.
Two of these sympathetic kids I met sitting sadly in the dark and
cold room of the same building where they had once danced with
joy around us.
I felt anger and disgust at those who had called the police
after my departure and had the young people evicted from their
meeting place. Electricity and water were also cut off. I asked
them, hadn’t the mayor and priest visited and taken care of
them as they had promised. Nobody had come, they told me. I
had evidently been given empty promises from these disgusting
men who had no feelings nor understanding for young people.
How nice and happy had been the time that I had spent with these
vibrant young people. Playing their guitar and singing together,
acting joyfully in the park, building a fish pond and cleaning the
paths, cutting the grass, raking the leaves, picking apples in the
autumn, planting summer flowers and perennials and much more.
They called me ”Hel”.When they congregated Sunday mornings
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I heard them whispering, ”Quiet! Hel is still sleeping.” Isn’t this
the kind of youngsters we all would be glad to see everywhere?
The mayor and the priest got a lecture from me and their ears were
surely ringing after my long tirade. Those who had anonymously
called the police I could not find out. They were lucky not to
have met an angry engineer named Hel. Cold, indifferent and
heartless regard for youths is unacceptable and shameful in
any community!

My Experiences in Libya (1975-1976)
When I stepped onto the African continent the first thing I noticed
was the warmth of the air. It isn’t just breathed in: it is felt as
a softly stroking stream evoking a sense of well-being. The
architect, Mr U., picked me up at the Benghazi airport after the
time-consuming formalities of entering the country.
The city of Benghazi, situated at the shore of the Gulf of Sidra
in the southern Mediterranean, greets the traveller with a strange
sight, as there are numerous prongs of structural irons sticking
out of every building. The explanation is simple. As long as that
iron is visible it is clear that the intention is to build another story
to the building. And only completed buildings can be taxed in
Libya. These iron-pronged buildings can be continued as far as
the imagination allows.
I have seen them on houses of two and three stories This gives
Benghazi a characteristic appearance and testifies to strong belief
in the unlimited construction activity of future generations.
We initially lived in the Hotel Berenice, a hotel from the Italian
colonial era, a bit run down from its former glory but still bearing
witness to elegant Italian architecture. On the beach promenade,
crowds strolled up and down after work. The view of the bluegreen waters of the Mediterranean Sea was wonderful.
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Mr U. explained at breakfast that as a hotel guest of several weeks,
he should be by now entitled to receive a four-minute boiled egg.
He told me that so far the eggs he has been served were always
cooked either two or ten minutes. The egg the waiter brought him
this time had again been boiled for ten minutes. Angrily Mr U.
took the egg in his hand and threw it in a high arc through the
breakfast hall. There it hit the table of a Soviet delegation whose
female commissioner in charge was looking sternly around in
such a forbidding manner that none of the Russians dared to
laugh perhaps for fear of being sent to a GULAG for it? Upon this
dramatic show and unmistakable outburst of displeasure the waiter
summoned by Mr U. actually brought this time a four-minute egg.
However, the next morning at breakfast the situation with the egg
was the same again. The hotel probably worked according to the
rule to serve eggs either almost raw or hard as rock.
Now I really wanted to see the construction site where the
bridge was located, which was to be replaced by a bridge with
four traffic-lanes instead of two. To my astonishment, Mr U.
informed me that the construction of the bridge had still to wait
for some time. The reason was, that the two-lane bridge built
by the Italians, which led over a broad wadi had to be blown up
first. The bridge was solidly built and I calculated in my mind
about how much dynamite we would need for its demolition. The
whole thing seemed foolish to me because the bridge seemed
to lead aimlessly into the desert. But Mr U. explained that the
road across the bridge lead to a small village where the Libyan
freedom hero Omar Muchtar was born. In addition, industrial
plants were being built alongside this road, so that a four-lane
bridge was needed.
In Libya we were dealing with Egyptian consultants representing
the interests of the builder, in this case the Libyan state. From the
very first meeting I had the impression that we would have the
greatest difficulties with these gentlemen, because when I put my
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list of the amount of dynamite before them, that I had calculated
for the pulling down of the bridge, I was told that I would
receive only a fraction of that amount in accordance with the
official regulations. And in the first place they wanted to ascertain
with the help of test cubes, if we could make good concrete.
Furthermore, they doubted the quality of the Italian steel for the
reinforced concrete of the new bridge. I knew immediately that
these Egyptian engineers were extortioners of the worst kind.
They wanted to get bribes from us and then graciously let us
start working on the bridge. I was afraid these ransom methods
would run through the entire construction period. I was also very
worried that Mr U. had brought with him German construction
workers who were expensive and could not be employed in the
near future.
Another concern was that our construction equipment was still
lying unloaded in the port and the unloading could take months
due to limited capacity. I suggested that Mr U. should send the
German workers back home and hire Palestinians who were most
efficient and considerably cheaper. Mr U refused.
From the erosion traces in the wadi, I could determine that during
the rainy season in January large amounts of water flowed in the
wadi. The foundations of the piers had to be ready by then so that
the construction work could be continued without interruption.
On one of my next visits to the construction site, I witnessed
the clash between two cultures concerning the need to relieve
oneself. The German workers had built a toilet in accordance
with common German regulations. They had also employed a
black boy for smaller tasks, such as tea cooking or cleaning the
building wokers’ huts. Already from a distance I heard pitiful
screaming and saw that the black boy was given a proper beating
by one of the angry construction workers. When I asked what the
poor boy had done, I was told that he had the audacity to stand
with his feet on the toilet seat to relieve himself instead of sitting
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like Europeans. I explained to the construction workers that, in
essence, this Arabian way of relieving oneself was more hygienic
than our way, which they noted with some grumbling.
My biggest concern was the demolition of the bridge. Before my
arrival, a first attempt had already been made. Since the amount
of dynamite allocated for the site was ridiculously small, only a
few cracks on one of the bridge piers and the driving deck were
the miserable result of the blast. I pointed out to Mr U. that it
would take many months with these mini amounts of dynamite
to demolish the bridge completely. Before that construction work
on a new bridge was impossible. There was no way of getting
legally bigger allocations of dynamite through the consultants
and we would inevitably run the risk of bankruptcy again. That
meant that the necessary amount of dynamite had to be obtained
illegally.

Dynamite Secrets
Like every company in this part of the world we had somebody
local who helped us with the bureaucratic paperwork, because
everything had to be done in Arabic script. Without this
unforgettable Libyan by name of Rafa El Kom, we would have
been lost on this foreign soil. So I instructed Rafa to ask around
how and where dynamite could be obtained. It’s amazing how the
bush drums worked in Libya. It did not take more than a week
until a small man with a red fez on his head and on a two-wheeled
cart pulled by his horse approached me and told me in broken
German that he would get me any amount of dynamite that I
should need for blowing up the bridge. This promise seemed
too good to be true and I asked him where the dynamite came
from. The answer was amazing. He had been a demolition expert
under the famous German General Rommel, and when Rommel
retreated in 1942 he cleared out the dynamite camp in Benghazi
so that it would not fall into the hands of the English.
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A section of the bridge to be demolished at Benghazi. Miserable
result after 6 weeks blasting efforts.
Now all I had to do was convince Mr U. that I intended to blow
up the tiresome bridge with one blow. He was horrified and
afraid that we would end up in jail and nobody would get us
out of there. Do we have any other alternative, I asked him
and continued. In this way we would get rid of the Egyptian
consultant extortionists immediately because they are responsible
for our actions and would be quiet for fear of the illegal act. In
addition I advised Mr U. that he should travel to Germany for
some time until the bridge was blown up. He had his family there,
for which he was responsible, and if I really ended up in prison,
he could try to get me out.
After he had left I was feverishly active. Once again I estimated
the necessary amount of dynamite, doubled it to be absolutely
sure, and negotiated the price with the Libyan demolisher. Now
began the really difficult part of the operation. Every bridge in
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Libya has a police station where the police are checking passing
cars as they please, so it was at the bridge of our site too. To be
on the safe side, I let the dynamite boxes be brought by camels
on the desert detour from Benghazi i n t o the construction site
at night. There the dynamite was unloaded silently and hidden
in a shack. From a neighbouring major construction site I
borrowed two compressors and fifty pneumatic drilling hammers
with the necessary pressure hoses. With a truck chauffeured by
one of my construction workers we drove to the marketplace of
Benghazi, where many workers from Palestine and Egypt sat
waiting for work. I let fifty men jump into the back of the truck,
promising to fetch another fifty men in the afternoon.
At the construction site there was finally action. The compressors
howled and the pneumatic drills devoured the concrete
with deafening noise. From the nearby construction site of
a German construction company I borrowed a generator with
lamps and cables. In the late afternoon I paid off the workers and
had the second group brought from Benghazi with the prospect of
getting a third party early in the morning. The construction site ran
now in the following weeks in three shifts, always with the same
teams, which replaced themselves. As much as I was worried
about the expensive wages of the German skilled workers, I was
also prepared to pay these diligent migrant workers a bonus on
top of their wages.
Based on my experience with blasting operations in the Finnish
military I started with trial blasts first. I stuffed the finished holes
with sticks of dynamite equipped with detonators and wiring for
electrical ignition.

Bridge Demolition
Soon all was ready for a successful and decisive moment for
the demolition of the entire bridge. I told the chief of the police
station that a far more violent explosion was to be expected than
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the previous ones. I asked him to make sure that the curious
onlookers who were always present to watch the blast again
and again were kept at a safe distance. In addition the doors and
windows of the police station should be kept open. I admonished
him also to stay for safety reason in one of the detention cells in the
back of the building. I explained that the blast of this explosion
would be very strong and that it could not be ruled out that smaller
concrete debris fell on the roof of the police building. Before I
gave the alarm signal by blowing my horn three times, which must
be done before every blast, I made sure that the onlookers were
pushed by the police to the distance I required. I also saw that the
windows had been opened by the police officer. Now I blew three
times into the bugle and pressed the trigger for the blast.
A huge detonation of unbelievable force went off. I saw people
rushing off for safety. The entire bridge rose in a slow motion
to fall back in thousands of small pieces. An immense cloud of
dust rose and darkened the sun. I was completely dazed by the
violence of the explosion for a few moments and went like a
somnambulist to the police station. It looked awful. The doors
were torn of their hinges, bent or broken. The windows were all
in pieces. The chief of the police station I searched in vain in the
safe detention cells. I finally found him in his room sitting in his
chair, his uniform covered with dust.
He was in shock. I patted his shoulder and he stood up, shook my
hand with a strong grip and said in simple English: ”You did it.”
That reaction made me breathe with relief, but somehow I had
expected something like that. Arabs value personal courage very
high and they like a proper show, too. As to the damaged doors
and windows I assured the chief of the police station that I was
about to take measures for immediate repair. I also telegraphed
to my boss that the bridge had been blown up and that it was safe
to come back.
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Things were running smoothly on the construction site. All our
machines which we needed to go on with the construction work
were still in a vessel waiting to be unloaded, but because after the
daring demolition of the bridge I met with a certain admiration
and respect on the sites of a well-known German construction
company, I had no difficulties in borrowing from them an
excavator for digging the pits for the foundations as well as a
bending machine for the iron reinforcement.The German skilled
workers were now in full employment. Among the migrant
workers I found carpenters and ironworkers, who I hired. The
shuttering and reinforcement work on the bridge foundations was
completed in record time. I was able to order readymix concrete
and the necessary pump from the neighboring construction site to
concrete the foundations.
No one who has not seen it for themselves can believe what
masses of rain can fall in the desert. In January a deep cloud like
a wall appr oached quickly and when one speaks in my country of
a heavy thunderstorm, than that is nothing in comparison to the
deluge that hit us. The dry wadi became a rushing river in just a
few minutes.
Next to the blown-up bridge, a makeshift road embankment had
been piled up for traffic. As the waters rushed over this dam and
formed a foaming waterfall, an Arab arrived in his cross-country
vehicle and ventured to cross the flooded roadside. We all watched
him with anxiety. He made it at the last second. Then the river
devoured the dam. The police and the Arab workers applauded
frenetically. Allah has predestined everything, they believe. They
have a fatalistic attitude towards death. That Arab would have
drowned seconds later in the raging flood. Rescue would have
been impossible, even for a good swimmer like me.
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The Trials of Ramadan
Here I would like to tell a story that gives a deeper insight into
the culture of the country. One day I made this observation: It
is Ramadan, the month of fasting in the Islamic world. At our
bridge construction site there is an almost unbearable heat around
lunchtime. Two fully loaded taxis approach the police station
from opposite directions. They are only allowed to pass at reduced
speed. At the same time, the driver must look anxiously at the
policeman on duty, who gives his permission to continue driving
with a gracious nod of his head, as his mood may require. Since
both drivers of the taxi look at the policeman and, probably dizzy
with thirst, do not pay attention to the other taxi, they collide.
Out of both taxis, the inmates begin to burst forth, from the
footboards and luggage racks, out of the car and out of the trunk.
There are about ten men per taxi. Now all twenty passengers go
for each other. A heap of men piled up and a wild fight with fists is
in progress. From the station a policeman comes running with his
truncheon, blowing powerfully into his whistle and disappearing
in the crowd. Finally, he crawls out under of the tangle of human
bodies on all fours and runs to the station to call for more
policemen. These emerge out of the station and drag with great
difficulty the first quarrelers in the detention cells. The fighters
now separate and form two teams that curse and throw stones at
each other. Finally, the weary police manage to drag the fighting
parties into the detention cells to cool down their agitated minds,
where the verbal abuse continues.
During Ramadan the nerves lay bare. A taxi driver defies the ban
on smoking and puffs a cigarette inside his cab. Suspicious smoke
escapes from the opened side window. That is being observed
by a policeman. He reaches for the rubber truncheon, sneaks up to
the taxi, rips open the door and beats without warning on the taxi
driver. He won’t stand for that and strikes back. The fight fiercely
continues on
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the street until the police officer gets help from his colleagues
and the heated mind of the taxi driver is cooled down with the
appropriate number of baton strikes so that he can be locked in
one of the detention cells.
A Libyan businessman invites a guest from Germany to pay him a
visit. He arrives in Benghazi in the late afternoon and is flown on
a single-engine Cessna to a small desert town. There he gets out,
and the Cessna flies on immediately. Nobody is there to receive
him. Time is passing. At sunset it starts to get dark. The guest
from Germany is scared. He tries to stop passing cars, but none
stops. Finally darkness descends. And soon there is no traffic on
the road any more. The situation is worrying and the guest feels
lonely and abandoned. Around him there is only nocturnal desert
and yawning darkness. After an hour, the Libyan businessman
finally arrives and apologizes for the delay. It’s Ramadan he
explains. Everybody wants to be home after sunset, and finally
be allowed to eat and drink in the company of the family after a
blistering hot day. That was the reason that no car stopped.
On the anniversary of the revolution in Libya Gaddafi expected
foreign companies to erect triumphal arches over the city’s arterial
roads. A large German construction company built a huge H. The
neighbouring German electrocompany erected a pitiful structure
out of porcelain insulators which aroused Gaddafi’s anger. As
punishment the company had to asphalt a schoolyard. The
triumphal arches did not last long. As the Libyan trucks are
heavily loaded the arches were often caught by the trucks which
tore them down.
Gaddafi tolerated no corrupt officials. But how was incorruptibility
to be achieved? Gaddafi knew h o w. He ordered the chicken
law to be passed. Every state official had to set up a chicken coop
on the roof of his house. Because chickens lay eggs and a civil
servant who eats a lot of eggs is no longer hungry and therefore
incorruptible.
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Unexpected Difficulties
Two events were of more crucial significance for my future career
as site manager. The builder of the bridge, a Libyan sheikh, told
us without warning that he would have to stop the construction
progress payments. Other projects now had priority, but perhaps
the situation would improve in half a year and construction
work on the bridge could then continue. This meant we were
forced to stop a semi-finished construction site. The fact that our
construction machines were still in the harbour and the uncertain
promise that the construction work could eventually go on let
rise in me an icy rage. My disagreement with the sheikh must
have been stormy for outsiders. The sheikh’s staff told me later
that everyone at the door was listening to the sheikh’s answers
that sounded more and more timid until they finally fell silent.
”Now he killed our sheikh,” they feared. Anyway, I had a real
Arab departure, as my Rafa assured me.
The very next day, Mr U. and I were invited to the office of
the neighbouring construction site of a globally known German
electro company where we were informed that they were aware of
our situation and would like to offer us a local contract. We were
in a predicament and forced to accept the offer, but on condition
that our German skilled workers also got a job. Mr U. took over
the construction management of a control center in Benghazi,
while I had to supervise the completion of six substations
from Benghazi to the Egyptian border.
Something like a disaster awaited us. When I was confronted
with the consultant’s list of defects of the previously completed
buildings and sites the situation looked disastrous. I could only
shake my head. Already the delay of almost two years was
unexplainable. In retrospect I learned that all the site supervisors
had left a week ago. They had celebrated more in the nightclubs of
Cairo than been present on the construction sites. During my visits
to the six construction sites all the way to the Egyptian border,
the German surveyors demanded that I sign for a lot of overtime,
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which I rejected, pointing to the numerous construction defects
and the sloppy condition of the construction sites. I ordered the
dismissal of all but one of the foremen who ran his construction
site properly. After four weeks, there was order on all construction
sites. I hired Lebanese surveyors who worked well.
During the long trip by car to the construction sites along the
Mediterranean coast it was a great pleasure to look at the
landscape, but the trip was also full of unwanted adventures
because of the many changes of defective tyres. Because of the
trade boycott against Libya car tyres were in short supply.
While visiting the construction site in Benghazi I was invited to a
confidential conversation with one of the visiting board directors.
”Mr Helander, we are very satisfied with your work,” I was told,
”but now there is a problem that is causing us a big headache. In
one week an English consultant will be back from vacation who
wants to bring us to our knees. He is a hater of Germans, and
quite a few of our good supervisors have already quit because of
the arrogance and presumptuousness of this gentleman. Please try
to get along with him. You are a Finn and this should not cause
any aversions with him. His name is Mr Billington.”

Mr Billington
I was curious to meet Mr Billington. He must be a true monster I
thought after what I heard about him. For our meeting he chose a
day when a hot Ghibli blew, a storm from the desert. The air was
full of red dust. We greeted each other briefly. I looked into his
cold, merciless eyes. We climbed on an outer ladder in howling
wind onto the roof of a two-storied building. Up there we faced
the full force of the sandstorm. The fine red dust stuck to our
eyes, clogged our ears and made breathing very difficult.
Mr Billington had to shout on the top of his voice to explain to me
all the shortcomings of the roof that I already knew from the list
of faults.
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But this I didn’t tell him. After half an hour we started to descend
on the outer ladder. Mr Billigton, ten years younger than I and
visibly exhausted, said to me, ”Well, now you know what you
have to do.” Then he wanted to leave. ”One moment,” I exclaimed.
”There are still some shortcomings that I did not understand, or
your explanation escaped me because of the noise of the storm.
We have to go back on the roof. ” Maybe he thought I was an
idiot, but that did not help him. We climbed onto the roof again
and I had everything explained again. His voice was just a croak.
After the repeated descent from the roof, I said to him, ”We are
both experienced men and could now stop playing Montgomery
vs. Rommel.” That Mr Billington understood immediately. Here
two strong-willed men had met and he had lost, which he
accepted with English sportsmanship. From now on we worked
together without problems in a businesslike atmosphere.

The Allure of the Desert
Although the land was mostly a desert I felt a great fascination
for it. Above all I liked the green mountains with the mighty
cedars and the deep ravines that ran into the sea. Margarete came
to spend a short vacation with me. On my trip to the construction

My dog and I on a hike into a ravine.
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sites we wandered together deep into those ravines which
showed after every bend surprising sceneries. I also had taken
on a white desert dog, which the workers had presented me
with. The dog had lost his mother at birth.
Arabs have no affection for dogs. They are considered unclean.
In these parts of the world stray dogs roam in wild packs. On our
next trip the dog was with us. One night we stayed in a gorge
under a starry sky. We heard footsteps approaching slowly. The
dog moved closer to me, he was clearly scared. Margarete was
scared, too. ”Make a fire, please!” She said. There are no dangerous
animals here, no more than a jackal, I said. Eventually I started
a fire and the sounds went away.

Volatile Gaddafi
Gaddafi, colonel of the Libyan army, had defeated King Idris and
ruled the country with a heavy hand. He made alliances with
his neighbours, which mostly led to skirmishes. That’s what
happened in the case of Egypt. He ordered the expulsion of
all Egyptian construction workers without considering that they
constituted the bulk of the workforce for all projects started
in the country. Day after day these unfortunate people were
transported to the Egyptian border on lorries equipped with
grating. Instead of Egyptians, Gaddafi brought in black people
from Chad who had almost no qualifications for complicated
construction work.
At Cyrene, the ruins of the ancient Greek City, I had to supervise
a construction site where the work was being carried out by a
Libyan contractor who was also chief of police at Cyrene.
I appreciated this man, Absalom El Nuesri, very much. He
came to me in the early days of Gaddafi’s expulsion order and
complained that this foolish lack of thought of the all powerful
colonel meant great distress for his company and brought work
on the construction site to a standstill. He rejected point-blank
people from Chad. Together we thought about how to solve this
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problem. He suggested that the Egyptian workers could be kept
in jail at night and work on the site during the day. In order to
be safe from being controlled by Gaddafi’s inspectors we set up
a Palestinian watchman at a distance from the construction site,
who raised the alarm in the event of danger. Each construction
site in Libya is surrounded by a high wall of cavity blocks. At a
far corner of the wall I let pile up a big heap of sand. In case of
an alarm, all the Egyptian workers ran to that corner, climbed up
the pile of sand, swung themselves over the wall, and covered
themselves with a large canopy. This hide-and-seek game lasted
undiscovered for several months, until Gaddafi remorsefully let
the Egyptians back into the country. The Egyptian construction
workers were at the time more than happy with our arrangement.

Rommel Remembered in Libya
Another memory of this brave Absalom El Nuesri began at a fruit
stall where we met and where Margarete wanted to buy grapes.
He told us that we should come with him in order to get some
really ripe grapes. The way to the orchard of the grapes was
adventurous. First we drove with him to his house shaded by old
pine trees. There we continued in his cross country vehicle and
drove along an almost non-existent bumpy track where we
passed a Greek ruin from the antiquity.
Spontaneously Absalom exclaimed: ”Here Rommel had his
headquarters in an underground room. I saw him in this ruin when
I was a boy. I get crazy whenever I hear the name of Rommel! ”.
I could understand him in his role as a Rommel admirer, because
I am not free from it either. The film where James Mason
was starring Rommel has probably left nobody cold. By the
way, some bits of the movie were filmed in Nuremberg next to
the school I went to. Rommel was one of the few generals who
rebelled in the end against Hitler and paid for it with his life.
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Finally we reached Absalom’s orchard, which one of his Egyptian
workers attended to. Here Margarete could get her grapes. But
the gallant way in which this man broke up the branches of a fig
tree, touched a fruit to find out whether it was ripe, and offered
it Margaret to pick, deeply impressed her. Margarete told him it
was her first fig freshly picked from a tree.
Mr. U disengaged himself from his local contract with the
electrocompany. I could understand why. Before he returned to
Germany, he promised to pay me for my efforts in Libya and also
to pay out the profit sharing that I had never received. He kept
his word before he took his own life with an overdose of sleeping
pills for whatever reason. I have always honoured his memory.
Now I was alone with the supervision of seven construction sites,
which meant always travelling by car huge distances. I estimated
the completion of the sites and handling the lists of faults of the
entire construction project to last at least half a year. However, in
order to accomplish this I needed an additional supervisor from
Germany as a substitute for Mr U. for support.
This supervisor arrived after a short time, self-confident and
arrogant. ”You work now under me,” he said, ”and have no
business in Benghazi any more. Take care of your outdoor
construction sites. This incredible dawdling and construction
delay is herewith at an end. Everything will be ready in two
months.” I listened to his tirade with amazement and amusement.
Wow! I thought to myself, that’s a real superman. ” Do as you
please,” I replied. ”There can be no better news than to be able to
pack my bags in two months.” For myself, however, I envisaged
an encounter like that with Mr Billington for this superman.
Unfortunately, I couldn’t stay long enough to be a witness to this
occurrence, because a week later I was already sitting with a
serious illness, in a plane to Germany. I went immediately to the
University hospital of Heidelberg. The only thing that was hard
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for me to stand was goodbye to my dog. He had an insatiable need
for freedom and had since joined his pack, but when I returned
to Benghazi he always welcomed me when I came from my
inspection tour and then immediately returned to his pack.

Boat Design in Hospital (1976)
I was now in the University Hospital of Heidelberg. Doctor’s
diagnosis was hepatitis. Margarete visited me daily. Otherwise
it was boring for me being used to action and challenge all the
time. Now I had time and leisure to design the boat with which
I wanted to venture another boat hike in northern Lapland. The
medicinal table next to my bed became my drawing board. My
design drawings soon grew on the walls of the sickroom. At the
doctors’ visits there seemed to be more interest in the design of
the boat than in my jaundice. Finally, I was transferred to another
room with infectious hepatitis. The drawings went along with
me. The planning of the boat construction made claim to all my
inventiveness. Even at night, I meditated on unresolved issues
until I went to sleep to wake up with the solution in my head in
the morning. One thing I knew for certain, such a boat had never
existed before. It was the engineering achievement of my life.
After two months as a patient in the hospital a physician informed
me that my case baffled them, and could it be, that being a Finn and
a construction engineer, the consumption of too much alcohol
may be the cause behind all this? That made me laugh. Sure, I
drink a lot, but only milk, and if I cannot get any milk in Libya,
I drink water or tea. In the course of further treatment I had to
swallow a probe which had on its end a camera attached, so that I
could watch on a screen the interior of my own intestines. After a
week the doctor came again and told me that again they had found
nothing that would have explained my jaundice. ”Would I give
my agreement to an operation ?” he asked me. That’s okay with
me, I answered.
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Waiting all the time is very boring for me. After the operation
the yellowness of my face vanished. That was the main thing I
was hoping for, but the physician wasn’t satisfied. The operation
did show nothing, and he was of the opinion that maybe an air
bubble had blocked the exit of the gall bladder. In consequence
I had to undergo all kinds of tests with the result that they told
me my job as a civil engineer was at an end. My medical report
informed me that my liver was badly damaged, the values of the
blood analysis where catastrophic, there were shadows on the
lungs, etc. I was advised to fill in the attached application form
for a pension.
That was quite a shock for me. A life as a pensioner was for
me inconceivable. Either I get well again during my second
dangerous boat trip or I would perish together with my boat.
I didn’t tell Margarete anything about this medical report,
instead I immediately started to look for suitable material for
the construction of the boat. That took some time and was not
easy. Finally I found what I was looking for. Then a suitable glue
had to be found to glue together three inflatable tubes out of a
PVC tarpaulin. A shoemaker in the Plöck, a street in Heidelberg,
provided me with the right glue. At Margarete’s parents’ house
there was enough space to start building the boat. I had spent
the winter in hospital, now it was March. That meant,I had three
months available to build the boat and I succeeded in finishing it
within this time. The ”maiden voyage” took place in a gravel pit
near Eggenstein and also on the river Argen in the Allgäu, where
I knew a family of farmers.
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Second Hike Totwards Lapland with Self-Made Boat
(1977)
This time I started my boat hike in Mo I Rana in Norway. My
diary tells how I paddled to Bodö through the archipelago of the
Norwegian coast and how I got stuck on sand at low tide.

Last preparations before the long trip along
the Norwegian coast.
In Bodö I bought groceries and sent the first sheets of my diary
to Margarete. Next to my boat lay a very small trawler on a dry
dock. I climbed up the ladder to the deck in order to exchange a
few words with the shipowner. He had, of course, inspected my
boat and warned me of a violent storm that had been forecast. I
promised to keep that in mind and kept on paddling in calm
weather along the fjord coastline towards the open sea. After
turning round a high cliff the storm broke violently loose. I
decided to turn around and paddle back immediately, but that
seemed impossible to do. In addition to the g a i l from the sea
came also the fall wind from the c l i ff . The water around me
raged madly. I was struggling to keep the boat in balance. Despite
the low center of gravity of the boat and its small surface for
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Midnight peak at Nordfolda fjord 8.8.1977.
the wind to attack, I felt like being torn out from the surface of
the water by the storm and knocked over. I finally succeeded
in turning the boat around before I was driven too close to the
cliff face. I tried to find my way back to a possible landing spot
between the rocks and a sandbank which lay behind them. Riding
on a high wave I paddled with all my strength, shot through a
narrow passage past the rock, and jumped into the shore spray,
holding the boat so it would not be carried away by the outgoing
wave.
Of the many storms I had experienced at sea, this was the most
dangerous and I was glad to have survived it. My next destination
was Kjerringøy, a museum place where Norwegian fishermen
used to gather with their boats. From there they undertook the
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Rest after extreme exertion. The narrow passage between rocks
probably saved my life.
risky sailing over the 100 km wide Westfjord to reach their
fishing grounds near the Lofoten. Those who capsized t here
with their sailing boats in the dreadful February storms were
lost. Anyone who has read the book ”The Lofoten fishermen”
by Johan Bojer will remember the character of Jacob. He was
a bachelor who died as a very poor man. The story goes how
he turned his boat in the raging storm and saved his mates
who were holding themselves on to the capsized boatin in the
icy water.
This story is true. On my first trip through the north of Lapland,
I also visited the place where Jacob was born. Here I met an old
teacher who still knew Jacob and confirmed the truth of the story.”
I even sailed there with a Lofoten boat myself. I had been told
that Johan Bojer’s grandson and his crew sailed on two Lofoten
boats to Iceland for the Millennial festivities”.
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Enchanting mountain lake in northern Norway.
Kjerringøy with its natural harbour is ideal for sailing boats. It
gives protection against storms, the water is not deep and there is
also a sandy beach. When I arrived there, I saw an old Lofoten
boat drawn ashore and put my boat by its side in order to keep
both in the same picture. As in a dream I went for a walk through
this historical place and tried to visualize the active nature of
this place: men bearing south’westerns and mackintoshes, the
Lofoten boats lying at anchor in the harbour.
With wistfulness I left this place. My boat took me further to
the north. Before I turned into a fjord leading inland, I saw
at sunset and reflected in the deceptive calm surface of the
sea once again the chain of the mountainous Lofoten isles. This
picture I have kept within me forever. At the end of a branching
of the Folda fjord I began my ascent of the mountains which
divide Norway from Sweden.
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My hiking equipment.

My rucksack containing my hiking equipment mounted on a
carrier rack, packed with all necessary items as boat, paddles,
tent, sleeping bag, water bottle, hatchet, etc. The watertight
compartment of the backpack contained provisions, journal and
camera. All this weighed seven kg less than the equipment of
my first hike owing to the fact that my new boat was much
lighter than the previous one.
This time there were no glaciers or fields of firn ice to surmount.
The lakes were all without ice. The hike by boat was child’s
play in comparison to the hike four years ago. On the large
Vasten lake I saved with my paddle a lot of bumblebees, which
had landed by mistake on the shining surface of the water. The
warmth of the sun soon dried their wings on the deck of the
boat, so that they were able to start again into the sky hopefully
richer with an additional experience.
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Encounter in the Wild with Ernst Becher
On the following chain of lakes, leading to the great, elongated
Lake Akka, I heard a loud cry in the so quiet wilderness. I saw
two figures paddling wildly in a canoe towards me. That’s
an emergency, I thought and waited. The encounter proved
significant. Every canoeist, every kayaker of the older generation
knew Ernst Becher, many also his wife Anneliese. The encounter
came about because of a misunderstanding. The two canoeists
had taken me for a friend they expected to meet in this area. With
a connoisseur’s eye, I took a look at his self-made canoe, which
could be divided into three parts for transportation between the
lakes. I also admired the self-sewn tent with the nets against the
mosquito plague. Even a small stove with chimney pipe was
available, also self-made, of course.
Here I had met someone who was a t h o m e in the wilderness.
When we had settled our camp for the night, Ernst his ” luxury”
tent and I my own tent sewn by Margarete, supported with one
paddle and open on one side, I was invited by Ernst and his wife
Anneliese to ”dinner”. For me, who was used only to dry food
with oatmeal, raisins and nuts, a slice of bread with nut butter
was for me a Lucullian feast. Ernst told me that he had left food
deposits in different places on the way into the wilderness and
used to leave some of the food reserves at specific points. In this
way he had not so much to carry and it was easier to advance into
the wilderness. Because of these food reserves the return journey
was easier and safer to accomplish, too.
From the encounter with Ernst grew a lifelong friendship. Ernst
and Anneliese often visited us at the Ivalo River, where we later
built our log cabin at the large river bend. Here they actively
helped us with the construction work.
When I took my leave the next day of my new friends, they warned
me of what I would encounter at the large Lake Akka which
had been dammed up by thirty metres and where there currently
prevailed the lowest level of the water. A large jetty led over the
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piles of rocks to enable the hikers along the Kungsleden to
enter and to leave the ferry.

Prosperity or Virgin Wilderness?
What I found at Lake Akka filled me with horror in spite of the
warning. I saw a completely destroyed landscape, more than
100 metre wide slopes with scree that led down to the lake. The
contrast to the otherwise untouched wilderness with the snowcapped peaks of the Sarek National Park was extreme. Did
Swedish conservationists let this happen without a fight? How
did they negotiate with the Sami people whose homeland this
is? I remembered that four years earlier, during my boat hike, I
had reached the open water of the Sitasjaure after an exhausting
crossing of ice covered lakes, where I saw construction shacks
on the banks of the lake. There I met two mountain climbers
from Austria, who told me about the plans of the Swedish power
plant company to dam up the lake and as a consequence thereof
the brutal destruction of the previously untouched landscape.
They had coming here for many years. This was their farewell
visit. Who wants to see a ruined wilderness? At that time I also
studied the many posters and commentaries at the door of the
construction office. One sentence from the power plant company
particularly affected me. A text underlined in red stated: Decide
for yourself, do you want prosperity, or untouched nature? We
are for prosperity!

Wilderness Hike with Margarete
Margarete and I had agreed that we would meet in Jukkasjärvi
in the log cabin café of the local museum village, which lay quite
near the shore of the lake of the same name. She travelled by train
from Heidelberg to Kiruna (in Sweden) and from there by bus to
the meeting point. I had to cross three river systems, including
ridges, but only for a short time could I use these rivers as
waterways. The area was known to me from an earlier hike, so that
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I could make the journey from Lake Akka to the agreed meeting
point in Jukkasjärvi in five days. When I approached the museum
village with its log cabin café, Margarete came running happily
towards me and greeted me with great joy and warmth.
She had kept looking again and again out of the window of the
café hoping I was already coming. ”And then I suddenly saw
your blue-silvery boat arriving and you in it wearing your blue
Norwegian sweater with the white jagged edge at your shoulders,”
she told me ”which made my heart beat with indescribable joy.”
When I sometimes read again what I have written in my diary
about this hike, I begin to feel young again. I remember Margarete
sitting in front of me in the boat with the heavy rucksacks between
us. We were travelling down the Tornio river. At violent rapids
I let Margarete get off the boat so that I could better master the
more dangerous sections. At the end of the rapids I was waiting for
Margarete to arrive and to be picked up again by me.

My self-designed and self-made boat has proven itself in all
conditions. Even as a ”barge” on Lake Haljukursu, I had
complete confidence in its seaworthiness.
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Finally, we left the Tornio river and started a hundred kilometre
long hike through uninhabited wilderness to the Finnish border.
On the way our food supplies were scarce, but I knew a nearby
hut of reindeer herders from my earlier hike where food supplies
could be found. At a small lake I left Margarete behind and told
her that I would be back in about four hours.
In these huts I hoped to find some durable foodstuff. I find
some flour, take some for bread cakes to be baked on a hot stone.
I write a short note with thanks, my name and a drawing, and make
my way back to the place where I have left Margarete. Strong
wind rises. It’s getting dark. I call Margarete. She must be very
close-by. She hears my call, but her answer is swallowed up by
the wind. I realize I’ve missed the little lake where Margarete
is waiting. I am pondering about what to do. Nearby, I know a
mountain I am now heading for in the growing darkness. When
I arrive at the mountain I climb high enough to be able to look
over the treetops. Far in the forest, I see a campfire. I take with my
compass the direction and soon find Margarete relaxed playing
her flute and sitting by the fire. She did not lose her nerve, did not
run after me, but remained calmly sitting and waiting. She knew
I would find her, if only the next morning.

Margarete inspecting an incredibly high anthill in the old northern forests.
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The following day we came to the wilderness lake Haljukursu.
I pumped up our boat because I wanted to reach a sandy beach
where I had been four years ago. Here we celebrated Margarete’s
birthday on September the 5th, 1977. For the flatbread we mixed
the flour from the hut with oatmeal, milkpowder and scraped
pine bark. We heated a flat stone on the camp fire and baked on it
the dough-mixture to get flat bread cakes, which tasted delicious.
In this lonely and beautiful place we stayed for one day to
recover from the strain of the hike. On the way we had wandered
through primeval forests where we saw whooper swans and
cranes. Margarete had discovered a moor with cloudberries and
thought she had landed in a dreamland. From Lake Haljukursu
we paddled along a brook which led to the Finnish border. From
Finland Margarete returned home to Germany. I got on with my
hike along various waterways and short distances which I had to
cover by foot I reached the lake where the Ivalo River springs
from. From there I paddled through all rapids of the Ivalo river
until I passed the place where we would come to build our log
cabin a few years later.

Once again in Libya
Despite, or perhaps because of these strains during the hike,
all signs of my illness had vanished. The medical request for
a pension application seemed to me now even more absurd,
because I felt completely healthy again. Curious I went to the
electro group in Mannheim in order to find out whether the
work at the construction sites in Benghazi were really completed
and the removal of the defects dealt with within two months as
the loudmouth super-construction supervisor had proclaimed.
At the company I met with a warm reception. I was invited to
come to the boardroom, where they apologised to me for giving
more credence to an imposter than to me. They told me that the
supervisor in question made contracts with many companies
and put ten percent of the sums of the respective deals in his
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own pocket and vanished to be seen no more. Other construction
supervisors quit after a short time because they could not
cope with Mr Billington. So I could start again after one year just
where I had left off with the completion of the construction sites
in Libya.
Mr Billington seemed visibly relieved to see me again. During
his visit to the construction site in Cyrene, however, he had to
let off steam: ”This pile of sand in the corner has upset me for a
whole year because my order to eliminate the pile of sand has
always been denied.” Laughing, I explained the useful function
of this pile of sand as an escape route for the Egyptian workers
during the boycott by Gaddafi. My dog I didn’t find anymore,
although I searched for it for a long time.
After completion of all construction sites the Electrocompany
succeeded in getting an additional order. For the supervision of
this new project I agreed to stay for another year in Libya. Now I
also had the time to hike in the desert. I had to drive with my car
some distance over semi desert without any roads until I reached
the beautifully wind shaped dunes which stretched endlessly
towards the horizon. My first hikes into this desert, which was
new and unknown to me, I started with much care until I was
experienced enough to venture hiking deeper into this unique
world where I found petrified trunks, remnants of a forest that
once covered the sahara desert, now exposed by the wind. I found
also an unexpected oasis with palm trees and a small pond with
artesian water. I admired the impressive sunset, enjoyed a hot
cup of tea at a tiny camp fire and the cry of a jackal in the dawn.
Lying on the still warm sand covered with my woollen blanket
for protection against the chill of the night, I was looking at the
sparkling stars in the endless universe and thought: this is life at
its best!
As to Gaddafi who today is considered a villain, I want to point
out that he could be seen also in a positive light as a visionary.
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An unforgettable hike at the sand dunes of the desert.
He let, for instance farm houses be built for young peasant
families on a big scale in order to make Libya again a granary
as in ancient times. Above all he had a dream to turn the desert
green. To achieve this a Finnish c ompany, Lännen Tehtaat, had
been engaged to grow countless pine seedlings under protected
conditions and to plant them as a barrier against the advancing
desert. I was once invited by a fellow countryman to visit the field
of the pine plantations in the desert and was overwhelmed by the
extent of this tremendous task.
It is hard to understand why dictators do not step down from
power in time in order to dedicate themselves to the wellbeing
of the people of their country, instead of being slain like roaming
dogs for their despotic behaviour, as in the case of Gaddafi. Today
he could have been internationally respected and admired if only
he had stepped down in time and dedicated himself to his dream
and the progressive idea of turning the desert green, which
would have been regarded as a considerable contribution in the
fight against climate change.
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Margarete visited me once more in Libya on her vacation.
Together we explored the ruins of the ancient city of Cyrene
with its amphitheatre, imagining what the city was once like with
bustling life. We also marveled at the exposed mosaic floor of a
patrician villa and the fountains still bubbling with drinkable
water. We admired the statues and archways and could enjoy all
this without eing disturbed by guides and tourists. We had the
whole city for ourselves.

A moment of romance with Margarete at the ruins of the ancient
Greek City of Cyrene.
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How I found our Land Pyrynmaa (1979)
On my next vacation, I was determined to find a piece of land
in Lapland, where we both wanted to settle. Years of previous
searching would come to an unexpected end. With the help of
the fisherman family, whom we always met when visiting the
village of Ivalo, I found a large area of forest which turned out
to be a fine place for us at the Ivalo River with one kilometre of
riverbank, a small lake, a meadow with globeflowers and, despite
forest management, still with old mighty pines. With my savings,
a loan from the bank and Margarete’s savings, we were able to

Our land ”Pyrynmaa”. Land of Snowstorms.
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acquire the beautiful piece of land, which we gave the name of
”Pyrynmaa” which means ”Land of Snowstorm” in accordance
with the name of our ancestral estate in the south of Finland.

EGYPT (1979 - 1980)
The construction sites in Libya were now finished and I was
in search of new tasks. The Electrocompany was now in
possession of its own constructing department whose boss was
an experienced engineer by the name of Achilles. He had been
a soldier in Lapland during World War II and when I contacted
him he told me that he had a construction site in Egypt which was
particularly important for the company. ”We are in this country
out of business because of poor performance,” he told me. ”It is
your task to see to it that we are in business again.” Those were
my instructions. I got the blueprints of two construction sites, one
in Agamy near Alexandria on the Mediterranean, the other at Ein
el Sokhna on the Mediterranean Sea. The office being situated in
Cairo.

A Lecture on the Importance of Money and How
Things Are Done in Egypt
When I introduced myself to the Egyptian manager of the office
in Cairo he addressed me with a speech which I have repeated
many times at other occasions. I have admired this man because
of the clarity of his statements. The co-operation with him was
excellent.
”Mr Helander”, he commenced: ”The most important factor in the
world is money. So, if you need money so that the construction
company can be paid for its performance according to construction
progress, please inform me about it in good time. Here money
does not lie in the bank from where it can be withdrawn, but we
get it through various channels and that requires some time.
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If you need steel, cement or other construction materials, we shall
get them here the legal way only after months. Consequently you
buy these items on the black market. Later when the factories
deliver the construction material to you legally, you just sell the
material again on the black market. This system works smoothly
and problem-free. Furthermore on the construction site you have
to deal with a young Egyptian engineer who is employed by
the state and functions as a kind of consultant. Such engineers
earn so little that it is not enough to support their families. You
shall therefore give him some task, so that you can give him as a
reward for his performance at the end of the month an envelope
which contains a sum of money that I shall arrange with you.
This will have a favourable impact on the whole performance
of the construction site and at the same time we have helped the
man. The construction company belongs to a Coptic Christian.
His engineers are Copts, too. It is possible that you will be offered
a considerable amount of money in a discrete manner. That you
will decline politely, but that after conclusion of the construction
work you would be pleased with a minor present as a memento. In
this way you respect the cultural customs. In situations of stress
always be polite and keep calm. Your predecessors failed in these
situations and have in consequence caused a lot of unnecessary
damage. You have got for the construction sites much time, but
I advise you to complete the sites as quickly as possible prior
to the beginning of the Ramadan, the period of fasting. During
this month no work can be done. The workers don’t drink or eat
between sunrise and sunset during the month of Ramadan, they
celebrate throughout the night, when it is permitted, but make up
for the lack of sleep during the day in some shady corner. After
Ramadan comes the holiday of Eid al Fitr. Then all workers travel
to the countryside to visit their families, something they can do
only during this time. That means that you have to deduct at least
one and a half month of the time that you have at your disposal
according to your timetable which you have to observe. Your
construction sites lie far apart.
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The traffic on the streets of Cairo is chaotic. Therefore we’ll put
a car and a driver at your disposal. Your accommodation is at the
shore of Agamy in a bungalow. I have been told that you like to
swim. The beach is only two hundred metres away. The water
is crystal clear”

The Palm-tree and Anwar el Sadat
I am grateful to this businessman until this day for his clear
advice. The construction sites went off smoothly. The
Egyptian workers were diligent like bees. The co-operation with
the young engineer took place in perfect harmony and there were
no problems with the construction company. Only something
that I considered as important, I had to change. Where the main
building of the construction site should have been erected a date
palm was growing, the only one in this desert environment. In
order to save this palm I let the location of the building be changed.
At the inauguration of the finished building the Egyptian President
Anwar El Sadat came to the ceremony. I had arranged for him a
table with cool beverages and fruit in the shade of this palmtree. On this occasion I told him the story of the date palm, which
he liked very much. ”Excellency, do you actually know that on
every day an anecdote about you is in circulation?” I asked
him. He kept smiling: ”As long as this happens my people
respect me!” was his answer. This is one of those anecdotes
which I would like to relate to the reader as an example: Anwar
El Sadat let himself be driven by his chauffeur to a road crossing.
”In which direction did Nasser turn off? he asks his chauffeur. ”He
turned to the left”, he answers. Sadat reflects for a moment and
gives the order: ”signal to the left, and turn to the right!” This
courageous and wise statesman was later murdered by radical
Muslims, an irreplaceable loss for the Egyptian people.
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The Pyramids
Whilst living in Egypt I absolutely once wanted to visit the
Pyramids, above all the smallest of them. At school I remember
our teacher having told us that the mighty granite blocks were
put together so accurately that there was no room even for the
point of a knife between the stones. Considering that iron was
still unknown to the Egyptians, how did they manage to break
off the granite blocks out of the quarry only with tools of bronze?
How did they transport them over the mighty distances from the
upper Nile to the site of the pyramid and then build the pyramid?
There are some explanations according to them the stones were
transported by sailing boats as you can see them on the Nile still
today. But the Nile is far away from the Pyramids. Did they dig
a canal to the site, did they accumulate an inclined plane to
get the stones up where they belonged? Or had they already
developed the first cranes for the lifting of heavy objects? To
me as an engineer, all this has been the greatest constructional
performance of all times.

As in the times of the
Pharaohs, rock boulders
are still being transported
on flat-bottomed sailing
ships on the Nile.
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On my drive between Alexandria and the office in Cairo I passed
the pyramids every week. When I finally could pay them a visit I
was deeply impressed by their magnitude. The hustle and bustle
by the tourists in this place was deafening and vexing. It turned
out to be very difficult to get away from the tourist guides. When I
finally reached the smallest of the pyramids, I did the ”crevice
test” with my Finnish puukko. M y f ormer teacher was right!
Nowhere did I succeed in driving my knife between the crevices
of the stone blocks. For the Islamic builders of the mosques in
Cairo these unique Pyramids served only as quarries. The entire
marble cover plates of the pyramids they took away for their
mosques. Only at the top of one pyramid can you still see the
remains of these smooth marble slabs.
Margarete visited me in Egypt and together we went to the museum
in Cairo where countless pharaonic artifacts can be admired. We
did not go to the Mummy Hall where the pharaohs lay. Thousands
of years ago, these kings were buried with so much reverence that
we would have felt like intruders. It is to the credit of the
Egyptian President, that these mummies were buried again after
their scientific investigation.

Young Women at Work
The construction sites in Egypt were finished in record time. Only
the main building for the switchgear cabinets of the electrical
plant at Agamy was still without the required smooth screed. I
contacted the company who had got the order for this work and
asked them to start with the job. To my utter disappointment I was
informed that they had been commissioned with an important
project and that they had to finish a certain part of it prior to
the beginning of Ramadan and therefore they could start
with my project only after Ramadan and the thereupon following
holidays.
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This meant that the concrete floor of the building would stay
incomplete and it remained only a few days till the beginning of
my long awaited vacation. The situation was most annoying and
so I decided to do the the levelling job with the screed myself.
The problem was to find a crew which was willing to handle the
concrete mill and carry the concrete to the required spot inside
the building. During the years as a student when I was working on
various construction sites to finance my studies to become a civil
engineer I learned how to make smooth screed on concrete floors.
At the office in Cairo I learned that it was hardly possible to find
men willing to work so close to Ramadan, but there were young
women who wanted to get married and therefore were eager
to earn money for their weddings. This work was paid well.
I jumped at this possibility and asked the office manager to
engage such women immediately for the job and send them to the
construction site.
When I arrived the next morning at the site, the day prior to the
beginning of my vacation, I met about twenty young women
chatting joyfully and waiting in the company of an older
experienced construction worker, who promised to make the
mixture of the screed according to my instructions.
And thus started my tremendous task to achieve a smooth layer of
200 square metres of screed on the second floor of the building.
The young women ascended singing the gangway to the second
floor, carrying the mixture in a bucket on their heads and emptying
the bucket with elegant movements of their arms in front of
where I was working. Spreading the mixture and forming the
smooth surface of the screed lasted all day without a break and
was most exhausting. But before evening I had succeeded in
getting the work done.
The story doesn’t end here because just by chance my boss, Mr
Achilles, arrived from Germany in order to have a look at the
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project. When he saw me smoothing the layer of screed with
my tool he shouted: ”AND THIS IS THE LAST TIME THAT I SEE
YOU WORKING WITH A TOOL IN YOUR HAND!” Whereupon
I remarked: ”There was no other way to restore trust in our
company in Egypt, considering the circumstances, than to finish
the project according to schedule, which I did.”

Silent Sunny Days at the Ivalo River
The construction sites in Egypt were completed according to
timetable. Back in Germany I travelled together with Margaret
once again to Lapland, where I wanted to show her the piece
of land I had acquired by paddling down the Ivalo River to the
spot where our property lay. We headed north by rail and the
last stretch by bus to a small place called Nunnanen, where the
road ends and the wilderness begins. With my self-built boat we
started at a small river which was flowing to the east and ended
at a spring-fed pond. We crossed the marshy watershed to Lake
Korsa, the source of the Ivalo River which at the beginning is
only a small, gently flowing stream. It grows and widens through
lateral inflows. Light rapids alternate with slow-flowing
river sections. Margarete did not have to get out of the kayak
anywhere. We had the river for us. Silent, sunny days with the
onset of changing colour of the ground vegetation, the leaves of
the birches and aspens turning from all shades of yellow to red.
The river soon turned wild, the long and calm stretches of the
waterway, where the golden-shimmering sand was visible in the
clear water, were now over and numerous rapids began. At first
Margarete and I rode through these rapids together, but when
they became increasingly wild I let Margarete get off the boat
and walk along the shore, so that I was able to steer our boat
safely past the dangerous spots.
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Finally, we reached the part of the Ivalo River where the rock
faces rise on both sides with only a narrow walkable riverbank.
I had a fast ride between the many boulders on a stretch like a
channel towards the end of the rapids. Because the hike along
the river was very difficult and Margarete had to climb over
numerous boulders, I had to wait for her for some time. I took
her on board again and soon we reached a former dilapidated
gold digger settlement. The hike continued along the river until
we reached the spot we were heading to, our own piece of land.
Here at the large bend of the Ivalo River we wanted to settle and
live in future.

In the Oil Fields of Iraq (1980 - 1981)
The next construction sites that I had to take over, were in the south
of Iraq amidst the oil fields near Basra on he Persian Gulf.
There reigned some excitement as the supervising consultant
of the project, an Iraqi with the degree of doctor in structural
engineering, checked every engineer who had been sent by the
various companies for this mega project, on their knowledge of
statics. A designated constructiona manager had already been
rejected by this Iraqi, because he had failed the examination by
the doctor. He was shocked and advised me to prepare carefully
for this examination, otherwise I would be the next rejected
candidate. What would this doctor in structural engineering
probably ask me?”, I thought to myself and calculated for
safety’s sake once again the statics of the building to be erected
including the statics of the bridge in Libya.
As soon as I introduced myself to this Iraqi, he came with paper
and pencil and said: ”Now let’s see if you are an engineer. Explain
the R itter Method to me.” That’s easy, I thought, drawing up the
idea on the paper. In the middle of my explanation he interrupted
me. ”You are an engineer, this can be seen at once. You are accepted
as site manager. ”
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In this major project of a gas liquifaction plant in Basra companies
from many countries were engaged. Right at the beginning I had
two problems. The delivery of cement I was told would take
place at some undefined future date. Maybe in two or three
months. There was a black market here in Iraq too, as in Egypt,
but here illegal procurement of building materials could have
grave consequences, I was told. Prison or liquidation. What nice
prospects,” I thought to myself.

Help of ”Tribal Brothers”
But a civil engineer abroad is expected to master any situation. I
wasn’t successful in asking the big companies in the neighbourhood
for cement. That’s when I discovered a construction company
from Hungary. The Hungarians are linguistically related to the
Finns. When I introduced myself as a Finnish site manager with a
request for cement, I was assured that I could take as much of it as
I needed. ”We are tribal brothers and we have to stick together,”
said the Hungarian construction supervisor, ”and by the way,
we are all communists.” They laughed, which meant they were
anything but communists for whom independent thinking is
known to be prohibited.

How to Get Strikers back to Work
One problem had been solved, but then the next one was waiting
for me. The construction work for our project was carried out by
a Polish company and when the lorry arrived with the cement
sacks, the Polish workers were on strike and refused to unload the
cement. A strike is a disaster for any construction site. How could
I solve this problem? I remembered an old western movie with
Barbara Stanwyck in the main role. In this film the tracklayers of
the railroad under construction were on strike and I recognized
the solution to my problem. In the same way as the supervisor of
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the railroad company in the movie picked up a shovel and started
digging alone, I started to unload the heavy cement sacks of fifty
kilos. In the same way as the tracklayers in the movie the Poles
came first one at a time, then finally all to help me.
After the unloading of the cementsacks, I spoke to the foreman of the
Poles, who was able to speak and understand some German. How
were the workers paid? He replied that they were paid in Zlotys,
the Polish currency, and that wasn’t worth much. In the film which
I mentioned, the supervisor spreads the rumour that gold has been
found on the railway track. Consequently everybody left the pub
and ran to the railway construction site in order to get some of the
gold as soon as possible. I for my part promised to do my utmost to
get permission to pay overtime work in Iraqi dinar currency. The
success was resounding. There was no talk of a strike any more.
The enthusiasm of the Polish workers could hardly be stopped.
Now the construction site would be well ahead of schedule at this
pace. But then a spare part problem came up. The excavator which
was used also for lifting purposes and which was vital for the
construction work, stood still. For the Polish construction company,
which employed ten thousand workers, it was impossible to get a
missing spare part. The situation was absurd. So I started to look
through the construction yard of a German construction company
of disused construction machinery. I discovered a mobile crane
that was just right for our construction site. The missing spare part
of the crane we ordered in from Germany and we got it within one
week. The Poles repaired the crane and the construction work was
resumed with zeal.

A Dangerous Situation
Without suspecting it in the least, I got into a dangerous situation.
One morning I heard rumors that the supervisor of the whole
project had disappeared. Due to the heat of the day we had been
forced to concrete during the night. All arriving ready-mixed
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concrete was checked to see whether the permissible temprature
of the concrete was o.k. One of these operations of concreting
was visited by this Iraqi engineer whom I knew was also a
well-known poet. We exchanged a few words and he praised our
relentless dedication. He then continued with his off-road vehicle
into the night, as the project included numerous sites in the
desert, spookily lit by burned off gas from the oil-fields. That
night, a sandstorm broke out, forcing us to stop all construction
work. The gale raged all night with uncanny force. When I heard
about the missing supervisor in the morning, it was clear to me
that something had happened to him in the sandstorm. I asked
our secretary to put a call through to all companies of the project
with the request for immediate search help. Then I went to
search him by myself, but with no avail. The police must be
included in the search too, I said to myself and drove to Basra
to alert the police.
To my surprise and dismay I recognized that there was no
response to my request at all. Then I remembered Rafa El Kom’s
advice, who had shown me, how to deal with the police in Arab
countries. In a loud voice, I roared: ”This is about a human life
where every minute counts.”! It seemed to me that the police were
very reluctant to help with the search.
The whole day I drove through the desert searching for the
missing engineer, but in vain. When I returned to our office,
salt-encrusted and covered with dust, a crying secretary received
me. What I could understand of what she said between sobs was
that the secret police had come to our office and in a harsh tone
wanted to know, who this alien was who had shouted at the police
to look for a man who had allegedly disappeared. My secretary,
an Armenian, had lost her grandparents in the Ottoman Empire
during the genocide of the Armenian people. She was shaking
with fear and asking me to stop the searching in order not to
endanger everyone. ”You seem to have no idea what is happening
in this country,” she said to me.
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Two weeks later I was invited by a Finnish engineer to
a company party at a neighbouring construction site. There, to
my astonishment, I learned that I was the talk of the day. It
was said that I had forced the police to look for the missing
senior site manager, and the secret police had asked everyone in
the companies who I was. The Finnish engineer explained to me,
that this Iraqi chief engineer had written poems against Saddam
Hussein and for that reason was hardly likely to be alive anymore.
How much the Iraqi dictator was suppressing his people I myself
witnessed e.g. among the Kurds. At every Kurdish village in the
north of the country there was a fortified military post to keep
these freedom-loving people under surveillance and conrol.

Would I Change My Faith?
With great esteem I remember my chauffeur. His name was
Hussein. When Margarete visited me during her holiday, I showed
her the Suk in Basra. Margarete was always wearing a long dress
and a head-scarf as protection against the sun. In this way she
observed the customs of the country and she was thought highly
because of this.
One day Hussein came to me with a thoughtful expression on his
face. He said that he had observed me for some time and recognized
that I don’t smoke and don’t drink alcohol. He also observed
that I wrote every evening a letter to my wife, and that I had no
other women. FurtherI didn’t eat pork, stood up for workers and
acted generously to poor people. Would it not be possible that I
wanted to change my faith and become a Muslim? This was a very
unexpected question for which I wasn’t prepared. But one thing
was clear to me. This question was put with sincerity and showed of
great trust in me. That meant I had to take this man seriously and
on no account should his feelings be hurt.
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”There is a problem”, I began, ” and that has to do with the month
of fasting, the Ramadan. Ramadan is connected to your lunar
calendar, and that means that the date of Ramadan shifts every
year. In this way the month of Ramadan could be in spring, in
autumn or even in winter. During the month of Ramadan
Muslims are expected not to drink or eat from sunrise to sunset.
Only after beginning of darkness are you allowed to eat and drink.
But I live in a country so far in the north, that the sun doesn’t set
during summer and during winter the sun keeps hiding beneath
the horizon for months. Then permanent darkness reigns. In both
cases Ramadan cannot be observed.
For this reason there is a borderline on the Earth where Muslims
cannot live, and I live on the other side of this borderline.” This
explanation he accepted.

At the Suk in Basra
my chauffeur Hussein shows Margarete a stall where one
can buy all kinds
of handmade copper-objects.
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Some Animal Stories
At the camp, I became friends with a German mechanic who had a
love for animals. There were many donkeys in the area, the lower
joints of their forelegs were tied together with a rope so that the
animals could not move too far from their owners. These ropes
tightened so tightly during the rainy season that they cut into the
flesh of the front legs, causing great pain to the animals. Together
with this mechanic, we caught the animals and brought them to a
pen set up by us. We gave the donkeys water and food to get them
used to us. Then we set out to free them from their constraints.
The donkeys, who usually fought wildly when approached, now
behaved very calmly. The mechanic held the animal by the neck
as I set about severing the ropes, which had penetrated deeply
into the flesh, with a sharp scalpel. The animals seemed to know
that we wanted to help them. After we had freed them from the
ropes we dipped both front legs of each donkey into a disinfectant
solution and let the animal free. After two more days in the pen
the animals were in good shape and could be released to freedom.
In front of my accommodation hut, which was surrounded by
barren desert, grew a small date-palm which perhaps bloomed
for the first time. My driver Hussein brought pollen from a
male plant to p o l l i n a t e the date flowers. I watered the
palm abundantly with water. Suddenly I discovered very small
hedgehogs which came here to this watering-place.
From my lodgings a concrete slab walkway led to the nearby
camp of our company, which had previously handled projects
here. There was a light by the palm tree to prevent anyone from
stepping on a scorpion in the dark and possibly being stung by it.
It didn’t take long before a toad settled down near the palm tree
catching the flies that fluttered around the lamp.
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The last animal guest was a heron feeding on the many crickets
which gathered there. Two Egyptian construction workers wanted
to catch and eat the bird, but I told them that this was my nature
reserve and therefore the heron was protected. This they did
respect. So I could enjoy the elegant heron for a long time.

Dangerous Drunken Drivers
Particularly dangerous situations arose on the Arabian weekend.
Friday is as our Sunday, when Kuwaiti from the neighbouring
state drove their cars to Basra to get alcohol which was banned
in Kuwait. I remember a most life threatening situation when
I was on my way back to camp with my driver Hussein. I n
the desert a broad front of cars approached us at breakneck
speed, driven by drunken Kuwaiti who obviously did not want
to get out of our way. An inevitable collision threatened. My
driver, however, kept his direction with iron nerves. He knew
that Kuwaiti find it thrilling to dodge at the very last moment.
Basra is crisscrossed by numerous canals, and after such a
weekend, when I drove through the city, I saw a number of car
tail fins jutting out of these canals as a result of drunken driving.

A Memorable Gift
Before travelling to my homeland for my long-awaited and
deserved vacation, I had two experiences that were totally
contrary. The director of the large Polish construction company
visited our construction site and had brought a present for me
as a memory of the time we had worked together. It should be a
small thank you for all my efforts to manage the site well. The
gift was wrapped in many layers of newspaper, and I watched
him unwrapping the gift carefully. Finally, a ceramic wall clock
appeared, battery-powered and painted with blue figures, a clock
that may well hang on the wall of every Polish farmhouse parlour.
I was deeply touched by this gift and I did not try to hide my
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emotion. How I at this moment wished that the Poles would be
freed from the Commonist yoke. But at that time this seemed still
impossible.

Lesson from a Communist Commissar.
Two days before I left for my holiday I was summoned
to a female Communist Polish party official. She spoke German
and I had to listen in this language to the lecture of my life. I
was told That I am the most infamous exploiter, a despicable
capitalist who gets his profits off the backs of enslaved people. In
this tone it went on for several minutes, and at the end I was
informed that overtime was now over. She would take care of the
welfare of the workers herself. What answer could I give to this
fanatical woman? The workers were able to realise their dream
of a modest home or maybe of a piece of land with the hard
currency they had earned through working overtime! She would
not have understood. Perhaps she herself did not believe the party
jargon but was so used to lying that it sounded to her like the truth.
When I drove back to my construction sites there was no sign of
busy activity any more. The mobile crane had been overturned
and the Polish workers were sitting around apathetically. Only
out of courtesy towards me did they make one or two hammer
blows. Here the result of the communist system of lies was once
again summed up.

Our First Home (1980)
It was a feeling of freedom to leave Iraq behind and breathe again
the clear clean air of the north after the stifling heat of the desert.
Margarete had sewn an Indian tent, a teepee, according to a pattern
she had found. For the erection of the tent we gathered pine poles
from the forest on our land. Soon the tent was set up and served as
our first home.
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Our first home.
During this summer Ernst Becher and his wife Anneliese came
paddling down the Ivalo River to visit us. We set to work together
clearing grassland overgrown with willows, chose a suitable
place for the campfire and defined the spot for our future log
cabin. At the campfire Ernst spoke about his extensive canoe
trips. I remember especially what he told about his navigation of
the Nahanni River in Canada and the description of its high and
huge waterfall. These canoe tours in Canada and Lapland were
at that time the first trips by German canoeists in these areas. We
listened spellbound to his stories.
On our land there were many pines felled by the storm which lay
on the ground supported by their branches. These pines provided
us in the beginning with the first timber for the planned log cabin.
We sawed the trunks five to seven metres in length and pulled
them with tree tongs to the construction site over a chute made of
short crosswise laid trunks. Of course, we also visited our fisher
family in Ivalo, who were always happy to see us. Margarete and
I went kayaking again on our beloved Lake Inari.
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Fishing Police Comes to Call
Lapland is advertised as a haven o f quietude, but is this true
nowadays? The whining of snowmobiles c a n be heard from
far away, especially when our youth run them full throttle. In the
summer the noise level of tourist motorboats and ATVs break
the silence of nature in a rude manner. Neither the sound of bird
song nor the gentle whoosh of the wind in the tree branches can
be heard then.
We sat down by the campfire after a day’s work to enjoy nature’s
own music when the loud irritating sound of an outboard motor
came from the river and disturbed that subtle moment of peace! I
ran to the shore to find out what was going on. When I got there
I saw a man who was driving his boat madly in circles close to
the spot of the boat landing. When the man saw me he opened
the throttle yet more and the noise was deafening. I took the
situation as a provocation and I showed my fist to him. At this the
man got more excited and circled around even faster and quite close
to me. This has got to stop, I thought angrily to myself, and I went
to fetch my axe, which I then swung around threateningly. Finally
the madman turned down the throttle and took off towards Ivalo.
It was Saturday evening. Our fisherman couple, Hannu and Vilma,
were waiting for us to share the evening and sauna with them. We
also spent the night at their place. In the morning Hannu left to go
fishing at Lake Inari. Vilma was at a neighbour’s house when the
telephone rang. I don’t know what made me answer the telephone.
The man who called was my neighbor, named Niemelä, from
the nearby village of Törmänen. He was the same person we
bought our land from. I answered with my name and he said:
”You are just the one I was looking for. I heard amazing things
about you. You have evidently been threatening the fishing
policeman with an axe. I tried to calm down the policeman
who contacted me, and who was quite upset. Harald isn’t
dangerous, I told him. I know him as the most peacful of man.”
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When we came back to our camp, our guests, Ernst and Anneliese,
told us that the previous evening, three men had come to the
camp fire. They could make out just two words the men said,
Fish and police. The men had been searching in vain for a fishing
boat and nets. And that would have been impossible since I don’t
fish at all, which is in a way incredible in Lapland.
This wasn’t the end of it. There was an engineer from the firm
Veitsiluoto, our neighbour, who had a cabin on the opposite
shore. He came and asked angrily: ”Where have you taken my
nets?” I answered: ”As a fisherman you should know that this is
the season when fishing on the river is not allowed. Because of
you I got in trouble with the fishing police. If you want your net
back , go and get it from the police!”
Somehow I had lost track of time during our holiday in Lapland.
I called Mr. Achilles in order to tell him that I would come back
one day later to continue my job in Iraq. ”You probably do not read
newspapers,” he said. ”Iraq and Iran are at war. A rocket has hit one
of the construction sites. Several people died and all construction
activity is discontinued. We have a new construction site for you,
this time in Saudi Arabia where you are already expected.”

Saudi Arabia and the Giant Construction Site of Yanbu
(1980 - 1983)
At Yanbu in Saudi Arabia, I experienced a construction site of
superlatives. Whether the numbers are correct, I do not know, but
there was talk of 5,000 engineers, 10,000 skilled workers and a
vast number of unskilled workers. An entire city was being built
with a theatre, three swimming pools, a port facility, oil pipelines,
etc. Companies from all over the world were present here. The
overall coordination was in the hands of an American consulting
firm headed by an American of Norwegian descent, a Mr. Kjoss,
with whom I got on well as a Finn.
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We were accommodated in container huts. My neighbour was
the supervisor of a large Japanese company. The first thing the
consultant demanded of me were the safety regulations of our
construction department. On requesting them from my employer,
the electro group in Mannheim, I was told by them that their
safety regulations did not exist yet. When I mentioned this in
conversation with the Japanese neighbour, he told me, that was
not a problem. ”Take our security folder and cover our company
name with your company name. That will not be noticed at all,
because the main thing is to deliver a lot of paper. In addition, the
responsible security officer is a former Vietnam veteran who has
no idea about building security whatsoever.”

Working without a Work Permit
The construction work that I had to supervise was carried out
by a Saudi company in which not a single Saudi worked, only
foreign engineers and skilled workers from abroad. My problem
for the three-year construction period was that our group failed
to get a work visa for me. A block work visa for 500 German
engineers was readily available. But for a single Finn, this
seemed impossible. The Saudis probably thought that Finland
was somewhere at the North Pole, where there are only polar
bears but no engineers. So every three months I had to leave the
country to wait for the drawing up of a new tourist visa, which
Margarete was pleased about, but for me this situation was a
growing problem in view of the progress of the construction site.

The Saudi Prince and the Egyptian Darkness
For the construction of the first concrete foundations, I ordered
the required quantity of ready-mixed concrete from the cement
factory, but my order was turned down. ”Your construction site
is not a priority”, they let me know. Soon it will be your turn too,
Inshallah! (God willing). With this little comforting prospect I
turned to Mr Kjoss for advice. He said that there was little hope
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for change because the cement factory belonged to a Saudi
prince and he didn’t allow any competition. ”Then tell the prince
that I will stop the construction work on the electrical systems.
There will be a wonderful city, but in Egyptian Darkness, due
to lack of electricity.” Mr Kjoss visited me after two days in
our office container with the good news that the prince had
given permission to the competing cement factory to supply our
construction site with ready-mixed concrete. ”He was obviously
surprised at your decision to stop the work on the construction
site,” Mr Kjoss said and continued: ”The prince asked, is this
construction engineer really serious? Dead serious, I answered!
That did the trick.”
Mr Kjoss kept a chart on which all companies were listed
according to their schedule and construction progress which was
unknown to us. One day Mr Kjoss visited me and congratulated
us on our success in leading the construction progress chart. This
had nothing to do with the fact that we performed better than
the other companies but was due to the immediate delivery of
concrete by the competing cement factory. In addition, Mr Kjoss
let me know that the supervisor of the Japanese firm, which had
previously led the chart, was extremely upset about the loss of
prestige. This news embarrassed me because it was precisely this
Japanese construction manager who helped me in the beginning to
deliver the required building security folder. I paid him a visit in
order to apologize. He listened quietly to what I had to say, invited
me for a cup of tea and explained the facts to me. ”In Japan it’s
important to save face. You were the only one who managed to
put an arrogant prince in his place. While I have a whole team of
engineers, you represent your company alone. In addition, you do
not even have a work permit, but have to leave the country every
three months. I’ve held this up to my engineers to spur them on to
more efficiency. Personally, I am pleased to have met you because
I have great respect for you.” I decided quietly not to lead the
construction progress chart for a second time.
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Underwater Wonders
A diving course was offered on the information board. It was to
last a year and was held by Englishmen. That was something that
interested me as I had already been an enthusiastic diver from my
youth. The first diving lessons took place in the already completed
swimming pools. Then it was continued in the Red Sea. We all
wore diver shoes to prevent injuries. Now I could experience by
myself the enchanting world of coral and the variety of curious
fish that followed divers. With my own eyes I saw at last the
wonderful underwater world of the famous Hans Hass, as he
had described it to us as boys at school thirty years ago. The
water was crystal clear. In the shallower area, the coral world
shone in all colours. Beginning at a depth of five metres, the coral
banks seemed bluish. Hans Hass had spoken of fifty metres of
underwater visibility and that was true. Then came the great
experience: a four-metre-wide manta ray hovered below me with
a quiet flapping of its wings. On a sandbank ten metres down
smaller sharks rested from the nocturnal hunt. It looked like a
paradise.
After a year I still worked with only a tourist visa. It took
weeks during which I could not take care of supervising the
construction site. Therefore, the electro company hired two
more site managers to bridge these monitoring gaps. Numerous
planning errors delayed the construction progress. It took a whole
year before I finally got the information that I could pick up
the required work visa, after my vacation in Lapland, at the
Saudi embassy in Stockholm.

Our Log Cabin at the Bend of the Ivalo River , Start of
Construction in 1981
During my summer holiday in Lapland I went to work on the
log cabin with all my energy. First, we built the sauna. That is
customary in Finland and was also practical in my case where
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I had to work on the site of the log cabin during the winter in icy
conditions too. Asmus, a cousin of Margarete, and two more of
her friends, as well as Christian and Bernd, came to help with the
excavation of the cellar of the log cabin. The chimney foundation
was concreted. I began to build the chimney with four ducts, one
for the sauna, one for the kitchen, one for the hot water boiler and
one for ventilation of the sauna. Volker, another of Margarete’s
cousins, came to us canoeing on the lower part of the Ivalo River.
He was a carpenter himself. Working on the first trunks could
now begin. Christian was able to handle a dowsing rod and even
specify the depth to be drilled down to the groundwater level and
the best possible drilling point for drinking water. Ground water
level was at a depth of 4.5 m. Now the drilling began in dense
river sand with a gripping bottle fastened on water pipe. The
gripping bottle was repeatedly pulled up and emptied by hand
until the groundwater level was reached. The digging device
with the water pipe was pulled out, the gripping bottle unscrewed
and a basic valve screwed on. The whole thing was sunk in the
borehole. To be on the safe side, the water pipe was covered with
a short board at the top end and driven half a metre deeper with a
sledgehammer. Then the hand pump was screwed on and in this
way we have been getting our drinking water already for over
thirty years.
Those were happy days, full of joy about the work having been done.
Margarete cooked for all of us and in the evening we sat together
by the campfire. Before the end of my vacation I provided our
joint construction with a makeshift waterproof roof. It was hard
for us to say goodbye to our construction site and our land.

Back in Saudi Arabia
On my return trip I got a nasty surprise in Stockholm, where I
was finally to get my work visa. The Elektro Group had specified
me as an electrical engineer. Because of this error, the work visa
was denied. I was angry. How could I successfully complete a
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construction site without being able to avoid the many mistakes
that were made because of the lack of supervision during my
visa-related absence? The ongoing changes in the electrical plans,
which were not discussed with the construction department, were
also annoying in this respect. For example, cable ducts w ould
suddenly be drilled in places where the ceiling reinforcement
would have been cut, with considerable danger for the structure.
As the responsible person I had great difficulty finding technically
feasible solutions. When I complained about the many mistakes
in the blueprints, Mr. Achilles said to me: ”That comes from the
electrical engineers, they only have wires in their heads!”

Living Containers in the Middle of a Wadi!
In the meantime, the construction sites had progressed so far that
the first electrical engineers and mechanics arrived, and it was time
to set up their own container settlement. I entrusted one of my site
managers with this task. When I checked the place I recognized
thatthe area assigned to us by the consultant was in the middle
of a barely noticeable wadi. From experience I knew what that
meant in the desert. I immediately got built a two-metre-high dam
with an equally high access road filled up to the higher ground.
Barely a month later, our container settlement was surrounded by
a large lake. There must have been huge downpours in the distant
mountains, and I was glad that our living containers remained dry
and were not swept into the sea.

The Hypocritical Morality and Lack of Humor of the
Saudis
What bothered me about the Saudis, was their utter lack of humour,
paired with a hypocritical morality. Here are some examples
mentioned briefly. In the city’s theatre I had already given a
slide show of my hikes in Lapland in front of an audience of a
full house. In the same theatre English and American engineers
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performed a comedy about an airplane pilot who had a mistress
in every city, but due to his flight schedule he got in trouble
with his different lady friends. We all laughed. The piece was a
complete success and was repeated. Subsequently the piece was
banned by the Saudis for immorality.
Many engineers had brought their families with them. If the
wives wanted to go shopping it was only under guard. They
were not allowed to drive a car. If a foreign girl reached puberty
age she had to leave the country. There were no women to be
found anywhere on the construction sites, neither as cooks nor as
cleaning ladies. All professions were carried out by men. If one
met women in the ancient city of Yanbu they were completely
disguised figures and looked like black walking barrels. There is
still a long way to go to equality for women in these countries.
If one of the workers had a picture of his girlfriend on the wall
of his living container it had to be removed immediately. The
theatre was empty. The proposal to show films there was rejected
by the Saudis.
At the diving course the cultures collided, too. At the beginning
there were also some European and American women, but when
a Saudi registered for diving, his condition was that the women
should not be allowed to participate in the course. We could not
rebel against it.

The Religious Police
I was particularly sorry for the workers who, in anticipation
of working in a country without alcohol, took the last
opportunity on the plane to have some spicy drinks and
left the plane with a slightly tipsy gait. They all ended up
in jail for one night and were completely distraught when
released. It was even worse for those in whose luggage a sex
magazine was discovered. They were sent to jail immediately,
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and not just for one night. They were sent to the prayer police
by whom, for moral instruction, they were severly beaten, some
thing they certainly would never forget. It always amazed me
how little these men were instructed about the most necessary
knowledge in the Muslim realm before they were sent to work in
this archaic Arab culture.
My only experience with the prayer police was in a restaurant
of Old Yanbu. I was waiting for the meal I had ordered when the
voice of the muezzin sounded from the loudspeaker c a l l i n g
t o prayer. The waiter hurried to bring me the food I had
ordered to my table. At the same moment a prayer policeman
came in through the door, hit the waiter with his cane and the
food landed on the floor.

Christmas Party in Saudi Arabia
During all these frustrating events the advent season approached
and I planned to organise a modest Christmas party. I asked the
women in the container estate to bake cakes. I got paper plates and
mugs, decorated our large but prosaic building container, designed
a graphically nice invitation and sent them to the engineers which
I knew and to the American consultants. Everyone came, even
the Americans, who previously had declined due to important
meetings ” When Helander invites us meetings have to wait”,
they declared. The Christmas party went well, with cakes, coffee
and tea, and everybody thanked me heartily.
The idea got around, and a well-known German construction
company also held a Christmas party with alcohol, of course.
For foreign engineers it is permitted to drink alcohol at festivals,
provided, however, the Saudi chief of police is invited too. At
this party a lot was going on and no one else was sober except
the police chief and myself. As a precaution, I collected all the
car keys of my supervisors and the engineers of our group
to drive them after the party myself to their housing container.
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However, one of our electricians had a spare key to his car and on
his way to the camp he rammed, in his drunken state, the lamppost
in front of the king’s big tent. That was a disaster and meant a long
prison sentence for the person concerned. However, I managed
to persuade the chief of the police to cover up the matter because
he would also have been in prison as a person also carrying the
responsibility. We quickly took the culprit out of the country on
the next plane, and I immediately arranged for the repair of the
lamp post.
It was unbelievable! After two years in Saudi Arabia I still did not
have a work visa. My off-road vehicle was always ready to start

My invitation for the
Christmas party of
1981 in Saudi Arabia.
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in front of the construction office so I could quickly disappear
when a control took place. ”Why was I actually here?” I asked
myself. In the meantime, there were already four construction
engineers who represented me during my absence and who were
to help me supervise the construction sites. In the meantime
we had a considerable list of deficiencies due to a lack of care
in construction supervision. As I was told in confidence, many
supervisors often spent their time at the swimming pool when I
was away, rather than at the construction site.

A Saudi’s Conception of a Job
Some buildings were finished and I was able to hand them over
to the Saudis. At the time of handing over, it was particularly
important to make sure that the toilet equipment was installed in
such a way that a person who used it was able to sit crosswise
in the direction of Mecca. I had always given consideration to
this cultural condition and the further inspection for the handing
over was only a minor formality.
As part of the handing over of completed construction sites there
should also have been an occasion to acquaint Saudi engineers
with their future tasks. I was introduced to a young Saudi who was
to be trained. As is my habit, I rushed through the construction
sites and told the Saudi what he needed to pay special attention
to. He followed me, asking a few questions from which I gathered
that he was intelligent. However, toward the end of the day he
lectured me: ”You take your job very seriously,” he said. ”And
since you are much older than myself, I didn’t want to interrupt
your intention and followed you everywhere. You can leave out
this kind of training in future. My job will be to be in this office,
if necessary. At the end of the month I will clear my desk and
receive my salary. The work is done by others, such as you.” I
thanked him for this clarification about his job and was no longer
be bothered with the instruction of a Saudi.
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My first encounter with Greenpeace happened during the diving
course. A merchant from a German pump company told me
about the coral death caused by the cement factory of the Saudi
prince. He had often tried to meet the prince about this. It was
frustrating to wait for hours for a gracious audience and then to
be confronted with complete incomprehension. Finally, he told
me, he managed to show the prince the destruction of the coral by
means of an aquascope . Whether this had any effect on the prince
and would lead to any action, he couldn’t say. A dust filter on the
chimney would have to be constantly maintained and since the
maintenance of the actual cement plant was inadequate, which
often lead to long stoppages of production, an improvement of
the situation seemed unlikely.
This Greenpeace activist impressed me. He was certainly one of
the first conservationists in Arabia. When I addressed the cement
factory from which I got my ready-mixed concrete about the matter
of the destruction of the coral reefs the situation was probably
taken more seriously. During my stay in Yanbu at least I could
see that the first measures were taken to curb the environmentally
harmful dust emissions of the cement production.

My last Hike in the Desert
The end of my construction supervising activity in Saudi Arabia was
dramatic. I wanted to use the holiday of the month of Ramadan to
reach in a hike of four days the tower-like mountains that I admired
in the distance. I was familiar with the desert through many hikes
I had ventured before. I knew a well too, where, if necessary, I
could drink water by using a cup attached to a long cord. I was also
familiar with a Bedouin village, where I had been a guest on an
earlier hike. On a later trip with my cross-country car, in which I
always had ample quantities of drinking water, I thanked my hosts
by presenting them with two large containers of drinking water, the
most precious gift in the desert. In addition I also always carried
bottles containing 10 litres of water in my luggage.
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The desert mountains that I never reached.
I often remember this hike. I had parked my cross-country
vehicle in the side gorge of a wadi. In good physical condition
I crossed one hill after another. In the evening I made myself tea
at a small camp fire. It was very quiet, only the hunting call
of the jackals could be heard. Then began a starry night. As
usual, I wrapped myself in my blanket, shoveling sand over it
with my hands and fell asleep. I woke up before dawn and saw
the shadows of two jackals cast against the hills. I heard their cry
for a moment before they vanished. Now it was time to reach the
tower-like mountains that lay so enticingly before me. In the late
afternoon, after conquering the last ridge, the towers lay before
me, separated only by a wide valley. Since then I have been
carrying the dreamlike vis ion of this landscape as a precious
memory in my mind. I did not reach the mountains because I
would have needed another half day to reach them. But that was
not necessary. In my memory these mountains with their many
peaks remain like a mirage that has become reality in the desert.
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Being taken for an Israeli Spy
On my way back I only became aware of what a distance I had
covered daily. I had to be content with only a short sleep and
went on walking in the dark. In the late afternoon I saw my car
from a distance but something was wrong. Many figures seemed
to be working on it. As I got closer, I saw a lot of soldiers and
when I arrived at the car I looked into the mouths of dozens of
rifles. The situation was too grotesque to be taken seriously. If
they thought that I w as dangerous, they could have searched
me for weapons. After I had handed over to them my compass,
my Finnish knife and the empty water bottle, I had nothing left
that could have posed a danger to the soldiers.
I was ordered to climb onto a truck. They put my car on the
hook ready to haul it off. Before that they had removed the
battery from my car. On the truck I saw all the rifles of the soldiers
pointing at me their fingers on the trigger. The whole theatrical
attitude of the soldiers seemed somehow crazy. I was thirsty,
exhausted and powerless. The desert area we drove through was
known to me. We came to the same Bedouin settlement where
I had been before. An excited exchange of words took place
between the officer and the Bedouin chief. A Bedouin woman
brought me something to drink and the Bedouin chief whispered
to me, ”They consider you a dangerous Israeli spy.” That was
really unbelievable news, explaining the soldiers’ behaviour and
the danger they suspected I posed. Once again I had to climb
onto the truck, again each rifle was aimed at me. After a while,
we reached a military camp where I was interrogated by a senior
officer in Arabic and broken English about whether I were an
Israeli spy. What should I answer to such absurd questions? At
my stubborn silence I was told that I would now be locked up.
”Go on,” I said, ”but call the royal construction site in Yanbu first,
where tomorrow they will be without one of their site managers
because he is missing.” The words ”royal construction site” had
a frightening effect on the officer, who became quite pale. All
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the soldiers aiming at me were ordered immediately away. They
were suddenly very polite to me and offered me tea for my thirst.
I asked for my compass and my Finnish knife and asked also to
reinstall the battery. After a flood of apologies I was allowed to
drive back to my construction container at nightfall.
After this nerve-wracking and dangerous experience, I saw my
work in Saudi Arabia as completed . The whole situation, from
the failed attempt of the electro company to get me a working visa
for my job to the fact that I always had to be on the spot where
I could be arrested for having no valid work visa, gave me a
constant feeling of bondage and frustration, which I could no
longer accept. I left Saudi Arabia on the next plane. I was fed up
to the teeth with my stay in Saudi Arabia.

Imminent Expulsion from Germany
How relieved Europeans can feel today with the freedom of travel
and the possibility of working in another EU country without
much bureaucracy. How time-consuming it was in the 1970s for
me as a Finn to sit in the corridors of the immigration office and
wait for hours to obtain an extension of the residence and work
permit. During my time as a construction supervisor in Saudi
Arabia I had once forgotten to take care of the extension of my
residence permit for Germany. I had a residence in Heidelberg.
So when I returned from Saudi Arabia I found a curt request to
report to the immigration office, otherwise I would be expelled
from Germany. At the office of the immigration authority I had to
sign a self-accusation report combined with the application for
an unlimited residence permit. This was granted. When I thanked
them for this the friendly clerk said to me: ”You don’t have to
thank us, here are so many Turks running around that one Finn
doesn’t matter.”
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The Electro Group saw that differently. Here a Finn seemed really
to matter, because when I visited the Group in Mannheim, in an
angry mood I was immediately invited to the boardroom, where
the director of the construction department apologised in many
words for the visa misfortune and the difficult circumstances
under which I had to work, due to this visa blunder. I was also
greeted by the director responsible for foreign posting who also
with great interest asked me about my adventures and my vacation
in Finland. ”What are your latifundia doing in Lapland and your
log cabin?” were his questions of interest. ”Now to begin with,
you should take your vacation, he continued. ”We would like
to assign you to a major project in Indonesia the completion of
which will last at least four years. Didn’t you want to marry, too?
You could take your wife with you to Indonesia. There will be no
visa problem this time. Take your time to consider it. ”
I discussed the new situation in detail with Margarete. We
remembered the time when both of us had wanted to go to Africa
as development aid workers. Why should we not be able to
realize this idea in Indonesia as well? We both decided to accept
the offer concerning the project in Indonesia.

Our Wedding (1983)
We drove in an expectant mood to Lapland and continued to build
our log cabin. Ernst and Anneliese reappeared. In the autumn
we got married in the church of Ivalo. The fisherman was my
best man and his wife was the maid of honour. Margarete had
a wedding dress that she had sewn herself that fit so well with
the wilderness and the campfire. I looked at her with admiration.
Our honeymoon was a paddle trip with our kayak on the Ivalo
River, starting in Ivalo next to the church and ending on our estate
Pyrynmaa. We marveled at the splendidly coloured autumn forest,
where the raindrops on the leaves shone like diamonds in the
light of the beginning sunset.
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When we arrived our fisherman friends had already cooked
coffee and the wedding gifts were spread out on a bench, all little
things you need to live in the wild.

Pastor Niva wedded us in the church of Ivalo.
Happiness exists in a moment so blissful and strong that you like
to bring it back from your memory again and again. Even now,
as I write these lines, I see in my mind’s eye the campfire, the
fisher couple, and my happy Margarete in here beautiful wedding
dress. Our Finnish friends Nanu and Helinä rejoicing with us.
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Indonesia, Land of Volcanoes (1983 - 1987)
I always associate the novels of Josef Konrad with Indonesia. No
one has described the world of the many green islands as he did. He
has experienced Indonesia as a sailor and captain. When I landed
in Java, there was little to see of green. Ashes everywhere, on
the leaves of trees, on the streets, on the roofs of houses, even
the air to breath was full of ashes. I had learned that the volcano
named Galunggung had erupted several times and spewed out
huge amounts of ash. This, in turn, had affected the weather,
and the regular rainy season had failed to materialize over the
capital of Jakarta, founded by the Dutch as a commercial settlement
under the name of Batavia. There stayed an oppressive layer of
heat over Jakarta without the slightest breath of wind. The hotel
where I was brought to after being picked up from the airport
turned out to be a rat infested hole. When I opened the window of
my hotel room I looked at a ditch with black water, from which
a foul stench emanated.

From a Den of Rats to the Hilton
Soon it was night. I was so tired from the long flight that I fell
asleep despite the stifling air and heat in the room. Accustomed
to life in the wild, I usually wake up when I hear an unfamiliar
sound, so here, too. The curtains moved and rats appeared on
the floor in large numbers. They ran back and forth in search of
something eatable.
Rats are animals to me, just like other animals, so I distributed
among them the remains of a snack that Margarete had given
me for the journey. I talked to the rats, as I often do to animals
and asked them to leave me alone for the rest of the night. Rats are
clever animals and they seemed to understand me, because when
I woke up in the morning they had left and all the bread crumbs
on the floor were gone.
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My requirements for a place for the night are modest. During
the long trips from one construction site to the next in Libya and
elsewhere I have often spent the night on the sand of the desert
covered only with a blanket. But this place was unacceptable,
here cholera could break out any minute. This really happened a
little later, even though the news was hushed up quickly.
In the morning I went by taxi to the office of the electro company,
reported my night-time experience and informed the office
manager that I would be at the Hilton for the next few days, or
even weeks, until I found adequate accommodation. ”In your case
modesty is out of place in Indonesia,” was the recommendation
my boss, Mr Achilles, particularly put to me. ”You should look for
a house with air conditioning, because the damp heat is difficult
for a European to endure. Maybe you are lucky and the house has
a garden and a swimming pool. You need to feel good, otherwise
you will not be able to withstand the four years in this climate.
Of course you have a car and a driver. Your construction sites are
far apart and you will often be travelling by plane. You come to
a country with an ancient culture. Adapt to its habits. American
hurry is out of place here.”
”What worries us is the fact that we are dealing in our company
in Jakarta with a commercial representative who is young ,
fresh from the university, who has not yet won his spurs, and
has reached this position only through protection,” Mr Achilles
informed me.

Our Driver Found a House for Us
The name of the young driver assigned to me, was Joko, I liked
him right away. In the office they advised me to chose a suitable
house in the districts inhabited by Europeans or Americans. The
bungalows offered there I found exaggerated in their luxurious
look and features. Besides, I was now in Java and wanted to get
to know these people, which was also Margarete’s wish. In this
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respect my driver was a great help to me. He inquired about a
suitable house in the Javanese quarter, and we were lucky. The
house he found was still under construction. It was surrounded
by two streets, had a garden with a rambutan tree and, most
important, a six metre long swimming pool. Some small changes,
such as the division of the large windows into smaller panels,
made the house immediately more comfortable. What I wanted
removed at once was the row of many sharp broken glass pieces
on top of the wall which surrounded the property. The office was
worried that I had selected a house in the Javanese neighborhood.
”The fact that you had the broken glass on the walls removed is
a direct invitation for thieves,” I was told.
Now I visited my future construction sites. One lay just outside
Jakarta, the second site at a distance of four hours drive in Merak
on the west coast of Java, within sight of Sumatra. One hundred
years ago the island of Krakatoa in the Sundra Strait was destroyed
by a tremendous volcanic explosion which could be heard as
far as Australia. A huge amount of ash orbited the earth for
four years. One hundred thousand people were killed by the
massive tsunami which followed the eruption.

Our house in Jakarta. A daily swim in the pool helped us to
stand the hot climate.
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Outside Merak, I could stay overnight in a hotel with small
bungalows and a sandy beach with clear water which invited one
to swim. The third construction site was located in Bandung in
the mountains, not far from the still active Galunggung. Here the
climate was pleasant because of the higher altitude.
On the way to the mountains there were large tea fields where I
often enjoyed a cup of the delicious tea with milk. It was the best
tea I ever tasted.
The fourth construction site was in Ungaran on the north coast of
Java. The distance was so great that I had to arrive at the airport
in Jakarta at four o’clock in the morning, where I heard from the
loudspeakers the hits of the ABBA band, which at the time was
already known in Java.
The last construction site was in Sumatra, which I occasionally
visited by aero-plane in cases of problems and which could
only be reached along adventurous tracks through the jungle and
over mountains.

Christmas in the Hilton
Margarete arrived in Jakarta shortly before Christmas. Our house
was almost finished but I wanted to show her the Hilton, a hotel
that lacked the usual oppressive hotel atmosphere. The Hilton
was simply a work of art, a miniature of Java. On the 30-acre
estate houses in all styles of Indonesia were represented with
jungle-like sections and tropical birds in between. The wooden
carvings in the foyer of the seven stories high hotel building
alone gave the impression of artistic perfection. In each of the
hotel corridors of the seven floors hung batik images depicting
animals. The hotel rooms were simple. A batik-covered sliding
door separated the bathroom and a painted slate board opened
the view to the 30 hectares of ”Little Java”. A 25-metre pool
in the garden invited one to swim. Gamelan music created a
mysterious mood that captured.
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There we celebrated a wonderful Christmas. The hotel even
offered German Christmas pastry. We also learned that the hotel
manager was a German.
After Christmas, we moved into our new home. There was still
work to be done in the garden. I admired the movements of
the gardener’s hand as he planted the flowers into the red soil.
There was rattan furniture everywhere, and we bought what
was needed. Joko got a cook for us. Her name was Nanni and
she lovingly cared for us during three years. She was a small,
always cheerful, woman. From her Margarete learned the
Indonesian common language, the Bahasa Indonesia, which is
taught in all Indonesian schools and derived from the old
language of the Malay merchant class.

A woman in the rice fields shows Margarete how to hold the
knife when harvesting the rice.
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On Route in Java
I often took Margarete with me on my long trips to the construction
sites. In this way she had a chance to see the countryside with the
many rice field terraces where the water flows from one rice field
to the next by means of a very old irrigation system. She saw the
villages with their bamboo huts overshadowed by coconut trees,
the volcanic mountains and the water-rich rivers, as well as the
mighty temple complexes of Borobudur and Prampanan.
We stayed in modest but cozy hostels, the Losmen. The small
rooms for the guests, equipped with an adjoining alcove as a
bathroom where you could pour water over yourself, surrounded
the courtyard where tea and food were served in the shade of the
trees. With admiration we watched the in batic dressed women
sticking the rice plants into the muddy soil . We saw the farmers
ploughing the rice fields with their water buffaloes, and the
many diligent hands needed during the rice harvest. Not a single
machine was in action, which made me happy, because in this
way everyone had work.

Work for People, not Machines
It was the same on my many construction sites. The excavation work
of the foundations was done with shovels, the excavated material
from the building pits was carried with baskets up on ladders, the
framework for the foundations was built with boards and square
timbers, which after the stripping of the framework were removed
by the women of the village for fire-wood. The concreting of the
foundations took place with dozens of small concrete mixers.
The sand and gravel for the concrete were taken out of the nearby
river, often by diving. The filled baskets were carried by women
onto the shore from where men carried the baskets up the steep
embankment to a waiting truck. This truck drove to the construction
site. Again the sand and gravel was put into baskets by women and
in turn carried by men to the concrete mills. In this way many
people had work, which was very important to the locals.
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I watched with interest the life around the site. Women brought
fresh drinking water to the construction site where they sold it.
Other women cooked rice dishes for a small fee in small food
stalls. That provided them with a small additional income.

The gravel for concreting is taken directly from the river in a dive.

Child at Labour
During a routine inspection at the construction site I happened to
notice a very young and tiny boy working among the excavation
team for a big foundation of a transformer.
At first glance I was shocked and called the supervising foreman
to explain this strange situation to me. Soon I learned that this boy
was replacing his sick father of his own free will and felt happy
that he could help the family in this difficult situation. ”Please,
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do not interfere because this would hurt the boy deeply”, the
foreman told me. ”Don’t worry”, I answered as I climbed down
the ladder in order to speak to the boy, who looked anxiously
at me, maybe in fear of loosing his job. I told the foreman to
translate what I was going to say to the boy as my knowledge of
the Bahasa Indonesia, the common language in Indonesia, was
still poor. All the workers in the excavation gathered around us
when I addressed the boy with a little speech.
”I have been told that you work for your sick dad and I feel
profound respect for your decision and I am sure that your dad
is very proud of you, too. But let me give you some advice for
your future life. When your dad is well again, go to school and
try to learn as much as you can there. In this way, perhaps one
day you will be an engineer like me.” All the workers round us
clapped their hands and still today I remember the happy face of
this young boy.
At that time almost all men smoked at the site. Cigarettes were
not cheap and I often saw a worker buy only a single cigarette.
In the cinemas the advertising films for cigarettes were often the
most interesting part of the entertainment. They suggested to
people that problems would resolve themselves only by smoking
a certain brand of cigarettes. During my visits to the construction
site I let more than a thousand cigarettes distribute by my
driver Joko among the workers. That meant maybe three to five
cigarettes per person. This cigarette policy had a side effect. If
one of the construction sites suffered a time delay it took only a
gentle reminder and we were well on schedule again. Everyone
did their best and a good atmosphere reigned on the site.
Let me relate what happened one day. Since I don’t like a watch
on my wrist, Margarete gave me a pocket watch as a present,
which I always kept with me. One day I lost my watch on one
of the construction sites, which made me very sad. Great was
my surprise and joy when one of the Javanese construction
workers in torn clothes stood in frnt of me and gave me the lost
watch. This man must have understood how much I did for the
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construction workers and what that meant for each of them.
I was deeply touched. In his poverty the man could have sold
the valuable watch, which he did not do. He had more than earned
the finder’s fee by his honesty.

Housewarming and Christmas
The potential break-ins in our house that the office in Jakarta
was afraid of never happened. Immediately after our arrival
we invited the entire Javanese neighbourhood to visit our house
where we served fruits and other Javanese treats prepared by our
Nanni. It was a happy party and word got around that there was
nothing precious to be found in our house and that our Nanni had
to go to the house next door in order to watch TV. We haven’t
acquired a TV set to this day.
Our second Christmas in Indonesia approached. We decided to
invite poorer Javanese from the neighborhood, including Joko
and his sisters, the office boy with his family, and so on. It was
a merry Christmas. Everyone had dressed up. Many children
were present who quickly got over their initial shyness. Nanni

Margarete putting the rice
straw stars on the water to
swell up.
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In a village on Java, Joko, my driver, has turned on the radio to
let the children listen to the music.
was happy that her food tasted so well to everybody. We let her
decide what fruit and food she wanted to serve because, after all,
as a Javanese she was familiar with everything. We also had a
rattan tree that we decorated with fruit. Margarete had bought
rice straw to make straw stars. But as the rice straw dried, the
stars became very thin. We put them in the pool where they
swelled up and looked very nice on the surface of the water.
After the guests had left we read a Christmas story, went through
the Christmas letters from friends and relatives and gave each
other our gifts. Outside in the garden the night wind moved the
bamboo branches, the illuminated water in the pool glimmered
in a green color and we enjoyed this magical Christmas. We had
given joy to our guests and received even more from them.

Ministerial Visit to the Construction Site
A ministerial visit to the construction site in Indonesia is
a nightmare for every site manager. No matter what stage
the construction site is in, it must be tidied up properly, and
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Tropical rainfall led to extreme conditions on the construction
site. A moment later, the heavy bulldozer sank into the mud of a
large excavation pit.
the minister must be able to walk over the construction site with
shoes remaining clean. That was impossible on the construction
site in Merak. But I was informed by the director of the Javanese
Electricity Company that this ministerial visit was inevitable.
Now the situation on the construction site was such that all the
foundations were already concreted but only partially stripped of
the wooden mould, because the foundation pits were full of water
due to the tropical downpours.
These foundation pits now needed to be filled quickly. It was sheer
madness. It could not be done in this short time by the workers. So
I ordered a big bulldozer which pushed the already wet excavated
mass into the pools surrounding the foundations. In the case of
a particularly large foundation pit the driver of the bulldozer
was fully aware of the danger in which he was hovering. He was
directing the heavy machine from the sideboard of the driver’s
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cab, ready to jump off at any time. I captured that moment with
the camera. The bulldozer soon sank into water-soaked soil and
a black diesel exhaust was the last thing we saw. The mud just
swallowed the machine completely in a few minutes. The driver
had been able to save himself in time but had to be pulled out of
the tough mud by the workers.
Quickly I got wooden floorboards laid out for the minister because
he was already in sight. I checked the space next to the side of the
wooden floorboards to see if it was reasonably stable. It was not
and I sank to over my knees in the soft ground. The workers
hauled me out but my boots and socks remained in the mud. A
moment later I stood barefoot and with mud-smeared pants in
front of the minister. ”This man is our site manager,” I was
introduced. Everybody laughed, the minister, too. And so the site
inspection was already over. Minister Subroto was later the
chairman of OPEC. The sunken bulldozer was dug up in the dry
season by fifty men. My boots are still in the Javanese soil.

Sumatra, White Magic
My memories of Sumatra are forever engraved in my mind. To
get to the construction site my driver Joko took me to Jakarta
airport early in the morning. From there a small propeller
plane took off for Bukittingi, a small town in West Sumatra.
During the flight I sat next to an Indonesian from Sumatra. We
soon talked to each other and I was telling him that I would like
to see and experience an intact rainforest. That could be done,
he replied, because he was in a conservation group opposing
the depletion of rainforests and organising demonstrations in
behalf of the indigenous people, for whom the rainforest was
the basis of their lives and culture. We exchanged our addresses
and he promised to let me know about the next demonstration.
I was picked up at the airfield and had an adventurous drive
over mountains and through jungle to the construction site. On
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the return trip we were delayed because of a traffic accident.
We had taken with us another passenger who wanted to attend
his sister’s wedding in Jakarta. He whined that now he would
miss the plane.
I advised him to concentrate and apply
white magic.”That’s superstition,” he sneered. Now I started to
concentrate in the same way as I had seen Joko do it. The spot
where we stood was breathtaking because on the left side there
was a deep ravine where the railway line led into a tunnel. On
the right the jungle rose steeply, where monkeys did gymnastics.
After a short time a police officer appeared and promised us
that the traffic jam would be soon over. He was right and we
arrived in time at the airport, where it rained in torrents. No
plane could start. The loudspeaker announced that there would
be no flight to Jakarta today, and our passenger was desperate.
”You should resort to white magic now,” I told him. He said I was
crazy. A second time I plunged into the world of white magic and
the unexpected happened. The turbines of the plane began to spin
and the water shot out of them. The loudspeaker announced that
the rain had subsided and the flight to Jakarta would start. Our
passenger, instead of being happy, declared that he didn’t want
to have anything to do with me, because I was an eerie person.
He took a seat in the aeroplane as far away from me as possible.

A Remarkable Woman
If you stay for a long time in a foreign country it can happen
that you meet a person you may never forget. One day, when
we moved from Jakarta to Malang, I met a woman whose name
was Leena. She was a dentist from Finland. I met Leena because
I had been looking for a dentist and our American neighbour
recommended her.” She is the best dentist I had ever had”, I was
told, ”and furthermore she is also a remarkable person in every
respect.”
This is her story: Before she came to Indonesia Leena had been
working as a dentist in her homeland, Finland. There she employed
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a young girl as an assistant who impressed her in a special way.
With time she found out that this girl was a profound believer
which touched Leena deeply. Regarding her own life, Leena
was suddenly aware of an emptiness. When discussing this
problem with her assistant she got this advice from her: since
you are a very good dentist, why don’t you go abroad to places
where you are really needed. This suggestion changed Leena’s
whole life. She went to Java in Indonesia. People living there
often have very bad teeth due to the fact that they are chewing
sugarcane in the fields where they are working. Leena started
telling people what was the cause of their bad teeth and many
dropped the harmful habit. But Leena also became well known
among the foreign residents who worked in Indonesia. Nearly
all of them went to the reception of her clinic. Leena did not only
work in her modest clinic. She also decided to go to villages deep
in the countryside where there are no dentists to find at all. A
story is being told that when she was once in a village deep in
the jungle as orang putih (white woman) none of the numerous
girls dared come to her to have their teeth treated. Leena, at
that time already well versed in the common language
Bahasa Indonesia, spoke loudly: ”Do you want to have in future
a husband or not?” This helped. After the first girl had her teeth
treated she told the others: ”It didn’t hurt at all”, and then all the
others wanted to have their teeth repaired too.
All of our foreign residents helped funding her work as she treated
the poorer population without asking for payment. We regarded
her as a heroine. Margarete and I visited her often in Malang. She
married an Indonesian and had two beautiful children, Laura and
Siska. We also visited her in later years when she had returned
to Finland. Sad news reached us at Christmas time. Leena had
been very ill for some time. Although her daughters cared for her
lovingly she died in the autumn of 2019. Laura, who became a
physician and Siska, a nurse, had lost their beloved mother and
we a dear valued friend.
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Demonstration against Jungle Deforestation in Sumatra
After two weeks I received a message from the conservationist
from Sumatra whom I met on the flight to Bukittingi. He
supported a demonstration deep in the rain forest at the request of
a native village, and I was welcome as the only white man. An
Orang Putih (white man) would give the demonstration more
weight, was his opinion. Margarete was staying for a longer time
in Germany to take care of her sick mother.
Things went well on my construction sites so that I could take
a week off with a clear conscience. I finally had a chance
to experience an untouched rainforest, get to know the natives
and participate in a demonstration against the deforestation of the
rainforests.
The conservationist, who called himself Dshono, picked me up in
Bukittingi, and we drove in his minibus the whole day on bumpy
roads first on mountain routes and then in the lower areas where the
rainforest had already largely been cut down, and dense bushes lined
the road on both sides. On the way we passed through picturesque
villages with roofs turning up on the gables, the front side of the
houses were decorated with the horns of water buffaloes. ”Here
the matriarch dominates, i.e. the women own the land,” I was told.
There were large rice fields between the houses.
In the evening, just before sunset, we reached our destination, a
small village along a riverbank in the jungle. It was important to
memorise the location so that I could find my way back to the
car in the event of an outbreak of violence, Dshono told me.
In the village we were already expected and brought to the
house of the village elder where we were hosted in the light of
petromax lantern. For the night we were offered woven mats on
which we slept well. We had to rise early in the morning and
after a quick breakfast, head along rice fields to the scene of the
demonstration.
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Attack of the Lumberjacks
The sun was on the rise when we arrived at the scene. Behind
us we saw the dark silhouette of the rainforest and in front of
us the slowly awakening lumberjack camp. So far there had
only been angry arguments between the village elder and the
representative of the logging crew. The village elder doubted the
genuineness of the logging concession and called his people to
the demonstration which had been in progress for a week. What
would we expect today?
We lined up at the edge of the forest, and I memorized the
location in daylight: the rice fields, the village, and the river.
What happened then it felt like a nightmare, but it was reality. A
pack of roaring, machete brandishing men raced toward us. The
villagers to my left and right turned to escape to the safety o f
t h e jungle, which had paths and hiding places they knew from
hunting as well as from collecting firewood and fruits.
For me the jungle was alien. For safety I had to reach the river
by running where I would be safe as a good swimmer and diver.
Although only seconds remained for me to escape I made the
right decision. I bent down, took a handful of the red soil, ran
towards one of the attackers and threw the soil in his face.
As a result, he was blinded for a moment so I could push him
aside and run over the narrow embankments of the rice fields to
the river, where I plunged headlong into the water and dived. Only
when I emerged did I realize that no one had followed me. Our
minibus was easy to find, and I was waiting for Dschono, who
showed up soon. He told me that my unexpected rush towards
the attackers stopped the assault against the demonstrators,
and the villagers could return to their village after dark. They all
agreed that the Orang Putih was very brave, something of which
I was less convinced. I was furious that we were so powerless.
I spent the night in the village again. In the covered gathering
place I was celebrated as a kind of hero with magical powers.
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Drumming, singing and dancing took place in the glow of
burning torches. How will the situation go on after this incident
I was thinking quietly to myself. Dshono told me that the village
elder had decided to continue the fight against the lumberjacks.
Therefore in the demonstration next morning the men of the
village would be armed with bamboo poles.
Violent demonstrations are repugnant to me and so we drove
back in a low mood the following morning. What alternative is
there for a peaceful demo, I asked Dshono? Could he report in
a newspaper or go to the police. Neither is possible, he said. The
newspaper would refuse to write anything about this incident
deep in the jungle of Sumatra, and the police would immediately
imprison him as a conservationist. Indonesia is a dictatorship
and not a democracy. If his name appeared in newspapers, his
life would be endangered he said. Later, I learned from this
courageous conservationist that the logging crew had cleared
their camp and left. It was the last news from him, though.

Brave Abi Nachran
On the 6th of June, 2003, I read in the German newspaper TAZ
under the heading Martyrs of the Rainforests: Indonesian
environmentalist Abi Nachran has been nearly beaten to death
by the killers from the lumber industry. Because he had given
evidence to the Indonesian Forestry Minister about illegal
logging, the timber mafia was furious. They broke both the bones
of his right arm and severed the fingers of his left hand down to
his thumb. Despite his mutilation and other death threats he
continues to fight for the primeval forest in Borneo, where his
indigenous Dayak people follow their traditional way of life,
such as hunting and gathering herbs as well as modest farming,
all threatened by the relentless exploitation of the rainforests. His
statement: ”If you live, you have to fight,” is a serious challenge
to all who are committed to nature conservation.
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Another one and a half year passed as if in flight, and this time
I wanted to spend a longer time with Margarete in Lapland. I
informed Mr Achilles of our construction department that I
wanted to use the accrued holiday of two and a half months to get
on with our log cabin in Lapland. ”It should be possible to find a
site manager to represent me during my absence. All construction
sites have experienced Indonesian site managers with whom it is
easy to get along. Basically, the sites could would run without my
supervision during my absence.”Anyway, that’s my impression,”
I told him.
Mr Achilles informed me after a while that there was nothing
against taking my holiday and that he had found a master
builder with first-rate credentials who was also familiar with the
language through his Indonesian wife. He would arrive soon
and I should instruct him in his duties. I did this with great care,
explaining everything twice so that he was aware of the further
construction process. Reassured I looked forward to my welldeserved holiday in Lapland together with my wife Margarete.

A Memorable Javanese Village
A few days before my long-awaited vacation my driver Joko
asked me if I could donate some money to the poorer children
of his village where he lived with his married sister. This request
embarrassed me in as much as I remembered the joyful words
of Joko at the very moment when he received his first pay: ”I
have bought and distributed fruit to all the poorer children of my
village!” Joko’s example should already have induced me to
give a generous donation for these children.
The next day Joko told me that the village had decided to invite
me to a festivity and asked whether I could come on a day that
he mentioned. Alarmed, I realised that the date for the invitation
coincided with my departure to Lapland. It hurt me when I looked
at Joko how disappointed he looked when I told him that, because
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of my departure, I could not come to the feast on the given date.
Next day Joko asked me if I could attend the festivity one day
earlier. ”Of course!” I answered. It is a great honor and a pleasure
for me to accept this unexpected invitation. Joko beamed with joy
as he drove me to his village. At sunset we walked through the
narrow lanes where on both sides modest bamboo huts lined
the way. Here I realised why Joko was late for work after heavy
rains. The nearby river regularly flooded the village, and all the
objects in the huts had to be brought to safety on the roofs. The
poorest Javanese, who could not afford expensive rents on
flood-safe terrain lived here.
The short tropical twilight was already fallen when we reached
a small square where we found many children and old women
gathered. I was offered a place of honour i n a slightly elevated
position which gave me an overview of the event. What first caught
my attention was the expectant silence of the people who where
present in the square. At dusk many candles were lit, and in their
light the Imam, a Muslim preacher, gave a brief speech. After
that many children were called by name and received a gift which
they took with joyful eyes and a ”Trimagasi” (Thanks!) to their
places where they kept the gift unopened in their lap. After
the children, the old women were given presents, too. The
distribution of presents, a very solemn act, lasted about an hour.
The feast closed with a short speech by the Imam and then the
crowd dispersed. Although there reigned silence you could feel
the great joy these gifts had given the poor people.
I was deeply impressed by this experience and I asked Joko later
what was the reason for this gift ceremony. Even today, after four
decades, I still feel my reaction of surprise to his answer.
The feast was the Idul Fidr the highest holiday in the Islamic
world, he explained to me. Since I was unable to attend the
festival on the actual day the village had shifted the holiday by
one day because of me. I have rarely been so greatly honoured,
and it moved me deeply. The children I saw were the poorest of
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the village, many of them half or full orphans, and the old women
were widows. My donation had helped to give everyone a gift.
With their invitation,the village community not only wanted to
express their gratitude, but also give me great pleasure and fond
memories which I shall always cherish.

Vacation in Lapland
Every time when I returned to Lapland I felt anxious. In what
condition shall I find everything? How did nature survive the harsh
winter? When everything was unchanged I breathed in relief.
Who would visit us during this summer? Karin was first to
appear, a friend of Margarete. She had already visited us in
Indonesia. Together with her boyfriend Christoph we took a
long tour through the wilderness. On my return I saw that Ernst
had erected his tent. He and two other young men turned up who
introduced themselves as Rainer and Steven and asked if we were
Harald and Margarete, which could not be denied. They had
been told by a friend that we were building a log cabin and
they wanted to help us. My brother Ilmari also visited us. We
were once again having a good time working together and sitting
in the evening near the camp fire eating delicious pancakes after
another day´s work on the log cabin.
To visitors a summer day in Lapland seems endless because in
June the sun does not set below the horizon at all. On a cloudy
day it is sometimes hard to tell whether it is day or night and what
time it is. It is always light and the days are long. Perhaps this
adds to the magic of ”Lapland fever”, something you can ”get
addicted” to. But in fact the summer is short, only just over
two months. During that time life is intense in anticipation of the
long and hard winter. After three weeks everybody had left, and
I continued to work alone on the log cabin. It was now quieter
by the campfire and Margarete and I thought of the many stories
our guests had told us.
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Here is One of Ernst and Anneliese’s stories:
On their trip to us Ernst and Anneliese had once again been
paddling down the Ivalo River in their canoe. It is not easy to find
a suitable campsite for the night at the steep canyon of the Ivalo
River. Finally, he reached a reasonably flat spot at the foot of a
short ravine that led steeply uphill. As usual Ernst pitched his tent
and spent a cozy evening with Anneliese at the campfire. Then
they crawled into their sleeping bags. During the night, Anneliese
woke up and shook Ernst with the words: ”We have water in
the tent!” Ernst growled in half sleep, ”you are dreaming, let me
sleep.” It should be mentioned that the tent Ernst had designed
and sewn himself, was waterproof even in a cloudburst. However,
Anneliese did not give up but shouted: ”A brook flows through
the entrance section of the tent.” She fished a floating roll of toilet
paper out of the water. Now Ernst had to realize that there was a
problem. The sleeping compartment of the tent was still protected
by the waterproof bottom and bent up edges, but the water got
already through under the tent. The night’s sleep was over and
they had to pull down the tent quickly.
What had happened? During the night it had been raining heavily
and the rivulets on the plateau had joined together to form
a brook that shot down the steep gorge, straight towards the
tent and right through under the tent. We all laughed heartily,
considering that even to an experienced northland hiker like
Ernst something so unexpected could happen.

Telegram, Cancel Vacation Immediately
What happened after some weeks of my vacation was not
funny at all. A telegram had arrived at the post office in Ivalo:
CANCEL VACATION IMMEDIATELY CONSTRUCTION
SITES STAND STILL! ”That is a kind of April joke,” I thought.
After all, I had handed over a problem-free construction site
where everything ran smoothly. And now there should be total
standstill?
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Part of the incredible story I learned from Mr Achilles on my return
to headquarters of the Electro Group in Mannheim (Germany). Mr
Achilles showed me several letters where both the Master Builder
and the young Commercial Representative of the Electro Group
in Jakarta complained about me and demanded my dismissal as
site manager. They argued that I ran the construction sites in an
archaic style with too many workers, that I oppose the use of
modern Japanese automatic concrete mixers and instead worked
with countless rickety, scrap concrete mixers, where all quality
control is impossible. They claimed that I bribed the workers
with cigarettes in order to get some performance. The local site
supervisors refuse to follow instructions, and there was evidence
that I participated in demonstrations against the deforestation
of tropical rainforests in Sumatra and Kalimantan, which was
incompatible with the job of a site supervisor and so on.
‟I did not forward these letters to the board,” Mr Achilles told me.
‟What is inexplicable to us is the fact that the Master Builder
was expelled from the country. Now he complains to the Labour
Court in Germany, where he wants to enforce his salary claim,
which is considerable. We have no idea what happened in Java.
In any case, no work is being done on the construction sites. Anyhow, the English consultant has requested your immediate return.
We know that you are an environmentalist and we respect that.
Let us know immediately what has happened in Java, because we
cannot afford any scandal. ”
The Electro Group’s local representative, the young controller in
charge of the Group’s business activities in Jakarta, responded to
my question about the standstill on the construction sites, that
he knew nothing about it, but because of the reports by the Master
Builder about, ”sloppy construction management” on my part,
recommended my dismissal. ”And by the way,” he continued in
a haughty tone, ”this is your new driver. We released your Joko for
insubordination. ”Anger slowly rose in me. These two gentlemen
had obviously wanted to get rid of me since I was an obstacle to
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their crooked business deals. ”Now listen to me,” I said in a
hard, controlled tone: ”Either I’ll have my driver Joko back by
tomorrow, whom I trust, or you can consider my work as site
supervisor finished and get me the flight ticket back to Germany
”. The snooty answer was”: Who do you think you are? Anyone
who is dismissed by this group will never be hired again.”

Unbelievable Events
At home Nanni told me that she was terrified when the
supervisor, who was my replacement, ran in and around the house
and chased his wife naked out into the street. We also had a boy
who was responsible for gardening and keeping the swimming
pool clean. He hid in fear under his bed during the rage of
the Master Builder. My threat to lay down the construction
management seemed to be fruitful because Joko waited the next
morning as before with the company car in front of my house.
From him I learned that he had to drive the Master Builder in the
evening to the red light district of Jakarta. There he had fought
with the pimps, which made Joko feel ashamed since everyone
could read the three world-famous letters of the Electro Group
on the company’s car. He therefore refused to drive the Master
Builder a second time to the questionable establishment and he
was subsequently dismissed without notice.
On the construction sites I learned that my replacement had
threatened the local site managers in a drunken state with a knife
and given irrational orders, whereupon they had the construction
work stopped. These incidents were officially reported, and
consequently the Indonesian authorities expelled the Master
Builder from the country. Despite these scandalous incidents the
Master Builder won his lawsuit in the Labour Court concerning
his salary payment demands. After my general report on the
events in Jakarta, the Group’s young commercial representative
was withdrawn from his post.
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White Magic
People’s belief in the power of magic in Indonesia is worth
mentioning. Here I give you an example: We had a Chinese
secretary in the office who despised the local Javanese employees,
my driver Joko in particular. One day Joko came to me with a
bottle in his hand and said, ”Believe it or not, in this bottle I
caught the bad spirit of Miss Hanna. I will now bring this bottle
to a wise man so that he can cure her of this evil spirit. ” This is
white magic. The black magic occurs in the well-known crime
film ”Death on Bali”.
It is to note that the Javanese do not particularly like the Chinese
living in the country. While Javanese are more artistically gifted,
the main focus of the Chinese is on wealth. One day Joko said
to me, ”Can you imagine that Chinese go to the mountain and
pray there for money?”
East of Java, near the city of Surabaya, I soon got another
construction project to manage. Since it did not matter where I
lived, my choice fell on the town of Malang, south of Surabaya,
on a higher elevation and therefore with a more pleasant climate.
There I lived with Margarete in a Dutch house until the final
completion of all construction sites.

To the Top of the Volcano Gunung Semeru
From the road Jalan Tangamus, where we lived, we saw the
highest mountain in Java, the 3,676 metre high active Volcano
Gunung Semeru, which emits a 400 metre high cloud of smoke
at regular intervals. Nobody had dared to accompany me on my
desert hikes, but when I was looking for like-minded people to
climb this volcano there were quite a few among the foreigners’
community who wanted to join in. They were all well trained.
There was also a Dutch mountain guide who was able to assess
the dangers of such a volcanic ascent. We drove an off-road vehicle
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along steep adventurous roads to a crater lake, the clear green
water of which invited us to swim. However, I was the only one
who enjoyed this refreshment. We pitched our tents and early in
the morning we set off to reach the foot of the volcanic cone of
Gunung Semeru. It was most exhausting to climb the whole day
uphill and downhill through the jungle.

The regular eruption of the volcano Gunung Semeru, Photo
taken during the difficult hike to this highest mountain in Java.
This demanded determination. On the way we repeatedly
encountered burial mounds. The Dutch mountain guide explained
to us that the natives were simply frozen to death or died because
of sulphuric fumes on their way to the mountain to which they
wanted to bring their offering.
We reached the foot of the volcano in the evening. At two o’clock
in the morning we started the ascent to experience the sunrise on
the mountain. The steep climb became a slide, as no firm grip
was possible in the volcanic ash. We took two steps forward and
slid one back. At the age of 53 I was the oldest participant of the
expedition. Despite this together with the Dutch climber, I was
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the first to reach the edge of the plateau, where the eruption crater
opened up in front of us. Here at an altitude of approx. 3,300
metres, an icy wind blew. After sunrise all participants of the
expedition left the plateau again.
My wish, however, was to experience one of the regular eruptions
from the crater at a distance of 300 metres or even closer.
The Dutch mountain guide had made certain that the wind was
blowing in a favourable direction so that we would not have to
breathe the poisonous sulphurous air. Although I was prepared for
the outbreak, I was completely surprised by its vehemence. A
huge ash cloud shot up into the sky, combined with a hellish
glow that we felt on our skin. I took a snapshot with my camera.
Here I realised very clearly what enormous forces are at work
under the cold earth’s surface, forces which can form mountains
and even move continents. The eruption and collapse of the
entire Krakatoa in 1883 must have been an incredible expression
of these forces of nature.

Celebration of the Completion of the Electrification
Project in Java
The completion of the last construction site at Surabaya and thus
the end of the project was to be celebrated with a big party and the
visit of President Suharto. To my great relief, the President was
engaged with other more urgent state affairs and sent Subroto,
the well-known oil minister, to the party. This meant a drastic
reduction in security preparations. even at that time 30 years ago,
when riots by radical Muslims occured from time to time.
It was a wonderful happy party with lots of delicious food for
everyone.The dance performance by young 10-12 year old
temple dancers who performed their dance with marvellous
grace of the movements of the hands, arms, and overall body
motion enthralled everybody. Subroto greeted me warmly. This
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time I did not stand in front of him barefoot and with muddripping trousers but, as befitted the occasion wore a beautiful
Javanese batik shirt and black trousers. The Indonesians are
cheerful people and have a great sense of humour. At the end
of the party something exhilarating happened. In contrast to the
hard-working population, who in most cases have no superfluous
weight, the well-to-do Javanese enjoy corpulence as part of the
status symbol. Madame Subroto was a true example of beauty
in this regard. As a precaution, I had attached a broad teak plank
to the exit of the bus by which the delegation arrived in order
to facilitate descent. Madame Subroto got out of the bus in a
dignified way and enjoyed the cheerful welcome of clapping.
When after the party she re-entered the bus, the unbelievable
happened. The thick teak plank broke under Madame Subroto’s
weight. She lay half in the bus and half outside. The inmates
on the bus pulled and the outsiders pushed the spouse of the oil
minister into the bus. Everyone laughed, including the minister
and Mrs Subroto. Some joker had sawed the plank from below
as I discovered later.

The Deforestation of Northern Lapland’s Old Forests
The final cause that brought about the radical change in our lives
was an article in the main mouthpiece in Lapland, the Lapin
Kansa newspaper, which proclaimed that the paper industry
demanded the logging of last untouched wilderness forests in
Northern Lapland. And that it was unrealistic to demand more
protected areas in northern Lapland in addition to the already
existing national parks. On the other hand the forest and paper
industry demanded that the still existing, untouched old forests
in northern Lapland be taken into use.
This menacing threat for the depletion of these unique wilderness
forests had to be prevented. Now it was up to me to fight for them.
At that time I wrote from Indonesia an article to be published
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in the main newspaper of Finnish Lapland, ’The Lapin Kansa’.
”The last wilderness forests in Europe are threatened”. The
article, indeed, attracted some attention, but I got the impression,
which an Indian proverb expresses so well: ”It is always easy
to be brave from a distance”. So, in order to be believable I had
to live on the spot in the midst of the action in order to achieve
something.
The news about the demands for deforestation of the old forests far
in the north of Lapland seemed incredible. These still untouched
forests were the last protective barrier against the adjacent tundra.
This was also the homeland of the only indigenous people in
Europe, the Lapps or Sami, as they call themselves. How was it
possible to override the Sami’s Homeland Rights in this vulnerable
area and yield to the never-ending greed of an insatiable forest
and paper industry? The beautiful forests of the south of Lapland,
which I had admired on my walking tours in my youth, had been
cut down so that there are only small remnants left, which is
something I observed with rage.

Living in Lapland (1987 -1989)
In the early summer of 1987 we left Indonesia to finally settle
in the north of Lapland on the shore of the Ivalo River. Our
log cabin was not finished yet, so Margarete sewed a second,
larger Indian tent where we could survive the severe winter. A
second article had followed my first newspaper article, and the
reindeer people of the nearby village visited us more often. They
were all against the brutal deforestation of their forests with the
lichens which were so important to reindeer herding.
This summer we really wanted to finish our log cabin to the extend
that we could put a roof on it, which we did. A friend called Kassu
promised to help us throughout the summer. We also visited him at
his claim, where we watched with great interest his pointing out
some tiny gold grains after he had washed out the sand from the
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Timber harvestors destroy
untouched wilderness in short
period of time. They leave behind many square kilometers
of dead landscape, a shortsighted exploitation
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The second tepee sewn by my wife Margarete
pan. Esko, a reindeer herder, was helping us to haul heavy tree
trunks out of the wood. Ernst and Anneliese, as well as Rainer
and Steven, had also arrived to help us. My brother Ilmari and my
nephews Sampo and Veli-Pekka came as well, and together we
started to finish the log cabin. Towards the end of the summer our
friends left us, but we managed to finish the roof before the onset
of winter. What may seem incomprehensible to modern man is
the fact that we wanted to build our log cabin ourselves and with
the help of friends, which created a deep relationship between our
new home and our friends.
The first winter with temperatures of -35 degrees Celsius which
we spent in our tepee I remember as a hard time. In the light of a
petromax lantern I continued working alone on the completion
of the log cabin during the dark winter months. I didn’t have
any problems bying food and building material because I could
use the motor sledge and its trailer to fetch everything I needed
by crossing the frozen Ivalo River.
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Building the sauna. In the photo my brother Ilmari, my nephews
Sampo and Veli-Pekka and I on the right.

Happy builders on a coffee
break.

Margarete busy with
cooking.

Studying the building plans.

Margarete nailing on the roof
in the cold.
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My late friend Ernst Becher handling logs.
At the end of April the thaw started and in the middle of May
we experienced the ice drift on the river for the first time. First,
a two hundred metre long ice floe disengaged itself and flowed
gently downstream. The water glittered in the sunshine. But
then more ice floes wedged themselves and shuffled to the shore
with a crunching sound. Due to the rising water of the river our
meadow was flooded. After two days the river level started to
drop. The ice barriers dissolved and only a few broken pieces of
ice spewed downstream producing a sound like little bells. Then
the river was finally clear and spring arrived with force. The birch
buds opened and the bumblebees ascended to reach the catkins
of the willows.
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Encounter and Friendship with Petra Kelly. (1988)
At the beginning of June, we learned that a German politician
named Petra Kelly, a co-founder of the Green Party in Germany,
was visiting Inari. We drove to Inari 40 km away in order to hear
Petra Kelly speak. On this occasion we met a Norwegian eco
philosopher who was very interested in our lives, and definitely
in our log cabin under construction and the Indian tent sewn by
Margarete which he wanted to see. We invited the man to join us
at ”home” and he was most impressed by our pioneering life. On
the way back to his hotel he told us that he wanted to visit a good
friend. He invited us to come along.

Petra Kelly on the
bank of Juutuajoki
in the summer of
1988. (Photo: Harald
Helander).
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This friend of the Norwegian was Petra Kelly. During the
evening it turned out that Petra Kelly and her companion Gert
Bastian would stay in Inari another day but no one had thought
of offering them a program for the remaining day of their stay.
There is nothing of interest to show, was the respond to their
questions. What unbelievable ignorance! Of course, there was
much to show, namely untouched nature, which had become a
rarity in Europe. Here it could still be seen despite the onset of
destruction. We knew many easy-to-reach unique natural gems
that made a deep impression on these two people. We let them
look and enjoy themselves without disturbing their conversations
and noticed the deep bond between them.
It was a warm early summer day without the nuisance of the
mosquitoes. When Petra Kelly started talking to us at a particularly
nice picnic spot in the Lemmenjoki National Park, she posed us
a lot of questions. She listened to us with interest. That someone
came from Indonesia, gave up his job in order to advocate for
the preservation of the threatened wilderness of his homeland,
she noted with respect. In consequence she gave me advice that
was the basis of all my later successes. ”You have to write about
what is going on in major news papers. I’m convinced you will
succeed,”she said.
That was the beginning of a long-lasting friendship. She let me
share the highs and lows of her life in short messages and was
happy about my later successes. As we said goodbye, I gathered
all the various newspapers in the hotel and translated to her the
praising articles about her and the speech she gave during her
visit. I saw something like melancholy in her eyes when she said
to me: ”I would be happy, if in Germany even once someone
would so positively report about me.” That was our farewell.
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The Fight for the Last Wilderness Forests in Northern
Lapland.
Petra Kelly had made no empty promises to me because she acted
through channels unknown to me. Finally I received a letter from
the former Scandinavian correspondent Mr Gamillscheg asking
me to find dialogue partners to discuss on the problem of the
threats to the primeval forests and their affects on the indigenous
Sami popultaion. This report would be comprehensive and
appear in many newspapers as e.g. even a journalist of the dpa
(Deutsche Presse-Agentur) was interested. At this time we had
no electricity or telephone in the house. It was extremely difficult
to find someone from the Sami ethnic group who was willing to
express his opinion freely.
During summer our Minister of the Environment Kaj Bärlund
visited Northern Lapland in order to get an idea of the situation.
The Town Hall in Ivalo was full to the brim, and I was lisening
to the speeches of the various interested groups. The Finnish
state Forest administration was in favour of continuing to use
the remaining virgin forests, the spokesman for the local council
referred to the loss of jobs and the Sami reindeer h e r d e r s
demanded that their rights to wilderness areas had to be clarified.
My speech as a conservationist was uncompromising. ”The limit
is reached,” I said, ”where industrial clear-cutting of the forests
can only be described as robbery of nature.”
After this meeting it was easier to find the interlocutors for the
German Scandinavian correspondents and dpa journalists. As
a result, the article with the title ”The Sami are in fear of the
clear-cutting of their forests” appeared in Germany. There was
scarcely any reaction to this article in Finland, except for, the
general manager of the municipality of Inari who, after making
inappropriate remarks about the Sami pople, was ordered to delve
into the Sami culture.
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Petra Kelly’s advice, ”You must try to get an article in big
newspapers,” I had not forgotten. Now that our log cabin was
almost finished we were able to move into our home. I got the
time to do my utmost to protect the last primeval forests. I read
through the environmental topics of German newspapers and
I noticed that the weekly newspaper DIE ZEIT dealt with the
brutal deforesting and slash-and-burn of the Brazilian jungle in
recurring editorials, many on the first page. Here I saw a chance
to turn to DIE ZEIT in order to draw attention also to the
deforesting of the last primeval forests of Lapland.

Like Brazil
As a young aspiring journalist, a relative of Margarete, had
contacts to the newspaper DIE ZEIT and wanted to write a
biography about me. I refused, because I wanted a report about
the endangered primeval forests of Lapland and not an article
about me. This young man, Moritz Müller-Wirth later became
second man at the ZEIT. He said that without a literary hanger
he had no way of putting an article in the newspaper. That I can
get him I said, referring to the book by Robert Grottet, ”The
Enchanted Woods.”
This author of Swiss descent had been living for a long time
among the people of the Skolts where he collected their myths.
Moritz was thrilled after reading the book and sent his article
to DIE ZEIT, who rejected the article. ”You forgot the most
important thing,” I told him. ”In this article on deforestation in
Lapland you have failed to compare it to the deforestation in
Brazil. Rewrite the article in this way. The amended version
was printed and this article hit Finland like a bomb. A journalist
whom I knew called the post office in Ivalo and asked for me to
call back. ”All of Finland is looking for the culprit behind this
article, and I suspect you have something to do with it” she told
me over the phone! That could not be denied.
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What was important to me was the fact that finally there was a
reaction that revealed the problem. ”Now you have the opportunity
to fight for the last primeval forests of Lapland. Are you ready to
receive journalists? ”Of course I said, let them come! It surprised
me to find myself on the front page of the ”Iltasanomat” (Evening
Paper), which is sold in every kiosk in Finland, as the one who
was responsible for the article in the ZEIT, but what vexed me
was the fact that I was introduced as a German in order to provoke
sensationalism. This I found distasteful.
One man deserved all my admiration, who so far had filled the
pages of the ”Evening Paper” with his engagement in the fight
for the preservation of Lapland’s old forests. His name was Jakob
Donner. When I talked to him he told me that he was withdrawing
from the struggle of preserving the forests. I understood that.
Anyone who has ever been a conservation activist knows how
exhausting, frustrating and disappointing it is to fight year after
year for something, where due to immense resistence, success
seems hopeless to reach. It was thanks to environment Minister
Bärlund that the government in Helsinki set up a committee
whose task it was to map the remaining virgin forests in Northern
Lapland and to clarify the advantages and disadvantages of their
preservation. During this period, any deforestation in the area in
question was prohibited. I used this time for non-stop activity to
step up the conservation of these primeval forests

It was clear to me that the interest of the paper industry and
the municipality of Inari in the committee were opposed to
the objectives of conservationists and representatives of the
Sami reindeer herders and that they would get their way.
And that is what happened. The wilderness law, adopted
by the government, covered twelve large wilderness areas,
most of which forestless tundra, but did not include the
areas with lucrative primeval forests where deforestation
was still allowed.
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My Presentation Tour in Germany
This decision of the government was impossible for me to accept.
I turned to Greenpeace, who had their main office in Hamburg
and informed them about the looming fate of the last primeval
forests of Northern Lapland. I was going to visit them and urged
them to invite also journalists from various newspapers. Material
concerning the matter I would bring along with me and also give
a slide show about the disputed forests of the region.
The meeting took place in the Tower Hotel in Hamburg. With the
journalists being present I gave a comprehensive presentation
about the last primeval forests in Northern Lapland and handed
them folders with corresponding information material. The next
day I saw a report in the Hamburger Morgenpost about the threat
to the primeval forests in Lapland. I travelled to different places
in Germany from where I had received affirmative responses
to my offer to give presentations with slides showing the last
primeval forests in Finnish Lapland. On this lecture tour I
received a call from the journalist Christian Schwägerl who had
missed my presentation in Hamburg and wanted to publish an
article on the old forests of Lapland in the Süddeutsche Zeitung.
”Go and hug the trees,” was the title of his article. This article
triggered a torrent of sympathy. In addition to letters from many
private individuals I also received an invitation from Professor
W. Schröder of the Society of Forest Wildlife and Biology in
Munich. After completing my lecture series I visited all of those
peole and thanked them. Later the professor even visited us in
Lapland. The most important institutions that wanted to see me
and speak to me were the European Nature Heritage Association
based in Oldenburg and NDR Television in Kiel. In Oldenburg I
met Rüdiger Wohlers, who showed great interest in the primeval
forests of Northern Lapland. He later became chief press speaker
of NABU (The German Nature and Biodiversity Conservation
Union), the most zealous defender of my concerns.
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At the NDR TV company in Kiel I was reveived by Mr Kirndörfer,
who urgently needed a report on the forests of Lapland for the
program of the RTL media company. It was the first time that
I stood in front of a TV camera. The TV recording took place
at a small replanted forest near Kiel. There Mr. Kirndörfer
explained to me exactly the course of the filming process. ”We
have time all day for you,” he said. But the recording didn’t take
long. I sat on a fallen birch trunk and gave an account of the
situation. Unfortunately I myself could only provide for the
presentation a slide shot of a lake in Lapland’s forest in bright
autumn colors. Later I learned that this TV presentation,
titled Where the Earth Calls for Help, was part of a series about
hot spots of ecological disasters around the world. Lapland was
number four of the series stating that o ne of the last virgin forests
in Europe (1.5 million hectares) is going to be cut down. This
means that a natural barrier against low arctic temperatures and
storms is lost. I never saw myself this RTL contribution but a
cousin of Margarete, a farmer in Schleswig-Holstein, told me that
I had performed very convincingly.
The Finnish ”Evening paper”, Iltasanomat, published a
comprehensive article on my three-month engagement on behalf
of the primeval forests of my native country. I was called ”Harald
Hirmuinen, Harald the terrible, the itinerant preacher travels
again” From Petra Kelly, who I had written to, came a postcard.
”Congratulations, you did it, I knew it!”

Direct Action
I had really made it to the major papers and had been on TV,
but the road-building machines were still digging deeper into the
remaining forests day by day. Now direct action was required.
The situation was most threatening on the northeast flank
of Lake Inari. There, activists had gone on a hunger strike to
stop the roadworks in the wilderness. It was a futile effort, the
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machines went on. There was only one possibility left , we had to
paralyse the road construction machine with a chain we got from
Greenpeace.
That we did at night. As the only local resident I asked for the
opportunity to wait alone for the reaction to our enterprise on the
next day. The others could then act at their own discretion.

In the background
the road construction machine pushing its way through
the untouched
wilderness.
In the morning I waited for the driver of the road excavator. To
my astonishment I knew the man. He had dug a logging road
through our forest with the same machine, which I had resisted
to the last but had only achieved a small relocation of the road
transfer. ”As you can see,” I said to him, ”your machine is locked
with a chain. My suggestion is that you drive to Ivalo now and
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notify the director of the municipality, the forester and the police.
It goes without saying that I will pay for your loss of earnings of
this day”.
The location was strategically favourable for us. Due to the
necessary rock blasting the road was littered with large blocks
of rock. Therefore the spot of the demo and the road building
machine could only be reached on foot at a distance of 200 metres.
After three hours of waiting a reporter from Lapland Radio was
the first to arrive together with the director of the municipality,
the forester and the chairman of the local council. Margarete,
who listened to the local radio station, heard my voice as I made
my speech in defence of the forest. ”Up to here and not one step
further,” I said. Eight policemen and the police chief arrived. The
strong handshake of the police officer, who was an ornithologist,
showed me that he approved our actions. But because of his duty as
an officer, however, he had to intervene against us. An eco-farmer
from Southern Lapland, Pentti Pesonen, had meanwhile mounted

Waiting for the various officials to arrive at the spot of the
demo. Myself in front of the stopped road building machine.
(Photo: Lapin Kansa).
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the machine and said to the community director, ”Perhaps the
7,000 inhabitants of the municipality of Inari endorse the felling
of this forest, but 5 million Finns want it protected. ”
The result of the machine shutdown was that the area forester,
Pertti Veijola, promised to stop the roadwork until the ”big
forest talk” that was to take place the next weekend in Rovaniemi,
and to which the newly elected Minister of the Environment Sirpa
Pietikäinen had been invited. With this result I was satisfied,
shouldered my rucksack and went to my car. The director of
the municipality told me that on the next day I would be beaten
up by angry lumberjacks if I dared to show up in the streets of
Ivalo. I told my wife Margarete of this looming prospect and she
imagined that I, like Gary Cooper in the western classic High
Noon, would walk through Ivalo to find conservationists to help
me against angry lumberjacks.
However, the director of the municipality was wrong with
his prophecy. Instead of being beaten up, I only saw friendly
faces in the post office, in the bank and on the street. When I
entered a photo shop the Dutch shopkeeper told me that he fully
sympathized with my action and that in future all photocopies I
would take in his shop for nature conservation work were free of
charge. The explanation for the friendly behavior of the people
could be found on the front page of the Lapland newspaper ”Lapin
Kansa”, where I stand in front of the road construction machine
and the farmer sits on the hood of the engine. The rest standing
more or less embarrassed around us. The page-long article was
flavored with sparkling humour and it lacked all controversy.
At the significant Forest Talk in Rovaniemi, the newly elected
Minister of the Environment, Sirpa Pietikäinen, announced that
she would not sign the rough drafts for the primeval forests in the
current form. This woman showed courage, as she opposed the
instructions of her own party by this refusal. We conservationists
had again achieved a respite.
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After some time, I as well as the other activists involved, received
a summons to court for holding up the roadworks.The other
activists included the late well-known writer and conservationist,
Pentti Linkola, and a doctor from the neighboring village,
Teuvo Niemelä, who had later chained themselves to the
road construction machine had to be cut loose by the police.
Representing all involved, I was sentenced to a large sum of
compensation, of which I paid half. The Finnish Association
for Nature Conservation paid the other half. Throughout this
procedure it became clear that the Finnish law did not provide
any legal basis for the recognition of nature conservation and
its defence and defenders. This creates the absurd situation that
conservationists are treated like criminals in their endeavour to
save irretrievable nature recources.

My last Construction Site in Antwerp (1989 -1990)
At that time I received a letter from a former colleague, Mr Ulrich
Haux, who was now the manager of the construction department
of a chemical company and he asked me to take over the
supervision of a project in the port area of Antwerp. It was a plant
developing a chemical process to replace the environmentally
harmful chlorine bleaching process used in the production of
paper through an environmentally more friendly method. This
offer suited me very well,as our finances urgently needed to be
improved because of my lecture tours and the compensation fees
imposed by the court.
The construction project had already begun and been delayed
for several months. The site manager in charge had vanished to
Thailand and I was faced with the difficult task of being a sort
of problem solver, who had to cope with numerous accumulated
faults. It was above all the rude tone at the first construction
meeting which I really disliked and which I immediately tackled.
”Gentlemen” I said, ”I have been send for from Lapland and
assigned to take over the supervision of this factory construction
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My last construction site at the harbour of Antwerp. (Photo: Iris
Kivimäki).
site. That’s my job that I am going to do. And from now on
discussions about problem solving will take place only in a
matter-of-fact tone. ” After four weeks I had the construction site
firmly under control.
It had become winter, and at a temperature of only minus -1
degrees Celsius the entire construction crew left the factory
grounds and went to the nearest pub to spend the ”bad weather
allowance” on a couple of drinks. Immediately I put a stop to that.
I commissioned the responsible factory director to let cover the
openings for the windows of the building under construction with
plastic sheeting, to procure a hot-air blower and a soup kitchen to
provide the workers with warm soup. This was immediately put
into action. The next morning, when the temperature dropped to
-2 ° C, I prevented the workers from leaving the construction site
through the factory gate. I pointed out to them that reasonable
working conditions had been created in the building according to
common practice in my home country in the winter.
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During the lunch break, when hot soup was offered to the workers
from the soup kitchen, one of the ”troublemakers” invited me
with the words: ”here we even get good hot soup, please eat
with us.” These measures led to the work running at full speed
without temperature-related interruptions and with a significantly
improved working atmosphere. I was amused to hear that the
director of the factory boasted to the colleague of the same group
in Cologne that he had introduced ”winter construction” and
thereby prevented further construction delays of this important
project.
The progress at the construction site went smoothly. After work
I visited the Finnish sailors’ church in Antwerp. I was in the
basement of the building where I made myself useful in repairing
the slightly worn sauna. When asked by the pastor who I was
I replied that I was the new carpenter. One day, Iris Kivimaki,
the pastor’s wife, who also interviewed politicians in Brussels,
asked me if she could visit me in my working environment
where there was a neighbouring nuclear power plant, the world’s
largest ship elevator and the Antwerp Port Industrial District. The
factory management gave the permit for the visit. Iris Kivimäki
was impressed by the huge industrial plants that stretched as far
as Amsterdam. As a result, the article ”The Defender of Finnish
Primeval Forests in Belgium” appeared in the ”Green Thread”,
the mouthpiece of the Green Party in Finland. The magazine
showed me on the front page wearing my white construction
helmet and with the industrial plant as background.
Meanwhile Rüdiger Wohlers had as a lobbyist been busy for
nature conservation in Brussels and succeeded in getting via some
channel a query about the fate of the endangered primeval forests
in Finland in the European Parliament. That was an unexpected
help that I have never forgotten. I was also astonished to learn
that the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, FAZ, published my
letter to the editor about the threatened forests of Lapland.
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At that time a Russian battle cruiser was on a naval visit to
Antwerp in stormy weather. During docking the ship hit the
quay wall of the Schelde river. The wall collapsed along with
the bollards and the newspaper reported laconically the next day:
”Und keener wees, wer soll dat betalen?” (And nobody knows
who is to pay for it?)
The ship’s officers had shore leave, but the sailors and the rest
of the crew had to stay on board. Many Antwerpians admired
the warship moored at the pier of the Schelde river. There was
a lively exchange of goods as the sailors threw buttons off their
naval uniforms to the spectators and the they reciprocated by
throwing up cigarette packages to the sailors.
On this occasion, I met a sailor from Flanders, with whom I had
a conversation. When I told him that I was a Finn, he laughingly
remembered that Finnish sailors used to be the wildest in the pub
battles. He regretted that many of these pubs no longer existed
today. They had been the special touch of the Antwerp harbor
district. He went on to say that as a young boy he had been with
the Hitler Youth and was later beaten for it.
In the Maritime Museum of Antwerp I recognized the steering
wheel of the Finnish ship ”Oihonna”. One of these Finnish
passenger ships sunk in the Baltic Sea including the documents
required for the wedding of our parents. The ship was lifted and
the wedding papers delivered subsequently, but by that time our
parents were already married.
Another memory is associated with the city park in Antwerp.
Together with Margarete, who visited me in Antwerp, we walked
about the park where we met a man who fed stray cats. I noticed
that there was a close relationship between these cats and the old
man. We started talking and he said that feeding the cats was a
life’s work for him. ”You have to speak French with cats,” he
said. ”German is the language for elephants.”
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However, one of his sentences affected me: ”Arabs and Jews
have no heart for animals,” he said, which also reflected my own
experience in the Arab countries.
Mr Haux had asked me not to mention that I was a conservationist.
After my successful conclusion as leader of the factory construction
project, I was, to my surprise, invited to a dinner by the factory
director to celebrate the occasion. Now I thought it was a proper
moment to give a lecture about my nature conservation activity,
which was met with interest. Later, I got a postcard telling me
that the site of the project had not exceeded the calculated costs,
which is rarely the case with such large construction projects.

An Attractive Job Offer
I returned from Antwerp in May 1992 to our home Pyrynmaa.
Judging by the traces the water had left, the flood of the Ivalo
River had been high. The migratory birds had returned from the
south, the buds of the birches were just opening into leaves and
the bumble bees were buzzing in the flowering willows. It felt
good to be back at home in nature.
Our address at that time was still Poste restante, Ivalo. A letter had
arrived. ”We’re coming from the Maritime Church of Antwerp
with a whole bunch of people. Regards, Iris Kivikäki”. Margarete
and I were delighted to welcome them as our first guests in spring
time.
Then we got another letter stating that two CEOs from the same
Antwerp chemical group I had been working for were coming
in two weeks time, late in the evening, with a Cessna airplane
to Ivalo Airport and they wanted to meet me. They asked for
specific instructions on how to find our house on the Ivalo River.
I send them a map of the two-mile route from the airport to the
Ivalo River where on its shore they would find our rowing boat.
Our house being directly across the river.
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The guests arrived at midnight. I had warmed our sauna for the
guests and Margarete prepared a vegetable soup for them and
made their beds in the guestroom. The guests did not waste much
time and came straight to the point with reason behind their visit.
“There is a large-scale chemical plant construction of the same
type as that under the direction of your management last year in
the Antwerp port area. The project site this time is located on
the other side of the Atlantic in Brazil. The area is still covered
with rainforest and all the necessary infrastructure is still under
construction. We have come to the conclusion on account of your
successful work last year that you are the person we are looking
for. ”
The guests left after breakfast the next day. I promised to think
about the offer and give them my answer soon. As I mentioned
before, I knew I was at the top of my career as a successful
engineer. I could have continued and secured for myself a plush
pension that otherwise would remain quite modest
I gave the offer a lot of thought, but in the end I came to the
conclusion that as a conservationist I didn’t want to be part of a
construction work which involved further destruction of Brazil’s
rainforests, I remembered also having read an article in the
German Newspaper FAZ how indigenous tribes had been driven
away from the rainforest where they were living and were even
killed in some cases. In my opinion any clearing of rainforest in
Brazil should be avoided at all costs. My place as a conservationist
now was at the forfront where the struggle for the preservation of
untouched nature took place every day even in my own country.

Snow mobile Trip to Reindeer Herders’ Wilderness
Cabin with the Reporter of GEO (1991)
The well known magazine GEO decided to send the reporter
Christian Schwägerl to North Lapland to have a look at the last
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wilderness forests near the boundary of the timberline and the
beginning treeless area zone, in order to write an article about the
situation. The area in question comprised the Hammastunturi and
Kirakka regions with their old pine forests and beautiful lakes
and hills.
The reporter Mr Schwägerl came in March 1991. I met him in
Ivalo and we reported his arrival to the reindeer herders of the
region. A road for the purpose of logging and clear-cuts had been
planned to penetrate deep into the untouched forest. All reindeer
herders opposed the planned road and the clear-cut vehemently.
The motor sledge trip through roadless wilderness to the
”headquarter” of the reindeer herders I shall never forget. The
reporter had been placed in the sledge pulled by the motor
sledge of the reindeer man called Esko. On this day a horrible
snowstorm had been raging, forming huge snowdrifts like walls.
My motor sledge was a very heavy one and I was not prepared to
drive it in such a difficult terrain and under such horrible weather
conditions. When we came to a steep ridge my motor sledge
turned over and rolled down the hill. Esko came to help me and
we changed our sledges. For me it was much easier to handle the
lighter sledge of Esko. I remember when Esko drove with full
speed through one of the high snow drifts formed by the storm so
that I was able to follow him.
Before our arrival at the building of the reindeer herders at
Ronkalake some men with their motor sledges where on the look
out for us worrying whether we had succeeded in finding our
way to Ronkalake on this stormy day. On our arrival we learned
that all reindeer herders of the region where assembled at their
”headquarter”. On a table all articles concerning the wilderness
forest of the region where spread out, mostly dealing with my
efforts to save the forest from destruction.
I have often asked myself whether the wilderness forest of
Kirakka could have been spared from construction of the road
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and the following clear cutting if the article in the GEO magazine
had been published immediately after the visit of the reporter, but
the procedure of sending a photographer once in the winter and
once in the summer delayed the article for two years and during
this time the area had been devastated by heavy loggings which
caused an irreparable loss of unique wilderness.

The Fate of Petra Kelly and Gerd Bastian. (1992)
About that time I received a message from Petra Kelly that she
had to leave her office in the German Bundestag. ”There would
have been still so much to do”, she deplored. Later I received a
parcel containing the book she had written: Tibet - a violated
country and also a newspaper memo from the San Francisco
Chronicle showing Petra Kelly and Gerd Bastian on the occasion
of the publication of their book.
Their alleged suicide or what is meant by it, has shaken me
deeply. However, in all the reports which maintain that Petra
Kelly became a frightened woman who no longer dared to
go out on the street alone, and which described Gerd Bastian
as a man who gave up and had no strength anymore, I do not
recognise the same persons whom I met only three years earlier
in Inari as courageous fighters for the environment and human
rights and who impressed me deeply. In my opinion, there is no
motive for what has happened. Their fighting spirit is shown in
the concluding lines of a letter addressed to the Prime Minister of
Finland, at that time Mr Harri Holkeri. This is a copy of the letter
which I received. It states:
We appeal to you to do all possible to save such precious Nordic
forests as the Kessi Forest and the Ivalo River Forests. We also
appeal to you to help create more awareness in Finland for the
rights and the needs of the indigenous Sami population in Lapland.
They have been the first victims of ongoing environmental
destruction in their home region and have little chance, if any, to
speak up on these issues and be heard.
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”We are writing this Open Letter in the spirit of friendship
and respect for Finland - especially respect for your neutrality
politics. We urge you to help save some of the last precious Nordic
forests in Finnish Lapland and we urge you to help create more
awareness and understanding for the Sami way of life”
Petra Kelly
Member of the
German Bundestag
The Green

Gerd Bastian
Generals Peace and
Disarmament

A strong question arises when I am thinking of the responses to
the Dalai Lama’s visits to Western countries. The fear of China’s
economic sanctions went so far that the former German Foreign
Minister Kinkel rejected a flower garland that the Dalai Lama
wanted to wrap on him at the welcome ceremony. At that time the
German human rights activist, Petra Kelly, dares to make the first
appeal about Tibet in the German Bundestag, engages herself in
a Tibet forum, publishes her book ”Tibet - a violated country”,
meets the Dalai Lama in person, participates in an international
conference on Tibet and writes another book entitled ”Tibet
Accuses”, referring to China’s guilty conscience for the unlawful
annexation of Tibet, but accuses also her own country and the
Western world for accepting the annexation as a fait accompli.
Is she not uncomfortable for everyone and an obstacle? Here I
perceive a clear motive for the liquidation of Kelly and Bastian
by some secret service, in compliance with all measures to fake
a suicide. I shall always remember her as a fighter for nature and
human rights who never gave up.

Meeting the Dalai Lama in Lapland
On his many travels the Dalai Lama a l s o visited also Lapland.
We decided to drive to the small place Hetta where his visit was
expected. In order not to lose face the Finnish government had
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sent only the Minister of the Environment, Pekka Haavisto from
the Green Party to the meeting. Even in such a remote place lots
of people gathered around the Dalai Lama to get an autograph.
When I stood in front of him I handed him the book by Kelly and
said only: ”You know what has happened.” He affectionately
wrote his name in the book, handed it back to me, and the pressure
of his hand-shake expressed more than words can do. We both
knew that we had lost an irreplaceable friend.

GEO reporting about the primeval forests of Lapland
The lengthy preparation time it takes to get some articles finally
published is illustrated in the case of one published by GEO
magazine. In the autumn of 1991 I undertook a trip on a dogsled
together with the journalist Christian Schwägerl through forests
and mountains of the Hammastunturi wilderness. In July and
September 1992, I and my wife Margarete showed these
wilderness areas to ”GEO” photographer Guido Mangold, but
the publication in the ”GEO” magazine was not published until
February 1994 under the title ”Zu Kleinholz verdammt” (Doomed
to matchwood), a 16-page report with images. This report
was also mentioned by our largest daily newspaper ”Helsingin
Sanomat”.

How I met Spiegel Journalist Dr. Renate Nimtz-Köster
(1993)
In the autumn of 1993 I received a letter from the Spiegel journalist
Renate Nimtz-Köster in which she asked for an interview about
the forests of Lapland. It was difficult for me to imagine that
a political magazine like Der Spiegel would be interested in an
environmental topic. In my imagination a female journalist of
a politically orientated magazine like Der Spiegel could only
be a robust and fearsome person. However, I was surprised to
meet a lady whose charismatic charm and pleasing appearance
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Our enlarged logcabin and vegetable patches.

Interior view of our log cabin with the big oven of steatite.
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impressed me favourably. At the hotel Ivalo where I met her she
was conversing with the forest ranger Pertti Veijola, who wanted
to show her a ”soft touch” of forest managing next day. We
arranged that after this excursion, I should pick her up and take her
to our log cabin together with her accompanying photographer.
Everyone who enters our log cabin for the first time is taken by
the atmosphere of our home. It is the work of many helpful hands,
more or less perfect. Here I could talk freely about our primeval
forests, the defense and preservation of which I have made my
life’s work.
The lady journalist and I often met during the following years
in Lapland where we defended endangered environments. A
comradely friendship connects us with Renate until this day.

Spiegel Article ”Raiders in the North”
The article of the Spiegel magazine ”Plünderer im Norden”,
(Raiders in the North), caused a real scandal in Canada and
Finland. While the focus of deforestation has so far been on
Brazil, this report showed the alarming extent of clear cutting
of boreal primeval forests worldwide. Both GEO as well as the
German magazine Der Spiegel showed photos of vast clearcut areas, which in their mercilessness caused a feeling of
hopelessness and depression.
GEO wrote about a clear-cutting area in northern Lapland:
Lunar landscape made by man, empty spaces cut through with
forest roads, a desolate scenery. Under a photo of deforested
mountain slopes in Alaska the magazine Der Spiegel
commented: ”Of the complex forest structure that has developed
since the last ice age, only a desert of tree debris is left over..
One sentence in the magazine Der Spiegel particularly shocked
me: The Russian taiga, which comprises more than half of the
world’s coniferous forests, is threatened by the widespread
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overexploitation of Japanese, Chinese, South Korean and
American timber importers. Siberian forests are also threatened
by the frantic search for oil and natural gas. A fact that has not
got the necessary attention it deserves is the ongoing destruction
of ecosystems that have grown over thousands of years and
which are the homeland of indigenous peoples. They fight for
the conservation of their environment like the Sami in Northern
Lappland, or the Nasheds in Alaska, the Nenets, Nansi, Chukchi
in Siberia, just to name a few of them. They are almost powerless
against the sell out and destruction of their region. Nobody
defends them or cares about the few thousand indigenous
peoples who live in these remote, inhospitable northern regions.
They only stand in the way of ’progress’, which rather should
be called a ’step back’.

Foundation of the Taiga Rescue Network TRN
In the summer of 1995 when the Internet provided for the first
time the opportunity for worldwide communication, the loose
association of all Nordic environmental organizations, including
Greenpeace, were founded under the name of Taiga Rescue
Network TRN and under the leadership of the Swedish-American
researcher Karin Lindahl in the small place of Jokkmokk situated
in Northern Sweden. I myself was among the founding members.
It was indeed a wonderful liberating feeling to meet all
these mostly young conservationists and speak with people,
who came from all parts of the northern world with the goal of
preserving and defending the boreal forests. Here you could
m a k e lifelong friends, on whose word and help you could
depend on.
The film about the forest destruction shown by the conservationists
during the meeting, as well as the the photos in GEO and in the Der
Spiegel, let the destruction drama come alive in all force and
effect. The extent of the clear-cut and cleared forests exceeded
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all imagination. These film shots, mostly taken from an airplane,
showed clearly how far one is still away from sustainable forest
management in these areas. A forest management that would
show respect for its ecosystem and its living animals and also
humans.

My Visit as an Activist to the Kola Peninsula in Russia
(1996)
The following year I received a letter from the Finnish Nature
Conservation Association asking me whether I was interested in
taking part in a sensitive TRN expedition to the Kola Peninsula
in Russia. Nobody else of the Finnish conservationists
but I agreed to participate. Two weeks prior to Midsummer
Day I got the information that a Swedish expetition crew
would arrive during that day in Ivalo. Our meeting point
we agreed upon was at the the post ofice of Ivalo. People
visited this place dayly, because there were not only the
post office, but also shops, a bank and a phone box. Whilst
sitting on a bench, waiting for the arrival of the Swedish
espedition team, a young man kept me company. He said
to me: ”You seem to be a man with sense, but does it give
you pleasure to hike around carrying this heavy backpack?
I give you the good advice, the only hike woth wile, is to
wander from one pub to the next”. An elderly woman who
I knew well and who saw my heavy backpack, too, asked
me: ”Harald where are you going this time”? ”I am going to
Russia,” I answered. Horrified she exclaimed: ”Just make
sure you come back from that country. Many a conservationist
has already been killed there,” That fact could not be denied,
but I promised to take care of myself. With this dangerous and
uncertain prospect, I traveled with the TRN team to the Russian
border. There a serious incident was about to wreck our whole
visit to Russia when, after the formalities at the border station,
we went on with our journey. The driver of our second car ahead
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of us turned suddenly to the right where he took by mistake a
broad even track of sand as the main road. We sounded the horn
of our car frantically, because this was not a road, but the Russian
borderline. The car ahead of us didn’t stop but continued to
drive on. Perhaps he thought we sounded the horn for f u n . I
knew at once that this was serious business and was afraid of
what might happen.
After approximately five hundred metres the car was stopped
by Russian border guards. We stopped too and with the help
of our Russian interpreter we tried to explain our mistake and
apologised. I was almost sure that the officer of the guards had
orders to arrest anybody whom they met on this borderline. And
so it was like a miracle when the officer ordered us to drive back
to the border station. Our Swedish team had no idea of what a
fearful situation their carelessness had brought us into.

The Desolate Landscape of Montsegorsk
We could continue our travel to Murmansk on a long sandy road
with lots of deep potholes and logs on both sides of the road. In
Murmansk we met and spent the night with the Russian fellow
conservationists. At that time shortage of food reigned in Russia.
The little food we got consisted of a few tomatoes, cucumbers
and tasty Russian bread, all being fairly distributed. On the
other hand there was no lack of Vodka and after we had drunk
extensively on eternal friendship, I fell into a leaden sleep. The
next day our two fully loaded Volvo cars headed south. We soon
drove through a landscape of dying forests, a sight with miles
and miles of dead spruce and pine trees. Even the soil vegetation
showed no green. The cause of this forest dying soon came into
view, it was the nickel smelting plant of Montsegorsk. Four high
chimneys appeared, two of them barely recognizable through the
poisonous smoke. Finally we saw the whole hellish complex.
The Swedes were discussing excitedly. I understood only a few
words. Next we went to the cemetery of the city of Montsegorsk.
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There we noticed that none of the deceased had been much older
than 45 years.
There will be some action here, I thought, but the journey
continued. We reached the Karelian town of Kandalash (in Finnish
Kantalahti) on the White Sea, which had formerly belonged to
North Karelia. Here I saw the obligatory monument of the Great
Patriotic War from 1941 to 1945 against Germany, but not a single
monument dedicated to the many Russian soldiers fallen in the
Winter War of 1939-1940 against Finland. This war of aggression
against Finland is shamefully concealed, as it fits badly with the
image of the former ”peace-loving” Soviet Union.

Russian Forest Activists on the Kola Peninsula
Again this was not yet the goal of our trip. We continued along
the south coast of the Kola Peninsula until a logging path led
north. Here we climbed into a truck with four-wheel drive, high
ground clearance and a container on the loading space. An oven
standing in the middle of the container had a stovepipe wrapped
in asbestos strips at its roof exit. With each of the increasingly
frequent potholes, the asbestos-clad pipe bumped against the
worn-out roof duct so that each of us had to press his foot against
the pipe in alternating rotation to avoid reaching our target
poisened by asbestos.
Now the road became impassable even for a four-wheel driven
vehicle and we shouldered our backpacks to continue on foot. On
the way I saw a tank-like vehicle which was probably used for
pulling logs out of the forest. Suddenly, after a bend in the path,
a forest came into view, with thick and very tall pine and spruce
trees, bright reindeer moss on the ground, then finally a bridge of
mighty tree trunks that led over a narrow river. At the top of the
river lay a lake that still carried a sheet of ice. Behind the lake
rose a wooded mountain of majestic grandeur.
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On the opposite side I saw that this clear-water river was flowing
into another forest-clad hilly, ice-free lake, the unspoiled nature
of which filled me with awe. This was a paradise of which rarely
one exits nowadays. Not a single trace of cultivation was visible.
Only on closer inspection did I see a red flag between the tops
of the trees. As I learned later, a group of young Russians had
set themselves the goal of protecting this wonderful landscape.
They had built a ”partisan camp” in the woods, according to their
words, and blocked the bridge against the lumberjacks. That took
a lot of courage. So far there had not been a major escalation.
As I stood on the bridge admiring the landscape a Swede came
up to me and asked if I would dare to swim down the river. Even
though I was a little bit shy to disturb this idyll my hesitation
was suddenly swept away. Taking off my clothes and dipping
into the river with a dive was a matter of a few seconds. I swam
downstream with a sense of relief. When I crept onto the shore
after a certain distance and looked back at the bridge, all the
young Russian conservationists from the tent camp had gathered
on the bridge and applauded enthusiastically marvelling what
madman who enjoyed swimming in ice-cold water.
My heavy backpack quickly became lighter as I started sharing
its content with the young people. We sat together by the campfire
in the evening and a girl told me that she had already once before
taken part in a demonstration protesting against the logging in
that region which was broken up by the militia, who hit them with
batons. I met the same girl a year later in East Karelia.
Taking leave of the young Russian conservationists the next
day I was worried about how they would fare with their bridge
blockade, remembering the fierce attack of the forest workers
against the conservationists in the jungle of Sumatra.
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An Almost Impossible Task
We took the same way back. After reaching the Montsegorsk
Nickel combine our leader of the expedition, Karin Lindahl,
explained to me: ”The purpose of our trip is to visit the forestry
office in Murmansk to demand the protection of this unique
landscape in the south of the Kola Peninsula and to ensure
that the young Russians will be protected against the brutality
of the wood mafia. But the most important reason for our trip
is to write a report on the nickel smelting plant of Monsegorsk
and the tremendous environmental damage caused by the toxic,
unfiltered emissions of sulphur dioxide and of heavy metal dust
from this industrial plant.
At this stage Karin said to me: ”Your job will be to get into
the factory in whatever way you chose together with a Swedish
journalist and a Russian interpreter, in order to take photos and
talk to the factory director. We have sought in vain for a permit to
enter the site,” Thunder and lightning, I thought, this seems to be
the somewhat delicate task that the Finnish Association for Nature
Conservation had hinted in their letter to me. Without permission
it was next to impossible to get access to the well guarded hellish
complex. I asked Karin to give me ten minutes to think the situation
over. White magic like in Sumatra did not help here. I had to call
other forces for assistance. In my mind I turned to all old FinnoUgric gods, all the forest and earth spirits and hoped for help. ”I
have to perform this task, so please, help me I uttered! Then I spoke
the magic rune from the Finnish national epic, the Kalevala, the
”Bear Incantation ”. Now I was ready for action.
Here I could only act with the utmost impudence. We drove to
the guarded entrance gate, and there I probably pulled off the
biggest show of my life by addressing the guard of the gate in an
excited manner: ”I am urgently expected, but late due to adverse
circumstances”, I informed him through the interpreter. ”The
matter is of the utmost importance!”, I shouted. The forces called
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by me seemed to respond. The general manager of the factory was
somewhere on the plant and could not be reached. The secretary
could not find anything in the desk diary, but became uncertain
because of the alleged important high-level and secretive meeting.
Consequently we were allowed to enter the premises of the plant.
The next problem was to find the director of the combine. In
a German plant the management is usually located on the top
floor of the tallest building, because from there you have the best
overview of the complex. That was the case here, too. We took
the elevator to the top floor where the secretary of the director
received us in a friendly manner, but the subsequent roar and
raving of the director was cinematic.
After repeated threats of being arrested by the militia and put in
jail, a common way of coping with problems in Russia, I could
calmly explain to the exhausted and annoyed director, that the
aim of our visit was to find a way of helping to improve the
badly damaged environment, by which both the people working
in the factory as well the suffering environment would benefit.
The article to be written together with the necessary photos
should draw attention to the environmental problems and thus
contribute in Finland and Sweden to finding solutions to reduce
the destructive emissions of sulphur and heavy metals, which do
not stop at any border. The result was that we were allowed to
take photos of the whole factory. The environmental engineer of
the plant was instructed to answer all our questions.

Hell is Feeling a Little Bit Better
With great satisfaction, I read later in Lapland’s newspaper
”Lapin Kansa” of 18.11.2011 under the heading Hell is a now a
little better: The industrial desert of Montsegorsk is recovering
slowly. The black scenery is still overshadowed by a cloud of
sulphur, but compared to the nineties. You can already recognise
growth of grass and small trees. The sulphur output of 1998
with 253 thousand tons decreased in 2010 to 109 thousand tons.
Wastewater treatment has also improved.
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As an Activist in East Karelia
In autumn 1996 I received an invitation from the TRN to a forest
conference of two days in Kuusamo near the border to russian
East Karelia. A radio and television crew planned to film a huge
deforestation area in neighboring East Karelia combined with a
visit to a primeval forest near Vuokkiniemi, which should be put
under protection.
Vuokkiniemi is a small place which rouses nostalgic memories
in me, because here our father had fought in 1918 together with
other Finnish volunteers to free East Karelia from the oppression
of the Soviet Union. Vuokkiniemi is also one of the places where
the Finnish physician Elias Lönnroth collected and wrote down
the runes of the Finnish national epic the Kalevala. It felt deeply
moved to stand on this historic ground. Although we all had a
valid visa, the mayor of the town of Kostamus wanted us to be sent
to prison as conservationists right after the necessary registration.
”You can do that,” our interpreter replied, ”but remember that
there is a television team and a radio reporter here, whose report
would cause a scandal.” Our interpreter informed us that the
Russian mayor replied: ”In the good old days of the Soviet Union
people like you would have landed in the GULAG”.
The sight of the clear-cutting area stretching over many square
kilometres was depressing. The Kuusamo newspaper wrote the
following day in its editorial ”A Landscape Like the End of the
World”. The primeval forest near Vuokkiniemi, where we went
next, seemed to me like a cathedral of trees. When entering this
forest I had the feeling of being in a sacred grove. Overwhelmed,
I sat down on the musty trunk of a storm-felled giant tree and let
my gaze wander from one tree to the next. I saw already already
half-disappeared burn scars on the trunks of the oldest trees. Here
a long time ago a big fire had apparently swept over the forest,
perhaps caused by lightning. The silvery trunks of dead pines
shone in the dim light. Where fallen trees had cut a breach in the
forest the next generation of trees was already growing up.
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Vuokkiniemi looked more like a place from a hundred years ago
with its, grey log houses and beautiful ornate window frames. We
were warmly welcomed and hosted with delicious soup in an old
school building. What was frustrating were the lengthy speeches
by the communist functionaries, whose sole purpose it was to
prevent any contact between us and the people of the village.
The people of Vuokkiniemi are not Russians, but Karelians, who
are related to us Finns and therefore we could understand the
language and speak with them.
Mostly elderly people who had survived the Stalinistic terror and
the subsequent relocation by force, had returned to their villages
in the sequence of the Glasnost, now trying to lead a normal life
without fear and terror. At the time of my visit to East Karelia
I didn’t know that even members of the Helander family were
persecuted and killed during the terrible years of terror in the
USSR. This my brother and I learned only later from a distant
relative of us.

The Forest of Sandarmoh (2000)
My brother Ilmari got a phone call informing him that a certain
Roy Helander and his family from the United States were visiting
Finland and wanted to get in touch with us. From what our father
had told us we knew that members of the Helander family had
emigrated to America during the twenties of last century and
therefore we were, of course, keen to meet Roy Helander and
curious to learn who he was. So my brother Ilmari invited him
and his family to his place Pandala near Helsinki, the capital of
Finland. Roy, aged 75, turned out to be the son of Niilo Helander,
who in turn was one of the sons of our great uncle of the same
name and one of the emigrants of the twenties to the USA. What
Roy Helander told us during his visit was a story of unbelievable
action and drama.
His story began with the emigration to America of three sons of
our great-uncle Niilo Helander in 1915. Our ancestral research
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shows that the eldest of these sons was a naval captain and was
lost in the civil war in Mexico. The second of the sons was a
sailor and his track was lost as a fisherman at the Columbia River
in America. The youngest son Niilo, who had the same name as
his father, became a master builder in New York. He built onefamily houses, which he and his Finnish wife Aima first inhabited
themselves before selling them after some time. In 1928 Aima
gave birth to her son Roy Helander.
With the stock market crash of 1929 on Wall Street in New York
a long lasting recession began in the US, associated with high
unemployment. This was a breeding ground for the socialistically
orientated Finns who had emigrated to America and who in turn
were now courted by agitators for emigration to Soviet East Karelia,
where skilled workers were urgently needed for the establishing of
a socialist society, a ”paradise for workers and peasants”.
It should be noted that the Finnish emigrants soon divided into
two groups in America, namely the religious Church people and
the socialistically minded Hall people. The latter founded meeting
centres with theatrical and musical performances as well as dance
and happy get-togethers. The Church people, however, drew their
strength from faith to survive in the hard system of capitalism. By
contrast, the Hall people were committed socialists and strongly
believed in the idea of communism. Among these, the promotion
of emgration to Soviet Karelia was a resounding success.
After 1930, there was a wave of enthusiasm amon the Finnish
Hall people for emigration to Soviet East Karelia. One of the
recruiters was Oscar Corgan, who himself went to East Karelia
with his wife Katrin and their children. Karelia, with its countless
lakes and vast forests reminded them of their Finnish homeland.
The linguistic relationship between the Finnish and Karelian
language was also an additional incentive. Karelia was also the
primordial cell of Finnish culture, where doctor Elias Lönnrot
wrote down, at the last minute, the verses still remembered by
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the old people in Karelia thus compiling the still known verses of
the Finnish national epic, the Kalevala.
Niilo Helander was also seized by the ”Karelian Fever”. However,
he initially left his wife Aima and his son Roy back in America
to create the necessary conditions to catch up with his family. In
addition Aima had a good job as a cook in the household of
the world-famous physicist Albert Einstein. Hilda, Aima’s sister,
went to Karelia with her husband Leo, who was a well-known

Pauli Corgan, Hilda Kauppi (Nyman) and her nephew Roy.
singer in the United States. The two were so convinced in their
belief in socialism that Aima decided to follow the request of
Hilda to bring her son Roy to Karelia, so that he could receive
the true socialist education in the right environment. Under
the supervision of Hilda, Roy, who w a s eight years old,
attended 1938 the Finnish school in Petroskoi from 1936 to 1938
(Petrosavosk in Russian).
While communists from many countries spontaneously and
uncontrolled entered into Russia, the emigration of the Finns from
America to Russia was planned and organized and also based on the
invitation of the Soviet Union, which was later typically denied by
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Russian Foreign Minister Molotov. According to this invitation, the
Finns even had to apply for the immigration into Karelia, and only
those who had a good vocational training and who were considered
by a committee to posses true communist sentiments were taken
into account. It was also taken for granted that the applicants had to
sell all their possessions prior to their emigration.
I have often wondered about the idealism of the American
Finns who emigrated from Americ to Karelia. They had all
the prerequisites to realise their dream of a just and humane
communism, unshakable faith, craftsmanship, financial resources
and the necessary machinery and equipment for agriculture
and forestry. They went to work with great zeal under the most
adverse circumstances, and they made the first notable successes
of which they were proud.
In 1934 Joseph Stalin began with The Terror directed against his
own people. After eliminating vast numbers of his compatriots
and competitors to gain by show trials, he built a reign of terror
that cost the lives of millions. (According to researchers, the
estimation lay between 13 and 22 million). No one was safe
from the arbitrary purges, neither officers nor generals of the
Soviet army, nor his Communist comrades, farmers with more
than three cows or ordinary citizens on the street. Masses of
the intellectuals, communist-minded defectors from European
countries, linguistic minorities and many of the 6,000 Finnish
immigrants from Canada and the United States, who went to
Karelia in the 1920s and 1930s, fell victims to the terror.
Unimaginable was the suffering of those affected. Arbitrary and
lawless arrests, torture, expulsions and shootings, the extinction of
minority mother tongues, inhuman labour camps, the starvation of
millions of peasants in the Ukraine and the punishment of returning
POWs were among the evil systems of Joseph Stalin’s Terror.
To keep the clean-up operations as secret as possible the secret
police usually came during the night to pick up their victims
who could take only the bare necessities with them. It was later
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learned that interrogations and absurd charges took place. In
vain, those arrested asserted their innocence, showed their party
passports and vowed to be convinced Communists. Under torture,
aconfession was extorded and in accordance with the indictment
the verdic was proclaimed: People’s enemy of the USSR, or spy.
Death by shooting or 10 to 20 years labor camp, where under the
inhumane conditions most of the inmates died.
Niilo was also picked up by the NKWD at night. Hilda, alone and
very worried after the disappearance of Niilo, informed her sister
Aima of the disappearance of Niilo and advised her to come as
soon as possible in order to take her son Roy back to America.
Aima arrived in Petroskoi just in time to fetch her son Roy and
travel with him to safety in Finland before the border was closed.
From there she returned to America. Hilda, an actress at the theatre
in Petroskoi, and her husband Leo suffered the usual fate of the
immigrants. Hilda was shot during 1938 and Leo was sentenced
to 10 years in a labour camp and was never heard of or seen again.
What may these unfortunate idealists have felt during the last
minutes of their lives, given the screaming injustice of their
sentences. How could the disappointment and betrayal have
affected them after their commitment to the new homeland, and
as loyal convinced Communists? Could they even grasp that?
From the isolated world of the Soviet Union, little of these
criminal occurrences leaked outward. Inside, too, the propaganda
provided the slogan: The Communist Party makes no mistakes.
The omnipresent terror made certain that no criticism of the
inhuman system came out. Those Finns, who nevertheless
managed to escape the terror and returned to America, were silent
out of shame about their experience, which stood in such contrast
to their idea of a communist society
Both Roy’s mother Aima, as well as Roy himself, were left for
many years in total uncertainty about what had happened to Niilo
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and so they hoped for a long time for a sign of life from him. The
attack of the Soviet Union on Finland, which started the so-called
Winter War of 1939-40 and the War of Continuation between
The USSR and Finland from 1941 to 1944, as well as the Second
World War from 1939 to 1945, which was soon followed by the
Iron Curtain, dispelled any hope of finding out more about the
fate of Niilo Helander. The death of Aima in 1966 also ended the
correspondence between her and her relatives in Finland. The
adult Roy Helander moved to Massachusetts, married Mary Lou,
an Irishwoman and worked as a master builder. The marriage was
blessed with five children.
The introduction of Glasnost and Perestroika under Michael
Corbachov and the Internet finally made it possible to obtain
information about the disappearance of relatives in the USSR.
Roy’s relatives in Finland searched the Internet for telephone
directories in order to find Roy Helander and found him in the
state of Massachusetts in 1998. Now it was also possible to get
access to the hitherto top secret archive of the NKWD, the Secret
Police. It is thanks to Mayme Sevander, who in the period of
Glasnost made inquiries about the fate of many of the American
Finns who immigrated into Karelia, and thus finally created
clarity about the violent end of Niilo Helander. Mayme Sevander
was the daughter of Oscar Corgan, who moved with his entire
family in 1934 from America to Karelia and was shot in 1938.
Roy Helander, who received this shocking news 60 years after
his father’s death, wanted to visit his grave in Karelia and also
his relatives still living in Finland. There was no grave, as in a
cemetery, but in 1997, after years of searching, a large mass grave
had been discovered in Sandarmoh, which lies in a Karelian
forest. In the now accessible records Mayme Sevander found also
the names of Niilo Helander and Hilda, as well as that of Oscar
Corgan, her father, all buried in this mass grave.
At the age of 72 Roy Helander spoke every day about wanting to
travel to Finland and East Karelia, if necessary alone. The family,
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of course, did not want him to go by himself, and so Roy travelled
on August 17th, 2000 to Helsinki, accompanied by his wife Mary
Lou, his daughters Elina and Kerry, and her husband Perry.
In Helsinki they were greeted by Roy’s cousin Pirkko. With a
rented minibus they drove to the place Pyhäranta, where Roy’s
grandparents had lived and who he had visited at the age of four
and si+x years (1932 and 1934) together with his mother Aima.
The journey continued over the border to the Karelian city of
Aunus, where they stayed in a hotel. The destination of the next
day was the city of Petroskoi.
Here Pirkko had a big surprise for Roy. She had found Roy’s
schoolfriend, Pauli Corgan, after a long search. He was until 1997
principal of the same Finnish school in Petroskoi that Roy and he
had attended together. The two recognized each other immediately
again, despite 60 years of separation. What emotion may the two
have felt in their embrace of reunion, which was such a miracle.
During the drive to Sandarmoh Pauli Corgan spoke about his life
after the disappearance of his father, Oscar Corgan, in 1938. Pauli
was recruited to forced labour at the age of 14, escaped from the
labor camp but was arrested again and taken to the notorious
Tscheljabinsk Forced Labour Camp where, weakened through
slavery and hunger he was sent to the hospital of the camp to die.
There, German doctors rescued the life of Pauli who was by then
a walking sceleton.
In 1944 the Soviet government decided that all those evacuated
from the combat zone could return to the liberated areas. The
whole family had hoped to the very last that their father was still
alive. Only through being able to look into archives did Pauli
learne of the violent end of his father. Mayme worked in the
intelligence service and sent the required official return papers to
Pauli and his mother and to her sister Aino. On the return journey,
Pauli was arrested again on the train because of his escape from
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the first labour camp. His sister Mayme fought for two years
to get her brother released from prison. She even went to the
Supreme Soviet Court and got him freed.
Meanwhile, they reached the forest of Sandarmoh and searched
for the plaque of Oscar Corgan, which was soon found. For Niilo
and Hilda the plaques were still missing, but Mayme made sure
that they were also set up a year later. What sorrowful thoughts
and feelings must have filled Pauli and Roy at this place, where
their fathers rested who had come to this part of Karelia with
so much idealism and who were so abysmally betrayed and
murdered in such diabolical ways, can only be guessed. For the
victims it was incomprehensible at the time what happened to
them, and it is still unfathomable to posterity today.
The history of Finnish emigrants in America and Canada, as well
as the fate of those who immigrated into Karelia, was meticulously
researched by Mayme Sevander and recorded in a book entitled
Vaeltajat (Migrants). Tirelessly, she searched for reports of the
disappeared and for those who had survived the terror of Stalin
in Karelia, but also those who escaped and succeeded in returning
to America. They were mostly silent about their experince which
they did not want to disclose. Even though it is a long time ago the
memory of the Finnish emigrants and their fate in Karelia must
not be forgotten. That’s why I want to keep alive the memory of
these brave and idealistic people in my book.
Where totalitarianism leads to and what its unspeakable
consequences are for humanity, becomes clear through this
narrative. Totalitarianism is one of the scourges of humanity and
the opposite of democracy, which we are lucky enough to enjoy
today in Europe, where a lot of positive development took place
after the War. So, for example, far-sighted politicians finally
provided for the understanding between France and Germany,
and thus buried the centuries of hereditary hostility which
repeatedly caused bloody wars. There is also the exemplary and
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successful development of democracy in the Federal Republic
of Germany and the creation of the European Union, which
stands for prosperity and, above all, for 75 years of peace and
free borders in Europe, where human rights and freedom of
expression are achievements that persecuted people didn’t even
dream of in the last century. But these democratic developments
are not a matter of course, but they must be defended every day.
And that is something everybody should keep in mind!

Presentations on the Protection of Lapland’s last
Wilderness
Between 1987, when we moved from Indonesia to Lapland, and
the year 2000, I gave numerous lectures in Germany in order
to draw attention to the dwindling wilderness in Lapland. Here
I want to emphasize the importance of the support which I got
from many private individuals and environmental organisations.
Without their assistance I would have been confronted with a
hopeless task.
One of my first lectures took place in March 1991 at Trappenkamp
near Bad Segeberg in North Germany. On my arrival I was
surprised to meet my former boss, Mr Achilles, one hour prior
to the lecture. You have always been a fighter, were his words of
appreciation. Unfortunately, he passed away a year later, which
hit me deeply.
On March 19th, 1992 my lecture in the Franconian village of
Market Schnaittach, where I spent my youth, is one of my most
impressive memories. An old friend from our neighborhood,
Othmar Kohlmann, who came in 1946 together with his parents
as refugees from Silesia to Schnaitttach, advertised my lecture
in advance persistently so that the town hall was filled to the last
seat. There was hardly anyone among the audience who did not
know me. Including former school friends who had come from
near and far. Even my over 80-year-old teacher Mrs Schuhmann,
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who greeted me happily, could still remember me well as her
Finnish pupil when, at the time, she was a young teacher. ”A
drawing of you is still on my desk,” she told me.
”Lapland’s wilderness forests in danger” was the title of my
lecture at the University of Munich on February 8th, 1993 at
the invitation of Professor Schröder of the Wildbiologische
Gesellschaft. The evening before the lecture is worth telling
about. Professor Schröder had shot a chamois and prepared
venison. I contributed cranberrys from Lapland. Other guests
were two of his students. One of them had studied the giant otters
in the jungles of Peru for three years under the most difficult
circumstances. The two year-long observation of wolves in
Alaska of another guest present must also have been a most
difficult and patience requiring task. You probably experience
such a meeting only once in your life. My lecture addressed to an
audience of forestry professors and forestry students on the next
day was also complete success.

My Vision of a Forest Village (1990)
In the 1990s, an overheated economy was followed by a complete
economic slowdown in Finland. The number of unemployed,
especially among young people in Lapland, was shockingly high.
I could not stay inactive in such an emergency and observe the
situation apathetically. Something had to be done. I was thinking
carefully about in which area and line the creation of suitable
and permanent jobs would be possible to create here in northern
Lapland in the municipality of Inari. I envisaged a naturefriendly ecotourism on a cultural basis with the revival of old
craftsmanship. This should be accomplished in a Forest Village
to be built in the beautiful surroundings between Ivalo and Inari.
The Forest Village should be constructed as architecturally and
ecologically state-of-the-art residential modern wooden houses
and serve as models to arouse the attention of visiting tourists.
The location of the forest village would have been extremely
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convenient from the point of view of tourism as all tourists come
here on their trip to the North Cape and, according to experience,
like to visit such a site on their long trip through Finland.
This project, which would certainly also have been supported
by EU funds, could have created the jobs that were hoped for
and which were so important for the region. Now I was full of
zeal, designed the main building of the Forest Village, talked to
the council members and prepared a lecture series in Germany
in behalf of this project. NABU and BUND, the two nature
conservation associations in Germany, helped me with the
organization.

My vision and idea of the Forest Village. Pencil Drawing.
One of my lectures on April 18th 1999 was at the Kreismuseum
Syke near the town of Bremen. The hall was occupied to the last
seat. There I talked about the idea of the forest village, told of my
adventurous life as a site manager in many parts of the world, of
my extensive Lapland hikes and of my current way of life with
my German wife Margarete on our forest property at the Ivalo
River.
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Prior to my presentation I spent the afternoon in the museum
grounds where I showed interested spectators how to work on
log cabin construction. This successful lecture was followed
by others. For the Forest Village Project I managed to bring
the NDR television for a second time to visit Lapland and the
Deutschlandradio in Berlin invited me and my wife to a one-hour
LIFE broadcast about the project of the Forest Village.
Encouraged by this success, I turned to the well known Paper
and Pulp Corporation UPM Kymmene and ENSO which operate
not only in Finland but also worldwide. They listened to me and
were ready to participate in the project provided the municipality
of Inari would do the same. In addition to that the State Forestry
Administration agreed to provide a suitable peace of land near the
road between Ivalo and Inari.
Our Finnish President and later Nobel laureate Martti Ahtisaari
made his first state visit to Germany in autumn 1998. On such
an occasion, the newspapers seek to learn interesting and worth
knowing facts about the country of the guest to report about it.
Shortly before, I had published a report in the German-Finnish
Rundschau about the Village Project entitled: Living in harmony
with nature. At that time the Finnish mobile phone manufacturer
NOKIA was still the undisputed number one on the world market,
and the Süddeutsche Zeitung reported in detail in its Finnish
supplement on this engineering and commercial achievement of
our five million people. So I was all the more astonished to find
my idea of a” Forest Village” in box framing and with a photo
of myself in the same Finland supplement entitled: ”A Forest
Village in Lapland, the Vision of the Environmentalist Harald
Helander”. The same article emphasized that wood giant UPM
Kymmene, the largest group in Finland with 38,000 employees,
was interested in the project too.
When I received a letter from our President’s wife, Mrs Eeva
Ahtisaari, praising my tireless efforts for this project and wishing
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that the municipality of Inari would support the idea and develop
it together with me, I reached a state of euphoric because who
should prevent this useful project now?

Envy and Incapacity
You wouldn’t believe it, it was prevented! My request for EU
funding for an environmental impact study of the project was
rejected by the Finnish competent authority. The Municipality of
Inari considered me to be a fantasist who should not be supported
under any circumstances. Despite all the favourable conditions
and the preparation made by my PR work, the request for the
participation of the local government in the project, chaired by
the pastor of Ivalo, was rejected by three to four votes. A council
member later told me, ”If the project had been the idea of the local
council it would have been tackled immediately. But because it
was your idea, that of a conservationist, the project had no chance
of beeing supported.”

Stabbing in the Back by the Green Party
Nevertheless, I did not want to drop the project. But something
happened that felt like a stab in my back. We had a new
government and a new minister for the Environment from the
Green Party. Where our former Minister of the Environment
Sirpa Pietikäinen had steadfastly refused to approve the plan
of deforestation of the Hammastunturi primal forests, the new
Minister of the Environment Pekka Haavisto did not have the
backbone to refuse his signature to a document that meant the
legal death-blow to the remaining virgin forests of Northern
Lapland.
My next article in the HELSINGIN SANOMAT was a desperate
call with the title: Let’s stop cutting down primeval Forests!
International boycott measures ultimately helped to reduce
deforestation in the state-owned virgin forest of northern Lapland.
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Deforestation ceased slowly year by year. But only when large
sections of the remaining virgin forests had been included in the
Pan-European network of protected areas NATURA 2000 we
conservationists felt some relief.

The Fight Against the Vuotos Reservoir (1989 – 2000)
Just one year after our move from Indonesia to Lapland, we were
asked to take part in the annual rowing of protest against a huge
planned reservoir, half the size of Lake Constance in Germany.
For me, as an engineer of hydraulics, it seemed absurd to drown
such a huge area for just 37 megawatts of power to be gained.

Physician Helena Tiihonen on the river Kemi in the company of
the author. She was the unyielding and main activist against the
planned Vuotos reservoir.
Above all, I was impressed by the unyielding peasant families
on the banks of the Kemi River, who refused to sell their land to
the power plant company.
The first plans for this reservoir originated in the 60s. No project
in Finland has become more the object of political interest, as the
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Spiegel journalist Renate Nimttz-Köster interviewing Veikko
Schroderus, a staunch opponent of the Vuotos project.

Vuotos Rowing 1997. Heikki Alakujala at the helm of his boat
with rowers from Iijoki.
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reservoir called Vuotos. In 1982 the project had been rejected by
the government. But every election campaign, to this day, keeps
bringing it again and again out of mothballs. The driving force
is the Center Party and the power company Kemijoki Oy owned
by the state . The Supreme Court of Administration rejected this
dam project in 2000 for environmental reasons. Flood protection
for the city of Rovaniemi in Southern Lapland is now being used
as a new argument for the construction of the reservoir.
Physician Helena Tiihonen fought an unyielding battle of 25
years as main activist against the Vuotos project, in the course of
which her health suffered severely. The fight has used up all her
strength. She once wrote to me in a Christmas letter: ”Couldn’t I

Margarete on the river Kemi
participating at the annual
rowing of protest against the
planned Vuotos reservoir.

be like a normal person who does not care about this project and
let things go? But giving up is out of the question for me. ”
In order to draw international attention to this controversial
planned reservoir, I wrote an article in English in the early stages
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of the Internet: The Vuotos Dam a Disaster for the Nordic
Justice System. In 1995 I asked repeatedly for the NDR film
crew to come to Lapland and report about the Vuotos project. I
remember the moment when their film showed the faces of the
local inhabitants, who had resisted this project for decades, a
project with disastrous consequences to their land and homes.

Death Only Seconds away
When flying in the company of the Spiegel journalist Renate
Nimtz-Köster and the cameraman over the area of the planned
reservoir in June 18th, 2000, it almost came to a dramatic end
for all of us. When the pilot was landing the plane he didn’t seem
to notice an electric cable which was stretched over the river
Kemi. Sitting behind the pilot I saw through the side window
a fast approaching electric cable and anticipated a catastrophe.
It was a matter of a fraction of a second. I slapped the pilot on
the shoulder and shouted through the engine noise, ”Watch out!”
The pilot responded at once dropping the plane downward onto
the water surface where it was hurled back by the buoyancy of
the floats and after another landing attempt touched down on the
river. We had escaped death by a hair’s breadth. The pilot’s only
response to my reproach was, Didn’t I respond quickly?

Victory at Last!
In June 2000 the article about the planned Vuotos reservoir
appeared in the magzine, Der Spiegel, under the heading
Inundation for Whooper Swans.
The article mentioned that five of the Schroderus brothers
fell in the war with Russia and were brought home for burial.
Can anybody imagine a greater sacrifice for one’s country and
a bitterer loss for the last surviving brother who had to realize
that he should be driven off his own land, because of the Vuotos
recervoir?
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I often pondered the sorrow of mothers who lost loved ones in
the war, when the priest came to their door to announce, your son
has fallen for his country. Can you imagine how that must have
felt?
I remember the bitter statement of Veikko Schroderus: ”Minister
Veikko Vennamo gave me his assurance when this piece of land
for farming was handed over to me, ” that this place of yours
you shall never have to abandon”. I found it very strange that the
revelation by the Spiegel magazine of these cruel facts were met
by the press in Finland with total silence.

The Free Vuotos Veteran`s Award.
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I vividly remember all the veterans of the Vuotos fight who spent
the best of their years under the shadow of that threat. When
the situation was at its bleakest point Vuotos veteran Veikko
Korhonen asked me. ”Isn’t there anything that can be done?” I
aswered then, ”nothing can dissuade us, we’ll fight to the end and
we’ll win”. And win we did.
After twelve years of tireless toil for the salvation of forest and
swamplands (they were finally added to the areas deemed most
important to preserve in the NATURA 2000 Network) Margarete
and I were awarded the Free Vuotos honorary certificate on June
18th, 2000. As I already mentioned in the introduction to this
section the Supreme Court forbade the building of the Vuotos
dam. This was celebrated in the joyous Vuotos rowing occasion.

No Retirement for Nature Conservationists
Margarete and I have grown old over the never-ending endeavour
to save endangered primeval nature. Active conservationists
cannot withdraw from work like pensioners. As long as they still
have some strength they will stand up and fight for the preservation
of ultimate paradises on this planet. One such gem is Lake Inari
in Northern Lapland, the world’s largest lake north of the Arctic
Circle, with its 3,300 uninhabited islands and home to the Inari
Sami people. It was an unbearable thought for us that the pristine
shores of this lake, according to plans of the municipality of Inari,
should be parcelled for over-sized tourist resorts with hotels and
luxurious apartments and weekend cottages for wealthy people,
especially Russians, in spite of the fact that this lake is protected
by the Shore Protection Program and also included in the Europewide NATURA 2000 Protection net. A call for help from the
indigenous Sami people was the decisive factor for my ten-year
determined commitment to the preservation of the pristine nature
of Lake Inari.
Active commitment of a conservationist is always faced with
the same problem. He opposes the interests of politiciants,
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industry and the local municipalities and speculators. Ultimately,
it is always about the issue of job creation, a particularly
strong argument for the politicians who want to be re-elected.
Furthermore there are often strong materialistic interests
involved, so that the conservationist is always confronted with
mighty adversaries. He has no lobby behind him and is often
fighting alone on the front-line. Nature can only speak for itself
indirectly. It takes many years of persuasion to arouse interest
in the understanding for necessary nature conservation, although
it is a natural and national duty for everyone of us to preserve
untouched environment for future generations, too. The road is
rocky, it is associated with personal financial sacrifices, there is
no salary for the activities, and the many hostilities you have to
deal with make life sometimes unbearable.

Action for Saving Lake Inari (2007 – 2020)
In order to draw attention to Lake Inari, I had to succeed in
making this happen by way of arousing interest for Lake Inari
in foreign countries. Didn’t thousands of Finns emigrate to
Australia, Canada and the USA? Perhaps it would interest them
that the protection status of this unique lake in their old homeland
is threatened. I was thinking in the first place of Australia and
wrote to Satu Beverley, daugther of Veli Rahikainen, a colleaque
and valued friend of our father and head of the Helsinki Port
Construction Board. Satu emigrated in 1960 to Australia where
she soon played a leading role among the Finns. She actively
campaigned for Lake Inari and ensured that a detailed article
about the defence of the lake would appeared in the mouthpiece
of the Finns, the magazine SUOMI NEWS. A petition with many
signatures of the emigrated Finns and their descendants was
created for the integrity of Lake Inari. This was made available to
me. She also sent her article to our then President Tarja Halonen.
It happened by chance that the editor-in-chief of the newspaper
INARILAINEN spent his vacation in Australia and thus became
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aware of the article in SUOMI NEWS. When he returned to
Ivalo, the article appeared in the newspaper INARILAINEN too
under the heading: People already speak around the world of
Lake Inari!
I read the Finnish names and signatures on the list which was
sent to me and I was deeply touched. I wrote an article which
was published in the Deutsch-Finnische Rundschau DFR
under the heading: ”Die geplante Schändungt des Inarisees
”The Planned Violation of Lake Inari”.
It caused a sensation among Finland’s friends in Germany. In a
reader’s letter to the leading newspaper HELSINGIN SANOMAT
I turned to our President Tarja Halonen with the words: ”Our
former President, Urho Kekkonen, was the first to sign a petition
to save the primeval forests in northeastern Finland near the
Russian border. This resulted in the creation of a National Park
that bears his name. The same could be done for Lake Inari,
where the name of President Tarja Halonen would go down in
the history of Finnish nature conservation.”
Despite the fact that she declared herself to be interested in the
Sami peoples’well-being, she refrained from supporting the
petition for Lake Inari with her name. Of course, after all one
has to keep in mind that in comparison with Halonen our former
president Urho Kekkonen was an exceptionally far-sighted
statesman.
Journalist Renate Nimtz-Köster wrote in March 2011 an article in
the German politically orientated magazine SPIEGEL ONLINE:
”Sami people fear the selling out of their Holy Lake Inari”.
The GREEN THREAD, a paper of the Green Party in Finland
published an article under the heading ”Once again”. Harald
Helander, veteran of defending primeval forest in Lapland once
again took his activist’s gloves off the hook, this time to fight
against the planned building activities on the shores of Lake Inari.
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At last our largest Finnish newspaper, the HELSINGIN
SANOMAT, showed interest in Lake Inari. I got a call from a
reporter from this newspaper with the assurance that she was
going to write a comprehensive story about the Lake. The
following day she arrived together with a photographer. A violent
storm prevented us from visiting the lake by boat. So I showed
her some pristine shores of other lakes and rapids with spring
time floods to give her an idea of what primeval wilderness is
all about. I got the impression that she understood why I fought
for the conservation of this unique scenery. She also interviewed
those in favour of opening Lake Inari for mass tourism. When
I showed her my diaries containing the black ink drawings
of my extensive hikes through Northern Lapland she insisted
that I should lend her the diaries for the article she was going
to write. My hesitation was understandable, after all they are
irreplaceable original documents, but she promised to return
the diaries by courier and she kept her word. Two weeks later
I received mail from HELSINGIN SANOMAT. It contained a

The athour in front of the map of Lake Inari. Picture taken by
reporter of HELSINGIN SANOMAT.
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copy of the newspaper of 3rd July 2011 with the article on Lake
Inari, the photos and some drawings from my diaries and all that
over three pages. On another whole page was a statement by me
in big letters which had been published previously by the local
newspaper INARILAINEN:
I am an old man and have been figthting for the conservation
of Finland’s oldest forests and last free waters for many years.
It is impossible for me to give up now when the fate of Lake
Inari is at stake. It is far better to fall in one’s boots than to be
ashamed of not to have done everything possible to save the ”
sea” of the Sami people.
I was very much surprised to learn that one of the big photos in
Helsingin Sanomat was later chosen as one of the pictures of the
year of 2011, where I hug a pine tree. It moved me deeply. One
thing I knew for certain, those who had an influence on deciding
the fate of the lake would read these lines, see my drawings and
look at the pictures. Later on, the Supreme Administrative Court
rejected all plans to develop the shores of Lake Inari for mass
tourism on the grounds of insufficient environmental impact
studies.
Whether the decision of the Court will hold is questionable.
Economic interests often find ways to circumvent environmental
protection laws.
Lake Inari as a national park including the surrounding
riparian forests, will be the only way to preserve these unique
treasures for future generations. The fight is still going on.
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Taiwan (2015)
As I mentioned before, it was our friend Sonja who suggested
that I should write my book in warm Taiwan, which ultimately
led me to accept the Fan family’s invitation. And so Margarete
and I went on a trip to distant Taiwan in January 2015. There I
actually had the opportunity to start the manuscript for my book
that so many of our friends were waiting for.
How Sonja’s first trip to Lapland came about had to do with
Margarete’s first visit to Taipei where she had met Sonja in a
Buddhist temple.
When I together with my wife Margarete later moved from
Indonesia to Lapland in 1987, we let Taiwanese students stay in
our small apartment in Heidelberg for some time. So it happened
that Sonja, who wanted to study German in Heidelberg, also spent
one night in our apartment. There she noticed my picture on the
front page of a Finnish evening newspaper which I had left there.
My name, Harald Helander, mentioned in the text, she knew, of
course, and so the idea of visiting us in Lapland came about.
She applied for a visa to Finland at the Finnish embassy in Bonn,
Germany which was refused. Sonja was not discouraged by
this, but took the front page of the Finnish newspaper, drove to
Bonn and asked to speak to the Finnish ambassador. She even
succeeded. She showed him the cover with my picture and said
that she wanted to visit this man. As soon as the ambassador had
read the text of the newspaper article she was given a visa to
Finland immediately.
Then Sonja wrote us a letter poste restante to Ivalo and informed
us about the date of her arrival. She took the train across northern
Sweden to Finland. In Rovaniemi she took the bus to Ivalo,
where I picked her up. This happened at the end of September
1990. At that time there was no electric light or a guest room in
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our log cabin, so that we partitioned an alcove with a curtain and
furnished the space with a bed.
Winter was just around the corner and Sonja had no winter
clothing. She received those and boots in Ivalo as a gift from the
owner of a clothing store because back then foreigners were rare
in Ivalo, and people wanted such an exotic guest from distant
Taiwan to remember Finland well.
It had been snowing during the night and Sonja saw a snowy
winter landscape for the first time in her life. Later she told us that
she hardly dared to step on the snow cover so as not to disturb
it with her footprints. Since she had gone out of the house into
the cold without a hat and jacket she caught a cold and had to
stay in bed for a few days, where she was lovingly cared for by
Margarete. After a few days she was fit again.
In the following days Sonja even witnessed the migration of the
Whooper Swans to the south. They had previously gathered near
our river bank. It was an impressive spectacle when the swans
rose above the river, one pair at a time with strong wing beats,
followed by the young swans. With a call like the sound of
trumpets they said goodbye and soon dissappeared from view
behind the bend of the river.
But back to our trip to Hukou in Taiwan, where we were warmly
welcomed by Sonja and the Fan family and accommodated and
entertained with admirable hospitality throughout our stay.
The first thing we got to know was Sonja’s elderly parents, both
as old as we, around 80 years. We were amazed to learn that they
went to their fields at four o’clock in the morning every day and
after work had breakfast with their son Kent at eight o’ clock.
After that Kent went to work. Despite his old age Sonja’s father
was also one of the a mayors of the district of Hukou.
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We were very impressed by the Fan family’s social commitment.
Taiwan was a colony of Japan for over half a century until the end
of World War II. The Japanese were not interested in the education
of the Taiwanese. As a result, most Taiwanese could not learn to
read or write at that time. Sonja’s father only learned the necessary
thousands of characters at the age of 50. Sonja’s parents made it
possible for the many children in the neighbourhood to do their
homework after school in a room in their spacious house as the
parents of these children were mostly poor farmers who worked
in their fields during the day. As a result an educational institution
developed over time which continues to this day, where Sonja
gives English lessons to the students there.
Most of the time, however, I had to do the paperwork on the
manuscript for my book at night, because during the week of the

A huge dragon temple of Taiwan
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Chinese New Year we were invited daily by various members
of the Fan family to celebrate this important festival of the year.
We were also taken on excursions in get to know the interesting
sights of this exotic country.
When Sonja caught a cold she asked me to take over the English
lessons for a while, which gave me great pleasure. On our first trip
to the country which was all new to us, five of Sonja’s students
accompanied us. We took the train to a place in the highlands
where there was a big market day. For us, used to the loneliness of
Lapland the many people in the market place were an experience
of a special kind. The five girls took care of us all the time so that
we did not get ”lost” and delivered us back safely to Sonja.
Taiwan has a lot of temples. In addition to the Buddhist pagodas,
we particularly liked the colourful dragon temples. These are
represented in all sizes, from small to huge. The entrance is always
on the right at the dragon gate, the exit on the left at the tiger gate.
While visiting a Buddhist temple we were invited to dinner by
a man who had volunteered there for some time. A visit to a
Taiwanese theatre was also an unforgettable event for us. After
the performance we were asked to go on stage where we were
allowed to dance with one of the graceful and beautiful girls.
I was particularly interested in the history of the island before
it was discovered by the Portuguese, who called the country
Formosa Beautiful Island. When I visited a museum which dealt
with the history of the original population, I found out for instance
that the appreciation of a woman at that time was determined by
her ability to weave. I admired items of clothing with ornamental
embroidery which reminded me of some traditional Karelian
and Finno-ish-Ugric folk costumes, such as those of the Maris
on the Volga. On the other hand, their husbands’ reputation was
determined by their success in hunting and personal courage.
Most of the island’s indigenous tribes were headhunters at the
time.
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We were told that in those distant times a Japanese sailing ship
was driven in a storm to the east coast of Taiwan, where part of
the crew went ashore with fateful consequences. They fell victim
to the headhunters. The horrified crew remaining on board the
ship sailed back to Japan where the fate of the beheaded seafarers
triggered such feelings of revenge that a punitive expedition
was sent to Taiwan. However, the expedition couldn’t do
much in the wild mountain world of steep gorges and roaring
mountain streams and had to return without success to Japan.
Today’s peaceful population in Taiwan is based on the gradual
immigration of farmers from mainland China during a time of
over a hundred years.
When Chiang Kai- shek had to leave China after being defeated
by Mao’s troops he went with his entire army to Taiwan, taking
with him a large part of China’s cultural assets, such as invaluable
porcelain from different dynasties or unique painted scrolls.
However, this must be considered a stroke of luck, because
during the Cultural Revolution initiated by Mao much of China’s
cultural treasures were destroyed by the Revolutionary Guards.
That is why thousands of Chinese travel to Taiwan these days to
admire their cultural heritage in Taiwan’s museums.
When our stay in Hukou came to an end and we were getting
ready for our homeward journey. I couldn’t find my passport and
plane ticket. I searched our luggage and all bags and clothes, but
to no avail. The search of our room was also unsuccessful. At first
I thought that the passport could have been stolen from our room,
but I immediately rejected this thought. I tried to think calmly but
noticed that there were drops of sweat on my forehead because
losing one’s passport is one of the most unpleasant situations that
one can get into abroad. In addition, the tickets were also missing.
Our situation was complicated by the fact that there was no
Finnish embassy in Taiwan to contact. I had no choice but to
inform my brother Ilmari of my situation by email and to ask the
competent authorities in Finland for advice and help.
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The missing flight ticket was fortunately not a problem, because
since the tickets had been ordered and paid for over the Internet
my brother could print out the ticket documents again and send
them to me by email. Then he informed the Finnish Ministry of
Foreign Affairs about the case and asked for support.
In the meantime I had heard from a Finnish business agency in
Taipei that I had to contact the foreign office in Taiwan, which
was located in the tallest building in Taipei, ”The One Tower” and
that the Finnish embassy in Hongkong had to issue a certificate
which confirmed the loss of my travel documents since only
with such a certificate would I be granted access to ”The One
Tower”, the most closely guarded building in Taipei. The Finnish
embassy in Hongkong, which had probably been informed about
the “Helander” case by the Finnish Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
sent me the required certificate.
The authority in question which issued the travel document in
replacement of my missing passport, was located approximately
in the middle of the extremely high tower-like building. You first
took a fast lift to the centre of the building, then switched to a
second lift to get to your destination.
On our way home I was called by name at the airports in Taiwan
and Hong Kong. They were interested in the process of the
passport replacement document and we explained to them how
this matter had been dealt with.
A few months later Sonja informed us by e-mail that my passport
and tickets had been found. They were hidden in a sewing basket
which Margarete had used.
As a big surprise, the two sisters, Vivian and Hsiu-Chin, visited
us in August 2015 with their sons Yong and Vincent. They spent
a few days with my brother at his place near Helsinki and then
visited Margarete and me at our place in Lapland. We all enjoyed
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the visits of these always cheerful and helpful guests, who above
all did the cooking for us and conjured up delicious dishes to put
on the table. In September of he following year Kent and his wife
visited us and finally in 2019 Joy arrived in Helsinki for a year
of agricultural studies. We all had a wonderful time together with
much fun and happy days. These visits were for us a cause of
great joy and brought a welcome change to our life.

Work on the Preparation of my Book (2016)
After we returned from Taiwan a lot of work had to be done on
the manuscript of my book. I wrote the manuscript in my mother
tongue in German. My brother Ilmari typed out my handwritten
manuscript and put it in digital form. My nephew Veli-Pekka
digitized the photos and friends took over the proofreading. My
old friend Steven found a publisher for my book. It was all a time
consuming and busy process. The main title of my book was: The
Log Cabin on the Rriver Bend. The Subtitle was: Dare to commit
Yourself. Memories of a Site Manager and Conservationist.
I found the fact particularly interesting that the publisher,
Wittgenstein Verlag, was led by a Princess Victoria. All my
German friends had already been looking forward to my book for
some time. The book received positive and appreciative reviews
and we got enthusiastic feedback from readers and friends. They
found the book so exciting that they only put it down when they
had finished reading it. We were all very happy about this success.
The book was presented in the German-Finnish Rundschau and
received a positive assessment even in the Yearbook for FinnishGerman literary relations. That was more than I expected.
Of course I wanted my book to be printed in Finnish, too. So I
immediately started to translate the German text into Finnish.
That was very difficult and exhausting work in addition to my
many daily tasks. Again my brother and nephew helped with the
typing of the fair copy and digitation of text and photos. Our old
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friend and former journalist for the UUSI SUOMI newspaper,
Raila Honkavaara, took care of the linguistic proofreading. The
book was printed by the Finnish publisher Mediapinta Oy, in
Tampere. Friends and acquaintances also read the Finnish version
of the book enthusiastically.
Between January and March 2018 I undertook a lecture tour
through Northern and Southern German cities to present my
book and to talk about my efforts to protect the old forests of
Lapland and also about the fight for the protection of Lake Inari
from nature-destroying construction measures. On this trip I also
visited Princess Victoria and thanked her for the cooperation
in publishing my book. I also had the opportunity to view the
paintings in her ancestral gallery. One of the paintings particularly
fascinated me, I stood in front of it for some time. It was the
portrait of a beautiful young woman. ”And who is that?” I asked
Princess Victoria? ”This is Queen Victoria of England, my greatgrandmother,” she replied proudly.
I soon became convinced that an English version of my book was
also necessary because I wanted our friends in Australia, England
and America to read my book in their own language, because
many of the descendants of Finnish emigrants don’t understand
Finnish any more. So we started the translation work together,
expanding the content of my original book, especially with a
view to the struggle to preserve the wilderness of Lake Inari.

A Momentous Report from the CNN (2019)
The plans of the municipality of Inari of 2010 concerning tourist
centers and luxury villas on the shores of Lake Inari, against
which Inari’s Friends of Nature repeatedly objected, are still with
the Finnish Suprime Court which remains silent on the matter.
In October 2019, the well-known American TVcorporation CNN
provided a sensational report which described Lake Inari as one of
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the most beautiful places in Europe. This surprising contribution
by such an important TV broadcaster immediately brought up
an investor called “Arctic Destination”, who’s aim it is to build
on the shore of peninsula Nanguniemi, which extends far into
Lake Inari’s pristine wilderness, a 5-star luxury hotel of suprime
quality for international ”elite” guests, a hotel which would
exceed in luxury and performance all existing hotels of Lapland
and even the whole country. The municipal council of Inari
eagerly welcomed such a project, which would make it possible
to offer these elite tourists ”something unique and rare far in
the untouched environment of the lake”, with the intention and
hope of creating with this hotel a kind of Klondike, a bubbling
source of money. The fact that this hotel is planned to be located
in the area of the NATURAand The Beach Protection Programme
doesn’t seem to bother neither the municipality of Inari, nor the
investor of the hotel.
Public opinion in Inari and Ivalo is strictly against such a hotel
project and the population is most vexed about the fact that the
state forest administration, which is actually responsible for
ensuring compliance with the protection laws of the state-owned
lake, is already involved in the planning of the infrastructure for
the 5-star hotel to be built.
How is it possible, people are asking, that in our country a
governmental authority acts in disregard of existing nature
protection laws?
In the middle of today’s tourism boom with thousands of guests,
especially from China, Japan and Korea, who arrive at the large
airport in Ivalo, it is believed that circumvention of the nature
conservation laws can be justified in the commercial interest. It
has become a habit of justifying everything with general phrases
like ”taking nature into account” and ”environmental impact
studies for the planned tourist centres”, which sounds like sheer
mockery.
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The fact is that the “opening up” of Lake Inari and its untouched
nature for mass tourism would result in the desecration of the
lake and the destruction of its magical atmosphere. A hotel in this
place would also be a gateway for negative consequences, like
a cancerous tumour with its metastases. Such bad side effects
would be e.g. hostile signs, like: Private area, Keep out, No Trespassing.
In Finland we have the so-called “Everybody’s Right,” which
means that everyone is allowed to move freely in the countryside
and in the forests for recreation or to pick mushrooms and berries.
Only the private area around residential buildings should not be
entered without permission, which goes without saying. Suddenly
appearing hostile prohibition signs in the wilderness area of Lake
Inari would be felt like blows to the face for hik§ers and those
seeking relaxation and would disenchant its spell of nature in an
instant.
In order to counteract the once again threatening development
in the matter of the lake, the Friends of Nature of Lake Inari,
as a registered association, handed over a petition, signed by
numerous citizens of the region, to Inari’s municipal council on
the 7 th of June, 2018. In this petition the citizens demanded the
designation of Lake Inari and its untouched forests on its shores
as a National Park. Only in this way the final protection of the
lake can be reached, keeping in mind that the Shore Protection
Program and the NATURAstatus are no safe guarantees for
keeping Lake Inari unspoiled also for future generations.
In the expectant atmosphere of the gathering in the hall of the
municipality of Inari, the council’s spokeswoman received the
petition and promised to bring it up at the council’s meeting to
be dealt with, which was reported in the newspaper Inarilainen
of June 13th, 2018.
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However, in a multi-page article by Helsingin Sanomat dated
November 9th, 2019 under the heading: The big and wonderful
Inari, the reader learnt,” that at the moment there is no view of
a national park. The council of the municipality of Inari decided
last week that the Inari petition would not be processed.
Inspite of the clear promise, the decision by the council shows
a deplorable lack of respect for the petition and the indifferent
attitude towards the citizens who have signed the petition. In
Finland, for historical reasons, it is common practice to treat
petitions with dignity, which is in toal contrast to the manner
how the council operates.
The citizen of Inari, who are shocked about the behaviuor of
the council, will inevitably come to the conclusion that the
disregard for the petition is linked to the intention of the local
council to let the 5-star hotel to be built at the Nangu Peninsula, in
the middle of untouched nature.
It does not take much imagination to understand why the people
of the Inari municipality chose the fisherman Matti Romppanen as
Citizen of the Year 2019. The critical thoughts that he expressed
in the local newspaper, Inarilainen, can be understood as a kind
of vox populi, meaning that the citizens, in solidarity with him,
reject the planned luxury hotels as a threat to the environment.
Since the recent procedure of the Inari municipal administration
has caused fear of an irreversible impairment of the pristine
character of Lake Inari, I turned to the current Minister of the
Environment, Krista Mikkonen, and discussed with her the
urgency of final protection for Lake Inari on January 24th, 2020,
stressing the point that only the designation as a National Park or
World Heritage status, would enable a final and safe protection.
The biologist Heikki Simola from the Finnish Conservation
Association was also present at this meeting.
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A look into the Future
In 2020 the well-known broadcaster and natural historian
documentarist, David Attenborough, stated in his book ”A Life
on Our Planet, Witness Statement and A Vision for the Future”,
that in 1960, 62% of nature on earth was still untouched, but that
by 2020 untouched nature had shrunk to 35%. During the same
time the earth’s population had increased from 3 billion to 7,8
billion. This is clear evidence that the pressure on the remaining
areas of untouched nature on our planet is threatened, including
its biodiversity, wildlife and indigenous people who live there. In
the northern part of my Finnish homeland with its national parks
and wilderness areas, as advertised by the tourist industry in their
colourful advertising brochures, there are forty international
mining companies in search of mineral resources. In the places
that have been discovered, mountains of rock rubble have long
since spoiled the northern forest landscape. Der Spiegel magazine
44/2012 wrote under the heading, Klondike in Lapland. Mining
corporations plunder Europe’s richest gold and nickel reserves.
The hunt for ore in northern Finland is poisoning rivers, lakes
and bogs.
Even in my neighbourhood a valuable moor biotope with a clear
stream and pond was converted without approval into a test site
for an international tyre manufacturing group.
In response to my judicial protest, I was informed that the bog
in question has no natural values that are worth protecting. Even
the fact that the biotope was a part of a designated groundwater
protection area was not reason enough to save the biotope. I felt
mocked and powerless.
This is exactly what is happening on our planet in whatever form,
over and over again. Fire clearing of the rainforests, dams that
flood huge areas, roads that are being laid into the last wilderness
areas, the list can be continued for almost countless pages.
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What will the world’s map look like in another 50 years? What
about the remaining wildernesses and designated protected areas,
when the world’s populations grows from 7 billion to 8 or 9 or
even 10 billion? Will there still be a habitat for the tiger and other
endangered species? It is hard to understand that today there is
not even room for the wolf in scarcely populated Lapland, where
this animal should be part of the wildlife in the vast wilderness
area and National parks. I do not know the answer. It is only to
be hoped that there will be courageous people in the future, too,
who will fight with determination for the remaining wilderness
and its animals. A world without unspoiled nature and without its
wild animals we should never allow to happen.

Events during 2012-2015
One of the greatest wishes in our lives came true in the summer
of 2012. Through the Finnish Forest Agency we learned of the
opportunity to place our beloved Pyrynmaa under protection of
the Finnish Nature Heritage Foundation, in which we succeeded.
We thank all those who helped to make this dream come true.
On the 12th of June, 2013, I received an unexpected phone call.
I was asked along with my wife to come to the library of Ivalo,
where we were presented with the Environmental Prize of the
Year. This honour seemed almost unreal to me when I received
this award. It was a brief, simple but deeply moving occasion.
A bunch of globeflowers, four bars of the well-known Fazer
chocolate and the certificate of honour of the Lapland Nature
Conservationists. It was hard for me to hold back tears of joy.
After all the decades of endeavour to protect endangered nature in my native country and else-were in the world for future
generations, so frustrating as this often has been, at this special
moment I became aware of the great significance and impact of
my achievements. The Lapland newspaper, Lapin Kansa, wrote
on June 13th, 2013: ”Harald the Terrible” was honoured for his
life’s work.”
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A dream come true. Our Prynmaa is now a nature preserve.
In 2014 Anneli Jussila, managing director of the Nature Heritage
Foundation, visited our Pyrynmaa and admired the beauty of
the yellow globeflowers on our meadow which gets flooded in
springtime. She asked me to write an article for the foundation’s
publication in commemoration of the year it was founded, which
I gladly did. It was an honour for me.
The Koilliskaira National Park in northeastern Finland celebrated
its 30th anniversary in the same year. On this occasion I was
invited as a speaker in the auditorium of the National Park.
Since I was free to choose my audience the head of the National
Park Tina Aikio promised to invite young people. From the
neighbouring villages of Sodankylä and Ivalo pupils of the ninth
grade arrived by bus. In my lecture I left to the young students a
testament: Continue to defend nature unwaveringly!
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In autumn 2015 our young friend Kevin Francett, 20, whom we
have known since his childhood, told us that he admires how we
live and act, and that he wanted to make a film documentary
about us. The first shooting took place at the spot where we use
to gather around the camp fire.
I have always admired the famous symbolic painting “Attack”
painted by Eetu Isto, because it can be interpreted as well for the
the defence of human rights as for the defence of nature.

The painting ”Attack” by Eetu Isto, donated to the National
Museum in Helsinki by the brother of my grandfather, Niilo
Helander.
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Eetu (Edvard) Isto was a poor Finnish artist from Ala-Tornio.
Nobody in Finland dared to buy his painting “Attack” at the time
before Finland’s independence. Thus, it ended up in Sweden. A
man named Otto Nordberg bought it. When Finland gained its
independence in 1917 municipal commisioner Niilo Helander, the
brother of my grandfather, bought it back and donated it to the
National Museum in Helsinki. There it is greeting viewers to this
day.

The Story of the Foxes
It started in August 2011. Everywhere it was swarming with mice
of all kinds, it was also a year of lemmings. I was on my way
using the wheelbarrow to get firewood from our car parking lot
150 metres away from our house when I sighted a fox. It is
a habit of mine to talk to animals. So I spoke to this one too.
The fox listened attentively. I probably said: I’m glad to see
you. You look good with your red coat and the bushy long tail.
Then I pushed the wheelbarrow along the path. The fox followed
me. I was astonished, stopped and talked to the fox again, who
listened to me once more. I went on and the fox followed five
metres behind me. When I arrived at the wood-pile the fox had
disappeared. Then I returned on the path with the fully loaded
wheelbarrow, and again the fox reappeared and followed me. On
arriving at our log-cabin the fox disappeared into the bushes. I
told Margarete about my experience.
The next day I met the fox again. He stuck his front paws out and
waved his magnificent tail. This meant clearly in the vernacular
of foxes:: ”I want to play with you!” So I chased the fox and it
raced away. When I turned around and went back, the fox was
”chasing” me. We were playing this game for a while until I had
to give up exhausted, and the fox went on a mouse hunt.
Margarete and I were accustomed to go in September on a twoweek hike in the colourful surrounding wilderness whenever
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possible. On returning, we saw the fox again. Once he came to
meet me as I went with the wheelbarrow full of firewood along
the path leading to our house. You have to turn around, I told him,
because I can’t pass you on this narrow path. The fox seemed to
understand that because he turned and trotted back on the path he
had come along, and then turned off into a side path.
During firewood splitting at the parking lot I was playfully
”attacked” by the fox. As I chased him he showed me how fast he
could run. The game was repeated several times. Now it’s time, I
thought, to introduce the fox to Margarete. I called, Come on, Fox!
And he followed me to the house. He was not at all afraid of
Margarete, perhaps he already knew her. It often happens that man
befriends a wild animal but very seldom a wild animal seeks the
friendship of man. Too big is the justified fear of losing its life.
In October it gets early dark in Lapland. When I returned from
shopping in Ivalo I saw a fox in the light cone of the car’s
headlight. The fox disappeared into the forest. Maybe it’s our
fox, I thought, stopping the car and getting out. I called, Fox!
He emerged from the darkness and came right up to me. It was
actually our fox.
At the beginning of winter 2011 all the mice were killed by an
epidemic. That meant for the fox that prey was scarce and he
was hungry. In Ivalo’s supermarket I got dry food for dogs, a
mixture of rice and chicken. This tasted the fox. Two handfuls
were enough for him, the rest he hid by digging with his paws a
depression in the snow, pushed in the food and covered it with
his snout. If the fox had captured a hare or a hazel grouse so that
he did not immediately need the food we offered, he hid it and
showed that he could take care of himself.
In January the coldest and darkest time of the year in Lapland
I discorered one day that our fox was sleeping during the night
outside the small window near my bed. When I opennd the window
and wished him good night, the fox, with a little movement of his
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ears, let me know that he had heard me. When I the next day was
shovelling the snow away in front of the log cabin and on the
path leading to the shed, from where I fetched firewood with my
wheelbarrow, the fox watched with keen interest from the roof
of the cabin what I was doing.
During breakfast I often saw the fox through the window waiting
outside. When Margarete went to greet the fox, his reaction was
astonishing. He stretched out his front paws, the head close to
the ground. I used to say to Margarete, the fox is performing the
”kowtow” to show obsequious deference. Our fox was really an
extraordinary creature.
During spring and summer the fox visited us less often, and we
were always happy when he was sitting outside, and we could
greet him. He watched us gardening, because it was his territory
and he wanted to know what was going on there. Another winter
started. The fox accompanied us on our walks in the forest. He
knew exactly the sound of my snowmobile and sometimes came
towards me on the path when I emerged from the woods with a
sledge trailer loaded with firewood.
In the spring of 2013 the fox seemed to have disappeared. He
probably now has to provide for a family of his own, I thought.
One day we experienced a big surprise. The fox was in fact a
vixen and brought us one of her cubs. This happened one morning
when I was woken up by a scratching sound on the wall of our
log- cabin. I opened the window and saw a little fox which the
mother had obviously brought with her. ”Where are you coming
from?” I asked. To us it seemed incredible that the vixen, which
after all was a wild animal, had brought her cub and showed her
confidence in us in such a way. Vixen and offspring we now saw
every day. It was touching to watch how the two behaved. After
a while I noticed how the vixen left her hunting ground to the
young fox. She began to pay us less visits as she had obviously
to take care of her remaining cubs.
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During the summer the little fox became a big one. He often visited
us on his trail and, like his mother, played with us and followed us
on our walks. He too did not show up when we had guests. Only
once I saw the vixen in company with her full-grown boy, then
no more. Around Margarete’s handmade tent, where we lived for
two years until our log cabin was ready, there was a narrow path
around the tent which I kept free from snow in winter and also
afterwards when we had abandoned the tent and only the poles
were left. Here I met the fox on a winter’s day.
Our welcome ritual was always the same. I chased him, he chased
me. Of course, at the age of 80, I was no longer the fastest and
could only keep up this game for a short time. The situation at
the tepee was an advantage for me. The fox ran around the tent
on the snow-cleared path, and it took me only a few steps to walk
in the opposite direction, where the fox arrived at great speed.
As the path was covered with ice the fox could not slow down
quickly and slid toward me. Then he turned around and ran in
the other direction around the tent to meet me again, where he
also slid towards me trying to ”apply his brakes”. This game,
which lasted for about 10 minutes, inspired the fox so much that
on his visits he fetched me to play with him around the poles of
the Indian tent.
This happened also on Christmas day, when we heated our big
living room and set up the Christmas tree decorated with straw stars.
Through the large windows of the room, we saw the fox waiting
outside in the dim light, and when I came out of the house he ran to
the Indian tent, where we played together as usual. It was the last
time I saw our fox. I searched everywhere for him, but in vain.
Foxes are outlawed, and our nature reserve of 80 hectares is too
small for fox territory. Foxes have a lot of enemies and especially
man hunts foxes down. Although I never told anyone about our
fox friendship, I’m almost certain that he fell victim to the gun
of our neighbour.
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Margarete and I miss our two fox friends, which gave us so much
joy. But we are also grateful for the rare experiences with these
extraordinary animals. And so we often think of the time when
one of us called out looking at the yard: ”Look, our fox is back
again !”

Our fox turned out to be a vixen. Over two years she enriched
our everyday life
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The Battle Continues
I want everybody once and for all clearly to understand that
Lake Inari is a national treasure of our country and belongs to
all of us. Therefore, we all should take pride in demanding the
conservation of its untouched nature and consider this task as a
common obligation. By no means should we remain indifferent
to interventions that would spoil the lake’s rare atmosphere.
I assure you, this lake is something absolutely worth fighting
for. You can do this by expressing your opinion in newspapers
or in the Internet. You can send a letter to politicians and the
municipality of Inari and demand conservation of the lake for
future generations, and you can speak about your conviction in
this matter whenever there is a chance that somebody will listen.
Raise your voice whenever the lake’s unique nature is threatened
and be proud in doing that.
People travel to Lapland every year to enjoy the still mostly
untouched nature of Lake Inari and the magic of its surrounding
old forests. These are the people who ”take” from nature, but do
not give anything in return. They don’t even reflect upon the fact
that this unique lake and its old forests are under constant threat
of being commercially exploited.
Fortunately there are some who also ”give to nature” and not only
“take”, namely those who, like me, fight for the final protection of
these gems of nature. But where are those who actually have the
power to do something about it, and why do they not join us? Am
I at the age of 87 the only one of the few, who after all the years
of unyielding endeavour as conservationist, stay at the front line
where the battle is being fought? Don’t our politicians realize
that they have an obligation to act in favour of the final protection
of something so unique as Lake Inari, a treasure of our country,
Finland, which became even better known after CNN declared
the lake as one of the most beautiful places in Europe?
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Looking for help in our fight to keep Lake Inari’s still untouched
nature and its surrounding pristine forests permanently protected
also for future generations, I turned to Sirpa Pietikäinen,
Finland’s former Minister of the Environment and Member of the
EU Parliament in Brussels, who I remembered as a determined
defender of Lapland’s old forests, (see page 206 of this book).
To her I sent my book together with a letter in which I explained
Lake Inari’s unique nature being under threat of commercial
exploitation and spoilage. Her answer to my letter came straight
away on the 23rd of May, 2020.

Encouragement and Support
She wrote:”A warm thank you, dear Harald, for your book and
your letter. Our tomorrow and our future depends on people like
you, who have the endurance to act and defend nature near and
far. I have been visiting Lake Inari and its unique surroundings,
and I am convinced of its beauty and the value of its nature.
Your proposal that Lake Inari should be given the status of a
National Park and acceptance to the list of UNESCO’s World
Nature Heritage is justified, as well the demand of improvement
of its status of protection. I consider it an important step, that you
have already contacted our Minister of the Environment, Krista
Mikkonen, and I will do the same in order to see what can be done
in this matter.
Take good care of yourself. I wish you sunshine, power and
courage for the task you are engaged with!All the best
Sirpa”
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A Question of Responsibility
Climate change caused by man and its dramatic consequences are
facts acknowledged by scientists all over the world. Therefore,
measures are being taken internationally to curb or even to stop
circumstances which accelerate climate change to the point of no
return. Because when this point is reached, the consequences for
mankind will be dramatic and even fatal.
Protection of our environment, espacially conservation of
untouched nature, are also part of the measures against climate
change and must for this reason be observed and taken seriously.
I am stressing this point, because the municipality of Inari is in
favour of a project of a recreation facility, combined with the
most luxurious hotel of Finland for wealthy “elite” tourists at
Nanguniemi’s shore of Lake Inari. This project is a serious threat
to the uniqueness of the lake, its shores and the many islands, as
well as for the untouched nature of its surroundings. In view of
nature conservation, the realisation of this project would be an act
of irresponsibility and grave disregard of the existing NATURAand Shore protection regulations and must be prevented.
The idea that wealthy elite tourists must be offered rare
experiences in the middle of the untouched nature of the lake, is
in view of the tremendous sufferance of people, for instance in
Syria and elsewhere in the world, reprehensible and shameful in
terms of morality.
With this book I want the reader to understand what nature
conservation means in our materialistic orientated world of today.
There is a call for constant presence at the front where the battle is
fought to save unique values of nature also for future generations,
which is our duty. Once lost these values can never be regained!
Nature cannot protect itself from the destructive activities of
mankind. Therefore it is the obligation of mankind itself to
protect and preserve this wonderful nature on Earth.
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The Decision of the Local Council of the Municipality
of Inari
Despite protestations in th strongest possible terms from nature
conservationists and inhabitants of the region, the council of
Inari took a decision in favour of the recreation facility project
including the building of a luxurious hotel, situated at the most
vulnerable site of Lake Inari at Nanguniemi on the 26th of April,
2021.
Most people are furious that the alternatively suggested, and
already with existing infrastructure provided sites, which would
much better suit the project in question, (considering that the
necessary infrastructure for a hotel at far away Nanguniemi has
first to be built at high costs), were turned down by the council.
Now questions are being raised and answers demanded. Who
is behind this unnecessary project stubbornly favoured by the
council? Has the decision in favour of the hotel being taken to
make it almost impossible that the lake can get World Heritage
status or being declared as a National Park, so that Lake Inari can
be commercially exploited without hindrance? Or is this project
another example of money laundering and has the decision of the
council been influenced, and if so, in which way?
From an ecological standpoint the council’s deplorable decision
is disastrous as it blatantly violates Lake Inari’s uniqueness
and at the same time also establishes a precedent which may
open up the way for further building activities on the shores and
islands of the lake in complete disregard of existing NATURA
and Shore Protection regulations. This is something completely
incomprehensible which enrages those near and far who love and
value Lake Inari untouched as it still is today.
At a time, when world wide measures are being taken in defence of
nature conservation, the violation of Lake Inari in this brutal way
will not go unnoticed elsewhere in the world. Our country will
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be blamed, and rightly so, for letting such a gross environmental
violation occur unhindered. This will in the rest of the world be
taken as an example of utter indifference towards the protection
of a unique gem of untouched nature. This is bad for Finland’s
reputation.

Facts about Lapland and the Region of Lake Inari that
Tourists Should Know
The broadcast by CNN’s 24-hour news service’s travel site which
proclaimed that ”Lake Inari is one of Europe’s most beautiful
places,” is of course a typical trick used by the tourist industry to
introduce new places to special customers in search of something
out of the ordinary. This procedure is part of the competition and
a way to boost tourism.
The ”new places” are described in glossy and colourful brochures
as a ”paradise” and everything that they have to offer is praised in
the most enthusiastic way. Unfavourable facts are, of course, not
mentioned. But this is standard practice. Therefore, it is only fair
that a tourist should be given the complete picture of a place and
also given advantageous as well as disadvantageous information.
In this way disappointment can be avoided.
As I wrote in this book, I have visited Lapland and the Inari
region many times during winter and summer and I have been
living there since 1987. This enables me to draw a realistic and
honest picture of the region.
The northern part of Lapland, Lake Inari and the tundra region
can best be enjoyed by hikers, people interested in nature and
tourists used to tough conditions and who know in advance
what they will be up against in these scarcely populated parts
of Lapland where it is easy to get lost. The weather during the
short summer is seldom stable and can change quickly within a
few hours, even. It is mostly cloudy, rainy and a chilly wind may
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plow. If you are lucky, there will be sunshine for a short time. All
this you may enjoy, were there not the plague of the bloodsucking
mosquitoes which drive you crazy. They molest you everywhere,
also at night in your tent or hotel room. You will be bitten all the
time if you do not constantly use a net or a spray for protection.
Does this sound like paradise?
Winter in Lapland can be enjoyed best in March and April by
those who want practice winter sports. During this time there
is often sunshine and the weather is mostly stable. During the
months of November to Mid-January there are only a few hours
of daylight as the sun permanently hides below the horizon.
The temperature may change from -30 degree C to plus degrees
within a short time. That is the dark period of snowstorms, slush
and black ice, wich hardly makes outdoor life enjoyable. As to
Northern Lights, advertised by CNN with the words: ”Lake Inari
is the perfect backdrop to see the Northern Lights”, one has to
keep in mind that Aurora Borealis is a rare phenomenon which
cannot be ordered to ”appear” at will whenever you want to watch
it. Therefore it is unfair to promise this light display to tourists
with full confidence. And so, wintertime, too, is far from being
described by CNN as part of ”a year round paradise”.
Let’s be frank, isn’t it a fact, that most wealthy tourists prefer
to spend their holiday in places where the sun shines, where
the weather is warm, pleasant and reliable, where there are the
beautiful landscapes of the South, luxurious hotels providing
excellent service and where you can enjoy yourself in the company
of interesting people. Why should you go to a mosquito infested
place in summer and bath between ice floes in winter, only
because you are told that it is great fun? Some crazy and eccentric
tourists might be lured to arrive through special advertising, but
to believe that a substantial, never ending stream of wealthy
tourists, animated by the article of the CNN, will arrive and that
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based on this assumption, a costly project of a large recreation
facility and luxurious hotel should be built, this is either sheer
madness or a case for investigative journalism.
My advice to the readers of my book: be interested in pristine
nature, defend and enjoy it as it still exists!
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APPENDIX
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The many newspaper articles in defence of the old forests
of Lapland and Lake Inari with its primeval nature and
uninhabited islands.
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My father as a young
man in front of a log
cabin in Lapland.
1920.

Twilight mood at
Lake Inari. 1973
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Our smoke sauna at our wilderness shelter under construction. 1962.

Our
tepee at
Pyrynmaa.
1988.
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The steep slope
from the fjord to the
mountain region.
A strenuous and
dangerous ascent.
1973.

My camp on the
plateau of the
mountain region.
1973.
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Flooding Ivalo river in 1988.

Margarethe, October 1987
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Result of goldpenning, one
tiny nugget

Sonja Fan at the Ivalo river, October 1987.

Our tepee in May 1988.

Tepee and campfire in December
1987.
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Early constructing work on our log house. Harald, Ernst and Rainer
watching Steven working laying bricks for the chimney. 1985.

The chain saw, my best tool for working on trunks. 1987.
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Rainer and Ernst preparing a trunk.
Ilmari in the background. 1987.
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Scaffolding for the work on the log house. 1987.
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Trunk handling
requires great
skill. 1987.

Working at the log house together with my brother Ilmari was
great fun. 1987.
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Our home in winter 1990.

Our enlarged log house, September 2017.
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At the age of 85 I am still busy managing daily tasks.

Our guests Cindy and Kent from Taiwan. 2017.
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Family Fan in Taiwan. 2019.

Joy Fan explaining to me who is who of the Family Fan. 2020.
Joy had received a scholarship for a study of agriculture in
Helsinki.
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A happy moment at Ilmari’s home. From left to right: Joy’s mother, Harald, Joy and Margarete.
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My brother Ilmari and I.

I in the romantic park of my brother Ilmari.
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Our shelter seen from the lake.

Paddling on lake Inari. 2019.
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Christmas with Margarete at the Hilton in Jakarta 1984.

My room in Karlsruhe during my studies.
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Margarete planding flowers, springtime 2019.

Margarete in the garden of our house in Jakarta.
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Autumn at Pyrynmaa. A 500 years old fallen pine.
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From right to left: Ilmari, Veli-Pekka and I.

A peaceful evening at the shore of Fjord Nordfoldain 1977.
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Regular eruption of volcano Gunung Semeru.

My driver Joko and his sister’s family which we invited on
Christmas eve 1984 at our house in Jakarta. A happy moment at
the swimming pool in our garden.
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Typical paddy fields newly planted. The rice plants need fresh
water which flows from field to field.
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Hundreds of years old paddy fields of all sizes like a work of art
on the island of Java.
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Early view in the morning on the clouds from the slope of the
volcano Gunung Semeru.
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A Crater lake where I took a swim at one of the steep slopes of
Gunung Semeru.
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